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My thesis suggests that mastery, which is arguably the telos of the Western 

worid, is a repressive reaction. the means by which the modem West has deliberately 

forgotten its subjectinty, its subject-hood. Following Jean-François Lyotard, as ha 

peregrinates among Marx, Freud, Kant. and Levinas, I examine the tendency, on the 

part of totalking, dielectical philosaphy. to hoM emancipation as both the goal. and 

inevitable result. of history. I argue that the interminable quest for freedom is itself 

limiting, and that this iron y mght be suggestive of an alternative. 
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...[A ]mong instances of frightening things there must be one class in which the 
frightening element can be shown to be something repressed which reans....mhis 
uncanny [das Unheimliche] is in reality nothing new or alien, but something which is 
familiar and old-established in the mind which has becorne aiienated fram it only 
through the process of repression.' 

...[A nalytic wok] done can yield a knowledge of the forgatten experiences, or - to put 
it more concretely, though more inconectly - is able to bring those forgotten 
expedences bacù to memory? 

Sigmund Frwd 

* s- 

1. Freud 1 990,363-364. 
2. Freud 1967.94. 
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(By Way of) Introduction 

I was raised in a tradition that places crosses on shoulden, and demands that 

they be carried, a tradition which then takes as its starting point this oppression, the 

salvation from which is precisely what is offered by that tradition. Christian (Catholic) 

and liberal, I shail cal1 this tradition "modem." 

Biography, then. infoms the present writing. Biograph y cum autebiograph y. At 

the end of my third decade, I found myself, against al1 odds, contrary to immense 

improbability, tuming. Acting within and against rny story, I began to rewrite it. Now, 

at the end of my fouith decade, the Department of Religion and the University ask me 

for a thesis, the goal of which is to dernonstrate a certain degree of mastery over some 

of the (re)sources to which I have tumed, in my re-writing. Difficult word, this, 

"mastery." The trad'iion against which and within which I am writing hdds mastery very 

dear. We are called. within this tradition, to be rnasters. That the notion of mastery 

contains within itself a variety of inherent oppressions is at once ignored and 

celebrated. For, as I have suggested, oppression is the force which drives the machine 

of modemity. To be oppressed is to be given the opportunity to advance. f o  be 

oppressed is to provide work for the salvation machine. 

I shall speak of an "indebtedness;' an obligation which, even as it calls the 

subject into being, toments it; toments it in an unrepresentable, spectral, manner 

which. due to the supreme, sovereign, position occupied by Knowing in our Western 
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hierarchy, must somehow yet be represented. And I will argue that this "indebtedness" 

cornes to be represented as an oppression, an oppression which m u t  be overcome. 

Thus I shsill speak of freedom, of ernancipation, of sakation. I will argue that these 

notions inform (arguably define) the Western imagination, in response to the above 

oppression, itself a response to my suggested a'indebtedness.~' Through it al, however, 

let me speak of posibility. Let me speak, not of the pœsibility of change, but, rather, 

the change of passibilities. 
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Foreword: On Relevance and Futility 

The raison d' être of politics is freedom, and its field of ewperience is action. 

Hannah ~ r e n d t ~  

The stakes of pditics are definitely not to know something but to change something. 

Jean-françois ~yotard' 

Fnistrated revolutionary, erstwhile Marxist. Jean-François Lyotard would have 

the modem West abandon its dreams of emancipation, of sabation. In the afteword to 

his 1986 Wellek lectures, published in 1988 as PeregMationsr Law, Fom, Event, 

Lyotard relates his retreat from Manism. That is, he tells the story of how he came to 

doubt that Maotism could "still understand and transform the new direction taken by the 

world after the end of the Second World Wat' (Lyotard 1988b. 49). This is a telling 

observation. He iater decries the relevance of a revolutionary movement (Marxism) 

that is incapable of "orienting the struggles, which could not fail to occur as a result of 

the [contradictions inherent in capitaiism], toward the radical solution of those 

contradictions" (58). Lyotard -the thinker, the philosopher - came to suspect that 

leftist critiques of our socailecl wsystem," no less than those fiom other "directions," 

were simply an inherent part of the "system." We are, he writes, 

constantly having to assert the rights of minoiities, 
women, children, homosexuals, the environment, 

3. Arendt l968b, 146. 
4. Lyotard 1988b, 21. 
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animais, citizens, culture and education, the South, the 
Third World. and the poor. We have to sign petitions, 
write papers, organize con ferences, join cornmittees, take 
part in polls, and publish books. In doing so. we assume 
the regular respansibilities attached to the position of 
intellectuals. (Lyotard 1 993b. 1 1 3) 

There are, that is. regular responsibilities assigned - by and within the very system 

which creates the difficulties experienced by the groups noted above - to certain of its 

number. It is their responsibility to make things beW. 

decline. It is Lyotardls suggestion, however, and this suggestion infoms the present 

writing, that we have now m e  to a place - not a tîme - from which we can see, if we 

dare to look, that very often those of us who would effect change, those of us who 

protest and rally against the multiple instances of injustice that suround us. are indeed 

acting within, and on behdfof, the very system that cannot not create these injustices. 

I must, however, be clear that this perspective does not render acquiescence the 

proper response to injustice. As Geoffrey Bennington puts it, 'Wis perception would not 

imply that there is no ethical duty to support ... stniggles. simply that there is no 

question of inserting them into some global didectical history, and thereby of assurning 

they will give rise to progressive' political regimes" (8ennington. 173). 

Wh& we see in Lyotard's move, from the radical and active Marxisrn of his 

young adulthood to an equdly radical and active attempt to re-think the prbblems and 

solutions which Man had thought to have adumbrated (with a finality in which only a 
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Hegelian could believe), is Lyotard's suspicion, in action, that there is. behind the 

difficulties inhetent in the modern West. a certain something, "something wiaiin that 

s ystem that it cannot. in principle. deaï wiih. Something that a system must. by virtue of 

its nature. overlooü' (1 66). There is something, behind, before, under, the ulümately 

impotent struggles obsenred by Lyaard. attention to which. strict attention to which, 

might - such a word. m@ht - hamess their latent energy. and give birth. in a creative 

outburst, an inventive newiiess, to something unsrpected. indeed, something 

unwantedk a surprise (let us have nothing unpredicted). Thus Lyotard is not 

advocating an abandonment of barricades. a tuming away from stniggles, but rather a 

rethinking of these struggles. While he is concwned about the effects cornmensurate 

with the locating of our local struggles in part of a global. emancipatory, narrative, 

Lyotard is aware that, for something to happen. we must act. ''Must act," we note. says 

nothing of just howone must act in response to different situations. different 

occurrences. 

I am necessarily cryptic. I shall have much to Say in the following chapters by 

means of explanation, and I shall have more than a little to Say about explanation. 

Nevertheless. it is my hope that I shall l ave  much unsaid. At least for the time being. 

You see, Lyotard compares "political anamnesis" to Freudian anaiysis, and suggests 

that both are necessaril y interminable. and that both must se&, not cures. but vantage 

points. The quest then, is for witnesses. Our goal, if we wish to write, if we wish to 

critique, is to bear witness to what "has aiways been. and remains, the intracfable 

[in traitable]" (1 66). 
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All of which, to return to my eailier observations on the subject of mastery, is by 

way of justification for this entire project. As I struggle to achievehaintain a sense of 

purpose with which to pursue the present writing, as I read and think about obligation, 

and ethics, and moraiity, and, even as I do so, often behave in such a way that it seems 

that my thinking and writing are simply "academic" - somewhat interesting, but with no 

real virtue (indeed arguably a way of assuaging the guilt concomitant with much of rny 

day-today life) - I often wony that t hinking and miting cannot make a difference. 

Given the immense, systemic, dificulties ailuded to above, and elaborated on below, R 

is difficult to resist nihilism and apathy. 

To stniggle in such a rnanner, however, is to fall victim to the very 

metananatives against which Lyotard must be seen to be writing. To be overly 

concerned lest my relatively insignifiant writing and thinking might not lead to the 

bettement of the workl betrays a twofold commitment to a modem orientation of which I 

am highly suspicious. even as I reap its benefits. First of dl, it is to ally myself with an 

understanding of "reality" which sees a "spirit" moving through history, connecting and 

synthesizing local events into a global "economy" of progress, the culmination of which 

is always just one or two barriers away. And, secondly, it is to be uncritically 

enamoured of a way of thinking which sees prediction and control as indicators of the 

success or "usefulness" of any activity. The degree ta which this writing, then, is 

successful, would be detemined by the degree to which it helps its readers to 

understand human behaviour, to make decisions as to how to raise their children. 
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The question of applicability, closely correlated with that of prediction, points to a 

problematic opposlion, that between "practicai" and ''theoretical ." I suspect that m y 

concerns, the result of a perceived futility on the part of criacism, are a function of a 

naïve understanding of the relationship between socalled "theory" and "practice," and 

the apparent distinction between the two. As I will argue in the short section of this 

paper in which I discuss the AlDS pandemic (The jews" II, p. 139ffJ, which will not be 

an attempt to "apply" Lyotardian/Levinasian theory; ethics, or social criticism. or 

cultural analysis, are - must be - theoretical. and yet, furthemiore, must be applied, 

but the distinction between these two "modes" of ethics is illusory and dangerous. 

Drawing primarily on the work of Lyotard, in the fdlowing chapters I will attempt 

to do some thinking. Thinking, of course, is a confusing process: forgie me. I was just 

thinking out loud. AAccordingly, let me, before we rnove too far, lay out for you. the 

reader, a rough sketch of the pages aheaû. It is important, hawever, that I make clear 

at this point what I take to be an obvious rhetorical strategy. Namely, that this 

foreword, this guide, is for the reader, and as such will hopefully be useful. But this 

foreword has necessarily been written after. For it is my understanding of the 

writinglthinking process that to delimit oneself beforehand, to write, that is, within 

boundaries, is to fail to bear witness. To uwite with any kind of fidelity to the process. it 

seems to me, one must write frorn somewhere in the middle. One must M e  not 

knowing where one is going, and one must follow, rather than lead, the writing process. 

Writing can. with luck, or providence, or something, make a difference, or a place for 

difference to happen. Is it happening? 
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To m y way of thinking, this thesis will have been a success. if three things 

happen: firstly, if I, in its writing. have leamed something, rather than simply reiterated 

that which I knew aiready. Secondly. if you, the reader, read it twice. It must be read at 

least twice. And thiidly, and perhaps most importantly, this thesis will be a success, 

assuming that my second qualification is met, if the reader subsequently feels obliged 

to read Lyotard, Levinas, or Kant. What happens next is, in many ways. of no concem 

to me, but it is my hape that time will not be gained by reading this paper. 

That said, let us have no surprises. Let me not lose my reader, I want you to 

read me. I want to taik to you. My prologue, "Approaching Modemity." is an attempt to 

sketch a fairly popular understanding of the 'modem" condition. Taking "rnodernity" to 

refer to the way of thinking which began to emerge out of the s d l e d  "medieval 

synthesis" at approximately the sixteenth century, I will, following Heidegger and Ellul. 

to name but a few, loosely equate '*modernity" with "technology." And this is to Say that 

I will suggest, though I am not the first to do so, that the dominant theme of Western 

modemity is that of control. mat this need for control is a reactionary "defense 

mechanism" will be (if we must) my thesis. I will aiso, at this early stage. introduce 

lmrnanuel Kant, the philosopher whose thinking, according to Kari ~arth', represents 

the pinnacle of the eighteenth century. "enlightened," thought which so infanns our 

current world. and a philosopher whose impact on Lyotard has been, as we will see, 

considerable. 

5. Barth, 153-157. 
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Having mived, as it were, on the doorstep of moâemdy, and as Lyotard is a 

thinker known, for better and for worse, for coining the phrase "postmadem," I will, in 

my first chapter, attempt to make clear just what we might understand to be implied by 

the prefix "post." From here I will introduce a concept central to the Lyaardan oeuvre, 

the corn plex notion of the diffimdI and concurrentl y begin to analyze Lyotard's disdain 

for much of popular philosoph y, especiaily as carries on its business in a manner which 

serves to delimit possibility. We begin ta see. behind and within Lyotardts 

understanding of the differend, a certain something which irritates the modem subjed, 

the control of which is the goal of much of hisBer machinations. I will also retum to 

Kant, especially the Kant of the second Crifque, and introduce the Kantian notion of the 

categorical imperative. By the end of the chapter, it is my hope that the reader will 

have a strong sense of Lyotardrs philosoph y as a philosophy of indetenninacy, of 

openness; as a philosophy which resists aîl attempts to be finished with, or close, an 

argument. Thus. Lyotard's is a philosaphy the very heart of which is nonpredictability 

and lack of control. The implications of this philosophy, as well as its roots. will be the 

considerations of the subsequent chapters. 

My second chapter, 'On Whose Authonty?." will problematize Kant's categorical 

imperative. I will argue that the 'We" which is implied in the consensus demanded by 

the categorical imperative is an illegitimate construct. and that, sensing this, the 

modem West has developed strategies by means of which to quell this uneasy 

suspicion. ('We," then, as one of the moût important of the above-mentioned 

machinations. as an attempt to subjugate the irritating something.) Our examination of 
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these strategies of legitimation will lead us into Our first discussion of "Auschwitz," 

which I will suggest represents the final (?) coflapse of the 'We" in question. Following 

a brief "digression" on fFeedom, we will retum to Kant, and introduce the third Criaque. 

the Critque of Jmlpnent, in which Kant makes the important distinction between the 

beautiful and the sublime. It is my hope that the reader will proceed from this s e m d  

chapter suspicious of the modemity project, and sensingeth& it has something to hide. 

In my third, middle, chapter, I will make abundantly clear that no solutions, no 

prag matic, applicable, suggestions as to how-t01fi~-things, will be forthcoming. That 

said, however, be it well understood: there is something. Retuming to Kant, or rather 

- significantly - Lyotardr Kant, I will examine the third CdtfQue's"Analytic of the 

Sublime," for it is here that Lyotard finds, Whin ph&s9phy, its potential to overcome 

itself. But by this time it is hoped that the reader will begin to feel suspicious about any 

suggestions of philosoph y overcoming itself. For this, it seems to me, sounds tembly 

close to what I will have painfully laid out as the modem project: constant self- 

irnprovement. The reader, with luck, with something, will leave this chapter aware that, 

at least according to Lyotard, there is an unrepresentable je ne sais quais which 

"haunts" the modem subject, and that this manifests itself in what Lydard calls the 

'ph ysics of the speaket' (Lyotard 1 990, 1 2). vit., the body. 

And thus we come. as we must, to the body. My fourth chapter, "The Body of 

Western Thought." will focus on incarnation* I will speak of shit, vomit, and crematoria, 

and I will hopefully offend. I choose my words carefully. I will hopefully scandalire. I 
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will speak of feelings. of fears, and alibis. I will re-visit "Auschwitz," and with it some of 

the rnechanisms - pewasive. according to Lyotarâ - in the modem West. by means 

of which we attempt to assuage ouf terrible feeling of. and fear of. something. 

In my fifth chapter I *Il approach Levinas. Autonomy. and the freedom it both 

implies and depends upon, will be juxtaposed to a profound heteronorny; the rational. 

autonornous subject of Kant. Descartes. et. al. will be subjected to a questioning. and 

found, at leest potentially. wanting. I will problematize the supreme position accupied 

in Western philosophy by knowing, and suggest that, according to Levinas, knowing, 

and its need of reducing the other to the same, renders ethics, as understood by 

Levinas, impossible. But in this examination, we will corne to note - to reaîize - that 

there is a certain difficulty involved in discussing Levinas, a certain 6%vrongiress" 

involved in explicating Levinas. Thus, we will finally anive (almost) at Emmanuel 

Levinas, only to realize that to attempt to understand Levinas - to k n w  him - is to 

miss him. is to protect oneself from. to separate oneself from. a thought so profoundly 

different as to be terrifying; understanding, then, as bamer. l will conclude with the 

aforernentioned discussion of people with AIDS and HIV, by means of which 1 will, 

finally, reconcile myself to the idea that this project actuaily means sornething; and I 

will finish, having only begun, ftee to deferid my thesis, to b e r n e  a master, and bound 

to servitude. 
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Prologue: Approaching Modemity 

Consenratives need to be warned (as we must also warn ourselves) that 
ideology can be a heavy blanket ove? thought. Our cornmihient must aiways be to 
thought. 

John Kenneth  alb brai th' 

Hannah Arendt, in The Ufe of the Wnd, elaborates on the Kantian distinction 

between intellect and reason. between thinking and cognition. The latter. she 

suggests, is a quest. a goal-ariented process ("the thirst for knawledge") and must be 

opposed to 

[t] hinking as such, [which isj not only the raising of the 
unanswerable "uîtimate questions:' but every reffection 
that does not serve knowledge and is not guided by 
practicaî needs and aims, [ana is. as Heidegger once 
obsenred, "out of ordei' .... lt intemipts any doing. any 
ordinary activities, no matter what they happen to be. All 
thinking demands a stopand-think. (Arendt 1978.78) 

But we Iive in a world in which there is very little time to stop and rest, let alone 

stop and think. which prompts Arendt to write: 

The fact that we usulilly treat matten of good and evil in 
courses in "morais" or "ethics" may indicate how littîe we 
know about them. for moials cornes from moras and 
ethics from ethes, the Latin and Gr& words for customs 
and habit, the Latin word being associated with niles of 
behavior. whereas the Greek is denved fmm habitat. like 
our "habits." (5) 

- - 

6. Toronto Globe and Mail, January 17. 1997. Mi. 
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Thus, we are creatures of habit. What people ...g et used to is less the content of the 

rules ... than the possession of niles under which to subsume particulats" (ln). The 

rules of safety. And the safety of niles. 

We live in a time in which there is immense pressure to be consistent with 

established niles, or to establish niles by means of which to be consistent. Truth of 

niles and niles of truth. It is my intention in the present writing to demonstrate, 

inasmuch as this is possible, that we live in a worid in which possibility is tightly 

circumscribed; a world in which the way we th in k, and the way we unite, is fiercely 

controlled; a workl, therefore, in which - contrary to popular wisdom - the niles of 

the game of thought (my game, your game) threaten (promise) to eliminate rather than 

encourage that which they have ostensibly been incorporated to foster: thinking and - 
dare I say it - progress. 

In the following pages I will attempt to do some thinking, to open up a space in 

which somedhing might appear. Apropos of which, let me show you a picture. Julia 

Kristeva, in her essay "Holbein's Dead Christ," suggests that one rnight mark. in a 

sixteenth century painting by Ham Holbein the Younger, a transition of sorts. Holbein's 

painting depicts a lifeîized dead Christ. recently entombed and obviously having 

suff ered: 

The chest bears the bloody mark of a spear. and the 
hand shows the stigmata of the Crucifixion, which stiffen 
the outstretched rniddle finger. lmprints of nails mark 
Christ's feet. The martyr's face bears the expression of 
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hopeless grief; the empty stare, the sharp-lined profile. 
the dull bluegreen complexion are those of a man who is 
truly dead, of Christ forsaken by the Father ... and without 
the promise of Resurrection. (Kristeva, 241 ) 

This painting Kristeva compares with other art of the period, which she feds 

"embellishes, or at least ennobles Christ's face during the Passion; but above 

al1 ... surrounds Christ with figures that are [...aware olj the ceminty of the 

Resu rrection ." Holbein, Kristeva notes, "18aves the cocpse strangely aione" (243). The 

viewer's gaze "penetrates this closed-in coffin fram bel&' (242), the body is "stretched 

out alone, situated above the viewers and separated ftom them." it is "inaccessible, 

distant and without a beyond." Christ aione and separated, suffered and entombed, 

Kristeva suggests that "[alnother, a new morality resides in this painting" (243). 

Holbein's painting is an elongated rectangle, in the viewing of which ouf eyes 

are forced to move from side to side rather than top to bottom. Gone are powerhil, 

vertical, shafts of light reaching toward heaven, present is a heavy. leaden ceiling. And 

thus, Kristeva irnplies, we see a shift in the orientation of the viewing subject. Hdshe is 

forced to follow the lines of the painting in a horizontal reacüng. Gutenberg's work has 

begun to bear fruit, the world will never be the same. The position occupied by the 

subject will never be the same. 

Of course, such locating of tuming points is at best always arbitrary; the most 

we can do in our retiospective analysis is approximate. With this is mind. Hannah 

Arendt nonetheless outlines, in The Human Condition, a history of human ideas 
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plagued and blessed by multiple twists and tums, by subtle and not-swubtle revenals 

of receiveâ wisdom. The goal of her historical anaiysis, she writes, is to "trace back 

modem world aiienation ... to its origins" (Arendt 1989.6). Arendt assumes, then, a 

world aiienation, a woild from which we, its inhabitants, are separate, as the viewen of 

Holbein's painting are separated. She looks, as we al1 look following Augustine (we are 

all creatures of habit), back to a garden, in order that she might (this is important) 

understand bette? our current situation. Arendt wishes to understand our separation. 

Let me suggest, at this early stage of the present writing, that understanding and 

separation aie, in faet, two sides of the same coin. The primacy of understanding in 

the modem West renden separation a necessity. 

Let me tell you (part of) a story. The Reformations of the 16th and 17th 

centuries were attempts by various groups and individuals to cal1 into question the 

authority of the Roman church. Wih the concomitant "scientific revolution." human- 

kind found itself cut loose from its moorings in religious dogma and political authority. 

In the early seventeenth century, Ren6 Descartes wrote: '4 was embarrasseci by so 

many doubts and enors, which appeared in no way to profit me in my attempt at 

learning, except that more and more I discovered my ignorance" (Descartes, 3). 

Beginning, aiways arbitrarily, with Descartes, we see two things. No longer certain of 

just where he stooâ, DescaRes was plagued by doubt. He was haunted by doubt. He 

needed to "refom bis] own thoughts and to build upon a foundation which [wasJ 

completely [his] own" (9). While he was purportedly hearkening back to ofiginal 

foundations, Descartes nonetheless came to realize, via his studies in the 'great book 
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of the world" (5). that the only irustworlhy foundation on which to build would be one 

discemible to the human senses. His famous "1 think. therefore I am" (19) became, for 

Descartes and for posterity, 

a foundational principle which resists doubt. It is not a 
case of the cugito being incapable of being proved, but 
rather of the cugitd k ing  deemed to lie beyond the need 
for any such proof. It is self-evident(y in this latter 
category, in Descartes's [sic] view, and at that point 
scepticisrn [sic] ceases. (Sim, 21 ) 

A precursor to his famous cogito, Descartes made dubito a necessary condition 

of being human. and yielded, the story goes, a world devoid of certainty. As Arendt 

puts it, "Cartesian doubt did not simply doubt that human understanding may n a  be 

open to every truth or that human vision may nut be able to see everything, but that 

intelligibility to human understanding does not at ail constitute a demonstmtion of truth" 

(Arendt 1968b, 275). A world thw founded on doubt could no longer be sure of 

an ything. All remained to be detemined. All needed to be determined. 

Kant I 

It was into such an intellectual climate that lmmanuel Kant (1 724-1 804) was 

pulled. In 1766 Kant wmte that he '%ad the fate to be in love with metaphysics" 

(Beiser, 26.). In love wRh, arguably obsessed with. a discipline more than a littie on the 

defensive since the growth of the new sciences. Kant sought to shore 1 up. He 

attempted to provide a grounding foi metaphysics, upon which it might stand after the 
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virulent attacks brought against its Aristotelian foundations by the likes of Descartes. 

While Descartes had suggested that the certainty of the subject's own existence was 

an adequate stariing point for philosophical inquiry, Kant felt that c-o, and the dubrïo 

that necessarily preceded it. needed a grounding of their own. It was simply not 

enough to assume the subject. Roger Scnrton describes the difficulty: 

I cannot extend my skepticism into the subjective sphere 
(the sphere of consciousness): so I can be irnmediately 
certain of my present mental states. But I canna be 
immediately certain of what I am, or whether, indeeâ, 
there is an "I" to whom these states belmg. These 
further propositions must be established by argument, 
and that argument [was] yet to be found. (Scruton. 12) 

The Cartesian doubt cm be aware of itself, but not, thought Kant, of its self. DouMing 

Descartes' cugito. then, Kant set out, in the monumental Criaque of Pure Reasm, 

published in 1781, to answer the question, %ow cm I k n w  the woild as H is?" 

(Scruton, 13). Kant proudly proclaimed: 

In this enquiry I have made completeness my chief aim, 
and I venture to assert that there is not a single 
metaphysical problem which has not been solved, or for 
the solution of which the key has not been supplied. 
(Kant 1 965.1 0) 

Ambitious and bold. Kant intended. if not to end the constant debates that 

occupied the philosophy of his time, at least to render them solvable. The first CrftQue 

was concernecl with understanding, and understanding, for Kant, was. in its most basic 
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form, a 'power of representation" (Caygill, 406). Characterized as a 'Yaculty for unifying 

representations," 

understanding is aiways occupied in investigating 
appearances, in order to detect some rule in them. 
These rules, however, issue a pnoti fmm the 
understanding itself, for it is ais0 characterized as the 
'lawgiver of nature" ....m he understanding is given the 
rnatm*als of experience by the sensibility, which it then 
processes by means of subsuming them under a rule. 
(406) 

Understanding, then, according to Kant, is a faculty by means of which disparate and 

multiple sensations, representations of representations, are 'Yormed into a 

manageable synthesis, one that can be "understood." Caygill suggests that the 

"understanding secures Y he unity of appearances by means of rules"' (348). But the 

niles themsehres need to be organized, unified in their tum. Kant, the strict Gemian 

metaphysician, constructecf an architedonic, or a6'system [made) out of a 'mere 

aggregate of knowkâge'" (84). It is helpful, I think, to imagine the Kantian architectonic 

as a goveming body, made up of various departrnents, each of which has its own 

responsibilities, and each of which is supervised and provided with strict parameters 

within which to work, by legislating bodies which co-exist in the buieaucracy of the 

rnind. 

The criticai philosaphy of Kant, then, was an attempt to "bound and groundw 

differentiated realms of rationality: what can we know, and how can we know it? 

Dismissing religion and dogma as sources of legitimation for authority, Kant 
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bequeathed to modemity the project of finding what Emilia Steueman calls "a rational 

grounding of noms for autonomous domains of rationaîity." And thus, as Steueman 

puts it, the "nonnativity project is the problem of modemity" (Steueman, 101). Which is 

to Say that the problem of modemity is the problem of legitimating authonty. - .- 
L 

While Descartes suggested that humankind could know only that which made 

itself knom through the five senses, his near contempotary, Galileo Galilei, went 

somewhat fuither when he demonstrated - actually demonstrated - that the 

Copemican heliocentric universe, a universe which seemed to be counter-sensual, was 

a facîual reality. Thus, while al1 we could count on was our senses, it became apparent 

that even they needed help. Our senses, that is, could be deceived. Forever deprived, 

by Galileo's telescope, of a Ptolmeic reaîity once so finnly established, descendants of 

Descartes inevitably came to doubt "that such a thing as truth exist[ed] at dl" (Arendt 

1989,276). If, that is, one could not be certain of truth, how could there be tnith? 

Arendt writes: 

What was lost ... was not the capacity for truth or reality or 
faith .. but the certainty that formeriy went with it ....m he 
loss of certainty of truth ended in a new, entirely 
unprecedented zeal for truthfulness - as though man 
[sic] could afford to be a liar only so long as he was 
certain of the unchallengeable existence of truth and 
objective reality, which surely would survive and defeat 
al1 his lies. (277-278) 
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Arendt's point here must be emphasized. While the truthfulness of truth came under 

close critical scnitiny, the lofty position held by truth. or knowledge, or understanding, 

was effective1 y unchanged. Approaches to tmth and truth fulness changed. respect for 

them did not. 

We cannot fail here to think of M i e l  Foucault's geneaiogy of the Western 

subject. In The History of Sexual@, V i e  1. Foucault suggests that 'Westem man 

[sic] has become a confessing animai" (Foucault 1990.59). The "teai for tmthfulness" 

outlined by Arendt yielded, according to Foucault. a world in which the speaking of truth 

- confessing - o f t a  quite independently of just what was spoken. was at once 

liberating and healing. But of course. as Foucault notes. "[tlhe truth did not reside 

solely in the subject who. by confessing. would reveal R fully fomed ....[ l]t could only 

reach completion in the one who assimilated and recordeci it" (66). As Galileo's 

telescape was needed to demonstrate 'auth" to stargazers. the (priestly) analyst's 

"minof' of interpretation was needed to Wect hidden truths back to analysands 

(confessors). In either case, the "naked subject," so in neeâ of something tangible, so 

in need of truth. nonetheless needed help in order to see. 

Convinced by Descartes of the need to depend only on the senses. and shown 

by Galileo that the senses were not completely reliable, the modem subject simply 

needed to work harder, and needed help. to get to the truth. As Arendt puts it. there 

was a shiff in emphasis from 'Wuth to truthfulness and from reality to reliability" (Arendt 

1989,279)- We needed to srnell from closer, neeâed to hear from closer. and ne- 
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to see from closer. And if this new-found neeû for closeness was met via technology, 

so much the better: doseness without proximity. 

The myth of science posits, as a foundational principle. a complete objectivity, a 

complete separaton of the observer hom the obsewed. Techndogy has rendered the 

far away near. by allowing us to make the smail appear large. but it has of necessity 

done so by using intemediary devices - tools - and as surely as these tools bring us 

metaphoricaily closer to o u  abjects of investigation. they must certainly corne between 

the gaze and the gazed-upon. Technology, then. must be seen as a banier. We are 

doser than ever before. but we are always and necesarily separated. Which is, of 

course, not merely coincidental. For to understand a thing. to get to know its truth(s), 

we must objectify it, take it in hand as an it. and look at it.7 We are able to get inside 

each others' bodies naw. without being (tembly) close. 

You see - and this bn'ngs us back to Kristeva's separated Christ - "[m]odem 

culture is a garden culture. It defines itself as the design for an ideal life and a perfect 

arrangement of human conditions'' (Bauman 1991.92). Kristeva can locate a tuming 

point in Holbein's painting because she sees in it a foreshadowing of the idea that 

"[rn]odern society specialize[s] in the public refurbishment of the social space: it [aims] 

7. Anticipating, Levinas: 'Knowîedge as percepiion, concept, comprehension, refers back to an act of 
grasping. The metaphor should be taken l i l l y :  even before any tedinical application of knowledge, it 
expresses the principle raîher than the resuît of the...tectinological and industriai order of which every 
civilization [sic] bears at least the seed...-The rnost abstract lessans of science ... have Meir beginnings in 
the 'world of Iife' and refer to things within hand's reach" (Levinas 1989,7677). 
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at the creation of a public space in which there [is] to be no moralproxim~' (Bauman 

1993,83). 
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Chapter 1 : Lyotaid and the "Postmodemw Condition 

In the aftetword to Lyotard's The Postmadem ExplaVW, Wlad Gadzich, Lyotard 

translater and commentator, suggests that much of Lyotard's work is "as modem as 

they corne" (Godzich, 129). Lyotard, the reluctant herald of the apostmodern."8 is 

modem. that is. inasmuch as modemity -as bequeathed by Kant and critical 

philoûophy - is a mode of thinking characterized by a restless critique. Emilia 

Steueman, in her contribution to Andrew Benjamin's Judging Lyot& rnakes a 

convincing case for the understanding that postmodernism is itself more an acceptame 

of 46modemity's challenge than a challenge to modernity" (Steuetman, 11). Lyotard, 

according to Steuerman, is simply picking up the gauntlet thrown down by what he 

refers to as the "bloodstained centuries'' of the modernity project (Lyotard 1993a 78). 

Here is Lyotard: 

The "post-" indicates something like a conversion: a new 
direction from the previous one. Now this idea of a linear 
chronology is itself perfectly "modern." It is at once part 
of Christianity, Cartesianism. and Jacoôinisrn: since we 
are inaugurating sornething completely new, the hands of 
the CIO& should be put back to zero. The very idea of 
modemity is closely correlated with the principle that it is 
bath possible and necessary to break with tradition and 
inst i ie absolutely new ways of living and thinking. (76) 

8. Lyotard is reluctant, as will becorne dear, simply because he means not so midi to advocate, as to 
announce, a different rnanner of thinking, one whicti may or may not be better or worse than the sck 
dted modern mannef, but Hich nonetheless is rendered neœssary by the profound failure of the 
rnodernity project to live up to its own expectations. Modem thinking has been com~pted, so says post- 
modern thinking. 
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Lyotard's postrnodemisrn is not a break with modemity. For 'break" bespeaks 

rnodemity. To "break" with modernity would be thoroughiy modem. In yet another 

aftemord, this time to The Postmadem Condith, Lyotard mes that r'[m]odernity, in 

whatever age 1 appears. cannot exist without a shattering of beiief, without a discovery 

of the 'lack of reaiity' in reality, tqether with the invention of mer realities (Lyotard 

1984.77). Modemity, then, is not so much a period. as a way of being in, and seeing 

'creality." It is an orientation. Wodemity is a temporal manner, like a kind of table 

mannen or manner of thinking" (Lyotard 1 989.24). The date does n d  mattet" 

(Lyotard 1 985, 14). Manners, we will see, are important. 

Lyotard suggests that rnodemity is rcconstitutionaliy and ceaselessly pregnant 

with its poshodemity," and Wrifes: 

neither modemity nor socalleci postmodemity cm be 
identifid end defined as cleari y circumscribed historical 
entities. of which the latter would Ways come "after" the 
former. Rather we have to Say that the poûtmodem is 
afways implied in the modem because of the fact that 
modernity, modem ternporality, compflses in itself an 
impulsion to exceeâ itself into a state other than itself. 
(Lyotard 1 99 1 b, 25) 

And so we must be ever vigilant in reminding ourselves that postmodernity is not to be 

thought of as Lyotardr vision of the epoch which follows modemity. Lyotard 

consistently wntes against the periodizations that characterize so rnuch cuirent 

an alysisg. The post- of Lyotard's postmodem is simply a suggestion that, from 

9. See Lyotard's cornplaint of ïweariness with regard to Ytieory,' and the miserable slackening that goes 
along with it (new this, new that, pst-this, pst-that, etc.)" (Lyotard 1988a. xiii). 
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Lyotard's perspective, modem, technological thought has expired of its own accord. 

Lyotard does not invoke the postmodem; he simply announces it. Although, to be fair, 

one must admit that it is Lyotard's position that altogether too many of us stubbomly 

refuse to let go of the dreams of the Enlightenment. blatantly denying its demise. To 

the extent that this is the case Lyotard invakes postmodem thinking, or, better. 

encourages an awareness of the tcpostmodem condition." 

Philosophy: Derivative of Greece, Lyotard would have us understand that philosophy 
culminated in Hegel. It is a discourse entera on one condition, "the initiai 
displacement of the subject into a polymorphous Sdbsf. .... There is only X. It is the 
same under the various foms and throughout al1 the oper-s, and that is why it is 
totalized into a single Resultaf, which is disintegrated in tum for new operations" 
(Lyotard 1988a. 96). Philosophy, that is. is 'Snseparable from the...idea of a universai 
subject" (Lyotard 1993b. 3). The Hegelianism which has wled philosophy for 
generations, Lyotard suggests, does so with a heavy hand. "mhe Hegelian oak tree," 
according to Lyotard. "is a complete perversion of the Kantian m m "  (Lyotard 19ûûô, 
42). 'The Seîbst cornes to accupy the addrsssee instance of the speculetive phrase, 
[and .. .] thus occupies th ree instances: referent, sense. and addressees' (Lyotard 
1988a. 92). And thus the subject of the discourse is taken (given) to be the addressee 
of the discourse, and as a matter of course, as a matter of rules, is then not able to be 
put into question. 

Subject: The bearer of the pronominal 1, s/he who is 'cane." The socallecl c'unhrersal 
subject" is an Idea (see below, p. 33). the object of which takes as a given the 
essentialist notion that the ldea "humankind refen to a homogenous field. 'We:' is 
repiaced by the above Sdbst, a one out of many, a synthesis, a refusal of difference, a 
disavowal of heterogeneity. 
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The Differend I 

"Philosophy," Lyotard writes, "is the West3 maâness and never ceases to 

undemrite its quests for knowledge and politics in the narne of Truth and the G d "  

(Lyotard 1 989, 1 1 8). This is a poRentous statement. For the Lyotardian oeuvre, it 

seems to me, is bent on demonstrating that the quest for knowledge, and its resultant 

politics, has yielded, and this, apparently, in the name of the Good, a world of 

oppression and exploitation. Here we see at once the heart of Lyotard's cnticism, and 

a paradox contained in that heatt; a mumur. Lyotard, the philosopher, is suspicious of 

philosophy, and yet, as we will see, cals for a r e n d  philosophizing. While I am 

loathe to untie the paradox, let me offer what I take to be Lyotard's quatation, 

completed, modified to be better understood: "Philosophy is the West's madness 

[inasmuch as] it never ceases to u n d m e  its quests for knowledge and politics in the 

name of Truth and the Good." Let me suggest, then, that philosophy, as it has come to 

be practiced, and as it has cme ta be disseminated and popularized by those Lyotard 

refers to as "intellectuaîs," is the West's madness." Philosophy as Lyotard would 

practice it, on the other hand, is a criticism in which the rules are not set out in 

advance, in which "the st akes... are in a rule (or niles) which remains to be sought, and 

to which the discourse cannot be made to conforni before the rule has been found. 

The links from phrase to phrase are not niled by a nile but by the quest for a nile" (97). 

And of course, once a rule is articulatecl. and operated according to, the discourse 

1 0. Adrian Pepenak: 'Philosophical d i i r s e  is aie most expîicit exampie of. ..a systernatic and 
foundationaî language. It gathers beings togemer by asking how they fit into the order of a whole. As the 
search for foundations, philosophy has a fondness for archa; be they source or germ, end or cornpietion, 
cause or rnatter. Philosophical discourse is totalitarian and 'archaicm (Peperzak, 51 ). 
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ceases to be philosophical. Lyotard's rule, it would appear, is that there be no rules, 

which, it seems to me is stiil a rule, an observation to which Geoffrey Bennington 

responds: 

Lyotard knows that he and his M i n g  are inemediably, 
always aiready, situateci in discourse, in the realrn of the 
concept. in the secondary sphere: there c m  be no pure 
"escape" into a "beyond' of represen tation: energ y as 
such cannot be presented in person. It does not of 
coune follow that dl ways of negotiating this situation are 
equivaient. (6ennington. 24) 

Philosophy, then, as Lyotard understands it, offers, not a key, not a solution, but a way 

toward .... Well, that is the problem. isnr R. Toward what? We want a goal, an end. 

Modem philosophy, a philosophy in the name of Tnrth, is a philosophy in which 

matters of justice. ethics, and politics are subjugated to understanding." Th at is, in 

philosophy as it is predominantly practiced in the modem West, the end is held to be 

the uncovering of Truth; right action, or moral behavior, must be the result of a 

sophisticated casuistry, one in which the means toward the end (Truth) are held to be 

given. And this is to Say that, in the game of philosophy as it is usually played, the 

rules of the game are set out in advance (by Aristotle, by Hegel. By Lyotard?), and that 

these rules strictly delimit the resuits of the game. Put simply, Lyot- suggests that 

philosophy all-tooeoften "does not question its presuppositions" (Lyotard 1988a. 46). 

- 

11. This is elaborated upon at p.129, below. 
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And so, when he suggests, in 1 988's The Differend: Phrases in Dispute. that 

"[tlhe time has corne to philosophize" (xiii). Lyotard is being at once sincere and 

sarcastic. Sarcastic inasmuch as philosophy, as R has descended from the Greeks, 

has certainly been in practice for some time. Lyotard is sincere inasmuch as he sees 

himself as philosaphizing differently. He would have his readers understand. by 

philosophy as he invokes it, a discwrse whose "stakes are in discovering its niles 

rather than in supposing their knowledge as a pinciple" (xiv). Lyotard describes 

himself as a 'philosopher, not an expert. [He suggests that the] latter knows what he 

knows and what he does not know: the former does not. One concludes. the other 

questions" (Lyotard 1 984. m). 

The Differemi, then, is both Lyotardts philosophy and Lyotard philosophiring. 

'You really are," he writes, "reaâing a book of philosophy, the phrases in it are 

concatenated in such a way as to show that that concatenation is not just a matter of 

course and that the nile for their concatenation remains to be found" (Lyotard 1988a. 

129). It is a bock in search of its rules, and a book in search of its audience (xiv). It is, 

accordingly, a very difficult book to read, a bad-mannered book. While the earlier Just 

Gaming had lod<ed at the woitd from the perspective of language games, in The 

Differend Lyotard leaves behind the language gaine because it implies players who 

are subjective agents empawered and even enjoined to use language as a tool. and, 

thus, the language garne reinstates a transcendental subject" (Dunn, 195). The 

Diferend offers. rather, a g6criaque of the prejudice that it is 'man' who 'speaks"' (Lyotard 
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With this in mind, before we continue with The Differend. we must look at the 

aforementioned Just Gaming. We must, that is. defer. In Just Gaming, constructed as 

a seven day dialogue with Jean-Loup Thébaud, Lyotard makes so bdd as to state 

unequivocaily that "there is no just saciety" (Lyotard 1985.25). and suggests that, in 

fact. it "is not possible to produce a leamed discourse upon what justice is" (26). Now 

these appaar to be two radical suggestions. However, the two statements are in fact 

simply implications which follow from the Kantian suggestion that objects of ldeas 

cannot be found in empiricai experience. 

You see, justice, for Kant, is an ldea And an ldea is a "concept ...transcending 

the possibility of experience" (Kant 1965,314). "[Nlo object adequate to the 

transcendental idea:' Kant wntes, %an ever be found within expenence" (31 9). l3 

Notwit hstanding this, it is Lyotarçfs contention that for centuries philosophical discoune 

has occupied itself with the quest for precisely such an object. The "so-cailed 

on tological language game" (Lyotard 1 985,53). the language of philosophy. created 

models of "just societies," and the proximity of "real societies" to these rnodels was 

measured. The degree to which the "real" approximated the model was therefore the 

degree to which a particular society was considered just. Justice, then, b e r n e  a 

determinant concept; not an Idea, but a cognitive concept which could be described, if 

not attained. Or rather, justice came to thought of as something which, oncedescnbed, 

13. 'Nottiing, indeed, cm be more injurious, or more unworaiy of a philosopher, than the vulgar a-al 
to sbcalled adverse experience" (Kant 1981,312). 
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could be attained. And this is a situation which Lyotard finds intolerable. Here is 

Lyot ard: 

[WJhat is usuaily called justice, ... and I am obviously not 
speaking here of its content but merely of the position of 
the terrn in a discourse that will state what that content is 
(that is, define justice). implies .... the idea, the 
representation, that the thing is absent, that it is to be 
effected in the society, that it is lacking in the society, and 
that it can be accomplished only if it is first correctly 
thought out or described .... This means that there is a type 
of discoune that sumehow dominates the sucialpracfice 
of justb and that subotdinates it to ifSeIf.. ..This is what 
Plato is thinking of when he speaks of the philosopher- 
king. (Lyotard 1985.20, my emphasis) 

We see fumer Lyotardrs disdain for the arrogance of philosophy, inasmuch as it 

presurnes to hold up the model for a just society. He suggests that there is no just 

society because. due to the hegemony granted this rnodeling. ontologicai discourse, 

every socailed just society is simply one which corresponds to some model. And, with 

the "right" model. even injustice can be justiled. That is to Say. if any given state can 

be said to be just, can be derived as just - cm,  that is, be justified @y resoang to a 

descriptive mode1 which demonstrates a correspondence between itsdf and reality) - 
then discussion is closed off. And it is this doding off of discussion which, according to 

Lyotard, is injustice itself. What is unjust he writes. is "[nlot the opposite of the just, but 

that which prohibits that the question of the just and the unjust be. and remain, rai*sed 

(Lyotard 1985.66-67). Lyotardr writing is about pœsibility. 
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Prescriptive(s): A prescriptive either prescribes or proscribes. That is, a phrase is 
prescriptive to the extent that its intent is to oblige its addressee: Close the door. The 
phrase itseIf, taken only of itself, is a prescriptive phrase. Also: Don7 kill. The intent 
of both phrases is to elicit conformance, to obligate the addressee to cany out a certain 
operation, or not, in the case of the latter. Whethet the addressee is obligated as a 
result of hearing the phrase is not addressed. 

Normative(s): A normative phrase is a secondder phrase. The above prescriptive 
phrases are in a sense "neutral" as they stand aione. It takes a second phrase, be it 
implied or actual, to rnake the addressee of the first, prescriptive phrase, perfom. 
Denatative(s): While the second-order phrase, the nomative, can be seen to be a 
commentary on the prescriptive, there is still a second level of cornmentary, the 
denotative phrase, which cites the normative. Think of this writing. Or think of Kant's 
work as denotative. Lyotard: 

A phrase is obligatory if its addressee is obligated. Why 
he or she is obligated is sornething he or she can 
perhaps think to explain. In anycase, the explanation 
requires further phrases, in which he or she is no longer 
situated as the addressee but as the addressor, and 
whose stakes are no longer those of obeying, but those of 
convincing a third party of the reasons one has for 
obeying. (Lyotard 1 988& 108) 

And so for Lyotard, the problematic philosophical discourse of justice is one in 

which, "a just practice will have ta conform to denotative statements (statements that 

denote justice) that are themseives true. This is where the pathos of conviction is 

involved: it admits that the statement of the philosopher, for example, is tme" (Lyotard 

1985,20). Truth, then, within this discourse, is the guarantor of justice. The apparent 

justice, or injustice, of a prescriptive (which, as we will see, cornes to have a direct 

14. This glossary is based on a reading of Lyotard's essay, 'Levinas' Logic" (Lyotard 1989.275-31 3), 
esp. 300-304. 
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bearing on whether its addressee is obligated) is deterrnined after the prescriptive, and 

based on a normative phrase which tees as its purpose a description of realtty. Vit.. 

given that such and such conditions abtain. the p r ~ p t i v e  phme is just, and 

therefore, ubligatii~g. Lyotard locates here h is so-called 'Transcendentai illusion ," whic h 

consists in the "pretension to found the good or the just upon the tnie. or what ought to 

be upon what is. By found [Lyotarâl mean[s] the seeking and articulating of 

implications which allow a prescriptive phrase to be concluded from cognitive phrases" 

(Lyotard 1988a. 108). This. as we will see, is a key argument in the Lyotardian 

discourse. "I am struck," he writes, '%y the fact that prescn'ptives. taken senously , are 

never grounded: one can never reach the just by a conclusion ....m hat which ought 

[cannot] be concluded from that which is" (Lyotard 1985.17). I will have much to Say 

on this matter. 

Kant II 

In The Cnrique of PractiW Ream, Kant. having attempted to outline several 

distinct realms of rationality in the first CrifQue, set out to establish firrnly criteria 

whereby the behaviour of humanity might be judged moral or immoral. He sought, that 

is. to ground morality. His famous categoncal împerative, of course. was the result: 

"So act that the maxim of your will cwld aiways hold at the same time as the principle 

g iving un iversai law" (Kant 1 965.30). 
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In his introduction to the second C&'que, Lewis White Beck suggests that Kant 

distinguishes rational beings from other sensible beings, noting that while al1 beings 

must necessarily behave in accordance with laws (nature's laws), only rational beings 

'tan have and act according to a conception of laws" (x). "Will," according to this 

thinking, is the name given to the "subjective e-ence of contrd of impulse by 

reason" (xi), in response to conceptions of laws. The second Critique, again according 

to Beck, is a study of will understood as "practical reason, r e m  wlied in cmducf' 

(xi). Its purpose is to demonstrate that practical reason can 

provide the motives and even set the goals of action. 
The law conceived by reason in this capacity is not an 
empirical law of nature, not even a law of human nature 
leamed from psychology - no, it is moral law, and the 
imperative to obey it is a categorical imperative, not 
hypothetical and contingent upon the ackial presence of 
a given impulse. (xi) 

This law, as Kant puts it, "absolutely and directly determines the will," and is therefore 

"unconditional"(3l). The obligated subject's will (experience of control of impulse by 

reason) is detemiined in advance, unfree. "True moral necessity, Kant held, would 

make an act necessary regardless of what the agent wants" (Schneewind, 313). Such 

a universal law is not, however, a prescription to act in a certain manner to abtain a 

desired effect. Rather, it is a "nile which detemines the will a priori only with respect to 

the f o n  of its maxims Ipersonal plans of action]" (Kant 1965,31). The moral law, that 

is, is a fonnal law, devoid of content. Which is not to say that morality is content-free. 

'Thare must be content ... but it can only corne from outside the will, from desires and 
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needs ....[A ]II that the moral law can do is to provide the form for matter that comes from 

Our desires" (Schneewind, 318). Kant: 

All the material of practical rules rests only on subjective 
conditions, which cm afford the rules no 
universaiity .... Without exception. they all revolve around 
the principie of one's own happiness .... put this] materiai 
cannot be suppos ad... to be the detennining ground and 
condition of the maxim .... The mere fom of a lm, which 
limits its materiai, must be a condition for adding this 
materiai to the will but not presuppose the material as the 
condition of the will. (Kant 1993.34-35) 

Kant continues by suggesting that the categorical comrnand to %O act that the 

maxirn of your will could aiways hdd at the same time as the principle giving universal 

law" dictates just howwe should proceed to attempt to satisfy empirically conditioned 

precepts. That is, we should behave in such a manner that if everyone behaved so, it 

would be in the best interest of all. However, even though it is in everyone's power to 

satisfy the moral law, not everyone will do so. 

Well. this is still very unclear. To clarify, Kant proceeds to l'deduct" the moral 

law. He begins by companng the second C w u e  with the first, in which he daims to 

have demonstrated that "[bleyond objects of experience ... al1 positive knowledge was 

conectly denied to speculative reason" (44). The knowleâge of supersensible reaiity 

referred to above was denied to speculative reason. "On the othei hand," he writes, 

the moral law ... does provide a fact absolutely inexplicable 
from any data of the world of sense or from the whole 
compass of the theoretical use of reason, and this fact 
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points to a pure intelligible world - indeed, it defines it 
positively and enables us to know something of it, 
namely, a law .... Nature, in the widest sense of the word. 
is the existence of things under laws. (44) 

Kant ostensibly attempts to legitimate prescriptive phrases by deducing the moral law. 

but concedes that ''the objective reaiity of the moral law can be proved through no 

ded uction" (4849). 

The attempt to deduce prescriptives appears to fail, leaving only the possibility 

of a negative deduction of freedom. Kant: 

the moral principle itself serves as a principle of the 
deduction of an inserutable faeulty which no experience 
can prove but which speculative reason had to assume 
as at least possible .... This is the faculty of freedom, which 
the moral law. itself needing no justifying grounds, shows 
to be not only possible but actual in beings who 
acknowledge the law as binding upon them. The moral 
law is, in fact. a law of causality through freedom. (49) 

Thus moral law is not deduced, but it is given the "credentiai" of being a 'principle of 

the deduction of freedom as a causdity of pure reason" (49). Kant's argument here 

changes direction. From a "failed" attempt to deduce the moral law, he pf~~eeds  to a 

deduction of frasdom, using the mord law as a premise. We must make no mistake, 

here, however. We must reaiize that a thinker of Kant's stature did not surprise himself 

with his "failure," and we must. therefore. ask ourseîves just what we are to leam here. 

Why did Kant do this? Because he wanted to demonstrate a "definite law of causality 

in an intelligible world (causality through freedom). This is the moral law" (51). 
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Having been uunsuccessfuî" in his attempt to uncover a Cm foundation on which 

to rest his categorical im perative, Kant nonet heless bequeathed to his successors a 

significant legacy. lndeed what we see in the second CritQue is Kant's suggestion that 

the moral law itself is a "formal determining ground of action through practical pure 

reason .... Thus respect for the law is not the drive to moraiity; it is morality itself' (78- 

79). Moral behaviour, then, is nile-based behaviour. If one is following the niles, one 

is behaving moraily. Kant thus grants "authoiity and absolute sovereignty to the law" 

(79). And this, of course prompts Lyatanl to suggest that we must not 'believe that the 

law is the law because 1 is just, when [we] knaw that the law is just ... because it is the 

laWB (Lyotard 1986a, 1 44). 

But there is more to leam from Kant's 'Yailure" to deduce the moral law. We 

must also see the Kantian text itself demonstrating the philœophy contained within it. 

We have seen that. according to the categoflcaî imperme, the addressee of a 

prescriptive phrase is thought to be obligated based upon whether the phrase cm be 

seen to be universalizable. For the prescriptive phrase x, the normative phrase would 

read as follows: (do) x, if you can see that the phrase "(do) 7 is universalizable. If, 

that is "(do) x" is a prescriptive that, were it canied out by everyone, would not result in 

anarchy. Which is to Say that, according to Kant, for any prescriptive phrase, the 

categorical imperative, "So act, etc.," must be the normative phrase, the legitimating 

instance. Hawever, keeping in mind our earlier discussion of prescriptives, normatives, 

and denotatives (p.35). what may we make of Kant's rhetoricai strategy? 
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Lyotard is quick to point out that Kant "does not order his reader to declare the 

statement of the iaw obligatory on condition that it is universdirable [, and suggests, in 

fact. that] Kant does not order his reader to do anything" (Lyotard 1989,302). The 

reader of Kant's text is not, strictly speaking, obligated. He or she is 'placed before a 

un iverse of denotative statements ... .The prescriptive statements [encountered] in the 

Kantian commentary are aiways only 'images' of themselves" (303). The denotative 

Kantian commentary, or metaianguage, while not prescriptive, is an attempt to convince 

the reader of the validity of the Kmtian arguments conceming prescriptives and 

normative phrases, viz., that the choice as to whether one is obligated by a prescriptive 

phrase must be based on the categorical imperative. must be bajed on 

un iversaiizability . 

And we must note that, in this close relationship between prescriptive staternents 

and the descriptive, denotative, commentary that fdlows them, what is happening is 

that the ethicai impoctïimpact of the prescriptive phrase is being subordinated to the 

commentary. Whether there is a moral law, and whether, therefore, there is moral 

behaviour, cornes to depend on the validity of the arguments used by the wfiter, in this 

case Kant. "ln this subordination of prescriptives to denotatives," Lyotard writes, "the 

executive force of the former is lost" (Lyotarâ 1989,287). 

What is further implied in this dynamic is a shift in position on the part of the 

addressee of a prescription. From addressee, he or she immediately moves to the 

position of addressor of a subsequent phrase. Of course, the subsequent phrase may 
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simply be implied. I am told not to kill, or rather, to not kill. Even if the second. 

normative phrase is "in my head only," as soon as I think 1 - even if I do not think it, 

because it is so ingrained - I become an addressor of a phrase which takes as its 

referent the fia prescriptive phrase: Here is why it is the case mat 1 shouM not kil/. I 

am never called, or I never stay called, I must W a y s  dodge the cal, by becoming an 

addressor of a subsequent phrase. This, as we will see when we discuss Levinas, is of 

utmost significance. For the moment, we leave Kant once again, and retum to Lyotard 

on justice, on Just Gaming. 

Prescriptions as to how to bring about a just saciety simply cannot be derived 

from descriptions of "justice:' no matter how accurate the description of, or how tnie the 

knowledge of, justice. The discourse of descriptives, of denotaüves, is fundamentally 

different from the discourse of prescriptives. "All statements do not belong to the same 

classw (Lyotard 1 985,21) , and t herefore the 'passage from [descriptive to prescriptive] 

is, propeil y speaking, unintelligible" (22). It is not legitimate to establish ethical 

prescriptions as just, based on descriptive statements. There exists betwem 

prescription and description "a resistance, an incommensurability, ... an irrelevancy" 

(22). To better comprehend this "inelevancy." we need to look more closely at 

Lyotard's understanding of the subject. 
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'True knowledge," Lyotard wntes, "... is incorporated into the metanarrative of a 

subject" (Lyotard 1 984.35). And elsewhere: 

m his passage from the true to the just raises a problem, 
because ...fi would mean that a prescriptive staternent 
would constitute an obligation only if the one who 
receives it, that is, the addressee of the statement, is able 
to put himself in the position of the sender of the 
statement, that is, of its utterer, in order to work out al1 
over again the theoretid discoune that legitimates, in 
the eyes of the sender, the comrnand that he is issuing. 
(Lyotard 198523) 

Lyotard suggests, reading Mao< and Plato, that 'Wat is actually at stake is ... a nom- 

giving subject [...,] a tnie being of sociev (23). Now here is Anne Banon. commenting 

on the work of John Rawls: 

The true principles of justice for a society the basic unit of 
which is the mwalperson are to be found in a true 
conception of what it is to be a moral person: the 
prescriptive is to be derived frorn a description of the 
self. ... The legitimacy of Rawls's conception of justice ... is 
guaranteed by the figure of the subject who is legislator. 
The roles of the subject and author of the law are 
interchangeable. (Barron, 30-1, my emphasis) 

I bnng this quotation into the present discussion because it offers an excellent 

description of the difficulty Lyotard has wiai what he cails the ''subject that is authoiized 

to Say 'we'" (Lyotard 1986,81). There is, in the modem Western understanding of 

justice, an assumed consensus between rational autonomous subjects, a presumeâ 

essential sarneness that is expected to render the different positions that the modem 
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subject occupies easily interchangeable? Most importantly, the roles of subject and 

author of the law are held to be absolutely interchangeable. Thus, "we the people," 

about which more later- 

We again defer, and retum to The DiiRerend- A differend occurs, Lyotard 

suggests, in a "case where the plaintiff is divested of the means to argue and becornes 

for that reason a vicüm" (9). Thus a differend is different from a 'litigation," in which 

both parties speak the same language. Lyotard offers, as examples of differends, the 

Nazi attempt to exterminate Jews in the mid-twentieth century, and what he sees to be 

the capitalist exploitation of wageearners (1 0). In both cases, the differend represents 

a double bind situation: if one died in an extermination camp, one would be unable to 

complain about it, if one lived to cornplain about it, one cannot cornplain;" and how, 

Lyotard asks. c m  a laborer demonstrate that that which she cedes hour by hwr, week 

by week, in exchange for wages is not in fact a commodity? How. that is, can a laborer 

demonstrate that she is not for sale, unless she quits working? 

Thus, a differend occurs with a clash of heterogeneous phrase regimens, in 

which, by definition, a means of communicating that does justice to both parties in the 

dispute is absent, and in which any attempt to find a conssnsus, or common language, 

15. Lyotard: mis tritnmal [of cognitim] requires aiat the obligatory be only that which the obliated one 
can reasoriabiy acauit Zor in argumentation. It therefore supposes that I can ocaipy the place of the 
addressw of -paor\s, that I can 'assume' therri" (Lyotard 1988a, 1 17), and Windness is in putüng 
yourself in the place of the other, in saying /in his or her phce, in neutraiiùng his or her transcendence" 
(1 09). 
16. While Lyotard may be accused here of hnirnizing the signiîicance of the Shoah, his more detailed 
anaiysis, in a later section of the book (97-103), of the (non) working togethet of the various phrase 
regirnens involved in the Nazi order 'die!," makes clear that he is well aware that to have died was not 
necessarily the worst thing ttiat could happen to one in a camp. 
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inevitably wrongs one or both parties. Now, much is at stake in the present wnting, and 

in Lyotard's work, in his understanding of phrase regimens and s d l e d  "genres of 

discourse:' According l y, a presentation . 

A phrase presenls a univeme - an addressee, an addressor, referent, and 

sense are presented by the phrase. "No matter which regimen it obeys, it entails a 

There is [Il y a]. There is what is signified [sense], what it is signified about [referent], 

to whom [addressee] and by whom [addressor] it is signified: a universe. A t  lest one 

universe, because the sense, the referent, the addressor, or the addressee can be 

equivocal" (7û). 

"A presentation entailed by a phrase-case is not presented in the universe that 

this phrase presents .... It is not situated. But another phrase-case c m  present it in 

another universe and thereby sluate it!' (71 ). We can writehaik about a previous 

phrase universe: ''a presentation can be presented as an instance in the univeise of a 

phrase" (70). And so, white a presentation cannot present itself, it can be situated in a 

subsequent phrase, about the presentation. 

Now this is badmannered writing. Let me attempt to unravel it somewhat. The 

phrase write your thesis cornes along. It presents a universe made up of sense, 
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referent, addressee, and addressor (what is signified, what it is signified about , to 

whom, and by whom it is signified, respectively: a universe). Thus, presentçilm. 

However, the presentation tells us nothing about just whdwhat accupies the four 

poles. They simply "are." To know more about them, we require that they be situated, 

by a subsequent phrase, or phrases. Thus, the phrase, the depattrnent of Reigion SEM 

' W e  your ~esiss"situates the eariier phrase in a new universe. We now have 

descflbed its addressor (department of Religion), its addressee (presumably one 

required to Wte a thesis), its sense (the department said such and such), and its 

referent (they said mite your thesis). 

But look. we now have a second phrase, and with it, a second universe, made 

up of addressor. addressee. sense, and referent. They are nat the same as those of 

the fint phrase. And the two phrases, recalling Our distinctions above (p. 35). are from 

different genres of discourse. The first is a prescriptive, the second a descriptive. Can 

you detemine, can you situate. that is, the four poles of this second phrase, in a third 

one? Try it. And see the footn~te,'~ for some of the possibilities. 

1 7. The deparbnerrt of Rel@m has aulhOcitycitY This third phrase is an imglied, assumed phrase. but 
waW what it allows to happen, in a lbvth phrase: 1 am wdMg my tfresis because the &pWmnt of 
RelQion W me to. We have situated a definite addessee of the fiist phrase: me. And we have, by 
virhie of the implied phrase, made the sense of the first, secorid, and thiid phrases be something like 1 
must &te my tnes5. Note mat the addressee, addressor, and referent have al1 dianged with each 
subsequent phrase. The fourth phrase, 1 am writing, etc., situates the poles thusly: adâressor - me, 
addressee - undetermined, referent - the dlepartmént of religion said, etc. 
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And thus, "[a] situation is that at the heart of a universe piesented by a phrase. 

relations indicated by the form of the phrases that link onto it ...p lace the instances in 

relation to each othet' (7û-71). Depending upon which genre of discourse provides the 

phrase that links onto the original, the various poles are situated differently or not at ail. 

And this is to suggest that. accorûing to Lyotard, while "to link is necessary; how to link 

is contingent' (29). However ... 

The Oitfererid II 

There is more to Lyotard's understanding of the differend than we have thus far 

acknowledged. While we have spoken of the differend held to result fmrn attempts to 

communicate on the part of two or more partnen, in the absence of a medium 

amenable to each, there is another aspect of the differend to which we must now turn 

our attention. 'The differend," Lyotard writes, " is the unstable state and instant of 

language wherein something which must be able to be put into phrases cannot yet 

be .... ln the differend, sornething 'asks' to be put into phrases and suffers from the 

wrong of not being able to be put into phrases right away" (Lyotard 1988a. 13). 

"[Slomething cries out" (1989,357), and is yet unheaid. Pre-iinguistic, precognitive, 

that which would find expression, cannot. Repression by default - deniai. To the 

dismay of we humans 'Who thought [we] could use language as an instrument of 

communication ..., [we] leam that [we] are summoned by language" (1 988a 13). And 

thus, the speaking subject - the rational, autonornous subject - cornes to feel, rather 
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than know, somefhirrg which it cannot express. In every expression there is something 

which gets left out. there is a surplus. 

Given that, as we have seen, there is a pressing need to know, to speak the 

tnith, there is, then, a suffering. The subject cannot bear the feelings which 

accompany, which signal, the fact that there is a surplus, but a the same time cannot 

find an appropriate way to aiticulate them - is rendered speechles. One is tempted 

to use the word vicfim. However, while the inarticulate subject suffers, she is only a 

victim if one assumes that suffering rnust have an end. This second understanding of 

differend is not one of victÏms, it does not (simply) champion victims, "underdogs." 

Rather,thinkofhostages.Thinkofbeingtakenhostageby . Yes, that is the 

difficulty. There is something, a a'feeIing: '[olne cannot find the words"' (1 3). One 

cannot and will not find the words, but me must noneaieless attempt to do so. Lyotard, 

as we have noted, suggests that "[a] lot of searching must be done ta find new niles for 

forming and linking phrases that are able to express the differend .... What is at stake ... is 

to bear witness to differends by finding idioms for them" (1 3). 

But the idioms required are "impossible" to find. And this because, 

[rleality is not what is "given" to this or that tubject, it is a 
state of the referent (that about which one speaks) which 
resub from the effectuation of establishment procedures 
defined by a unanimously agreedupon protocol, and 
from the possibility offered to anyone to recommence this 
effectuation as often as he or she wants. (4) 
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In The Differend Lyotard describes and analyses severaf different and 

cornpletely hetemnomous genres of discourse. As I have suggested eailier, different 

genres of discourse operate according to differing, unique rules. "agreed-upon 

protocols," by rneans of which the r8alRypresented by them will always maintain a 

certain structure. And we have noted LyotWs distinction between a presentation and 

a sluation: a phrase presents a univeme, the various poles of which are situated by 

another, subsequent phrase. We have seen, furthec, that there exists a 'Wid ôetween 

[these] phrases" (1 38). Let us now look more closely at this hot1 ycantested place and 

time. 

Lyotard rnakes what he calls the "vulgat' observation that there cm be no such 

thing as now. OfFering a modem - Augustinian/Husserîian - understanding of time 

(73). Lyotard suggests that "me cannot Say now, it's too eaily (before) or toa late 

(after)" (ï4). Tirne, as it is commonly constnied, is constiMed by enumerating a 

'hoving body" (73)' "accordng to the opposition anterior/posterior, [along] a 

directional axis9'(72). The maintenant, however, Lyotard suggests, is precisely what is 

not. cannot be, maintained (74). But Lyotard rests much of his thinking, as we have 

seen, on the significance of "noW as an event, an event with duration, however slight. 

Accordingly, Lyatard's reading of Aristotle lod<s for, and finds support for his 

idea that 'how" must be understood in two ways. ("Aristotle opens up another path" 

18. It is woraiy of note that Lyotard is reading Anstotle here, if only to be aware of the significance of 
motion. Cf. Armât's reading of the 'Greeks," p. 75 here. 
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[74].) First. inasmuch as it is a boundary, "the now" is not 'now." The designator the is 

part of a situating phrase which irnrnediateiy deprives "novu" (now "the noW') of its "now- 

ness." It c m  no longer be lcgrasped as what, as (at) the time it happened" (74). As a 

liminal designator (Wh the added), "now" becornes part of a univene presented by a 

phrase which situates it, and is devoid of time, of duration. However, there is a second 

understanding of "the now" as simply "now," one which hforms Lyotard's entire oeuvre. 

Now as event. Them is something. l/ y a. 

In this second understanding, one invocative of Heidegger, Lyotard notes that 

the phrase, "as a what that happens, does not at al1 stem from the question of time, but 

from that of Being/non-Beingm (74). (The time must truly be out of joint for one to read 

with Lyotard.) Thus, according to Lyotard, immediately upon the coming forth of a first 

phrase, of a 'WoW' (which, prior to being sluated in a second phrase, simply announces 

"Il y a"), there is a feeling - at once surprise and anxiety - commensurate with the 

abovenoted void. For in this brief moment (?), the subject experiences an awareness 

that, first, it might, in fact, be possible for nothing to happen, that there could be nothing 

rather than something; and secondl y, that. in fad, Where is something rather than 

nothing" (75). Lyotard: 

Scarcely is this phrased, than the occurrence is chained, 
registered, and forgotten in the occurrence of this phrase, 
which, in stating the There is, binds the occurrence by 
comparing R to its absence. Time takes place with the 
befodafter implied in phrase universes, as the putting of 
instances into an ordered series. (75) 
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It is here that Lyotard formally bnngs Heidegger into the picture. Drawing on 

Heidegger's notion of Ermnis (occurrence), Lyotad concludes that there is an 

occurrence, "but it does not present anything to anyone, it does not present itself, and it 

is not the present. nor is it present. lnsofar as it is phraseabie (thinkable), a 

presentation fails short as an occumnce" (75). Such badmannered writing. It occurs 

to me that Lyotard's translater may have done those of us reading in Ertglish a 

dissenrice. Pemaps someaiing got left behind. I thin k that Lyotard's "insofar as it is 

phraseable" should, more accurately, read "insofar as it is phrased." What Lyotard is 

saying here, it seems to me, is that once it is situated by a subsequent phrase, a 

presentation is diminished as an occurrence, as event. Which is not to Say the same 

thing as ''insofar as it is phraseable." For, may we not situate every presentation? Is 

not every presentation liable to situation? Granted, R may be the case that we may 

never situate an occuirence completely, that there will aiways be surplus meaning left 

behind. But it is in the phrasing - situating - that the event loses some of its powef, 

not in the possibility of its being situated (phrased), not simply "insofar as it is 

ph raseable." 

May we not now bring our two understandings of the differend together? 

Lyotarû: 

[The] differend proceeds from the question, which 
accompanies any phrase, of how to link onto it. And this 
question proceeds from the noth ingness that "separates" 
one phrase from the "following." There are differends 
because, or like, there is Ereignis. But that's forgotten as 
rnuch as possible: genres of discoune are mades of 
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forgetting the nothingness or of forgetting the occurrence, 
they fiII the void between phrases. (1 38) 

Let me suggest that what emerges fnmi my reaâing of The Differend, rather than two 

distinct understandings of the differend, is the idea that - centrai to "Wh 

understandings" of the differend - is the space between phrases. And thus, centrai to 

Lyotarûr work is this socalled 'Void between phrases; there is something "here" that 

"cries out." but cannot be phrased, that is, in fact, doubly suppressed. The Erdgnis, as 

soon as it is situated, loses its "nwn8SS": A first differend: something wishes (?) to 

be phrased but cannot This, shall we Say, is a negative differend. 

In the situating phrases which Wollow" a presentation, as we have seen, there 

are cornpeting genres of discourse, each with its own niles: A second differend: 

aggrieved parties unable to cammunicate their grievances. Now this is a positive 

differend. Or, at least, it is a situation which Lyotard would not have us undo. His 

difficulty, as I hope to have made clear, lies with the fact that, due to an inability on the 

part of the subject to deal with the feelings which announce this type of differend, there 

are continued and ongoing attempts to render them litigations, which in effect stifles 

them. by imposing a "language" which, while possibly understandable to both parties, 

nonetheless does not do justice ta the ideas of both parties. And so, Mile there are 

two relatively distinct understandings of differend, they both revolve around the space 

- void - between phrases. Lyotard at one point refers to this gap as a 'paradoxical 

hinge." and suggests that: 
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Ifs the emptiness, the nothingness in which the universe 
presented by a phrase is exposed and which explodes at 
the moment the phrase accurs and then disappears mth 
it. The gap separating one phrase from another is the 
"condition" of bot h presentation and occurrences, but 
such a "condition" remains ungrafpable in itself except by 
a new phrase, which in its tum presupposes the first 
phrase. (Lyotard 1 988b. 31 -32) 

We are caild, according to Lyotard, to be witnesses to the occurrence, to the Zrst 

phrase, the presentation. To sometfring 

Now, while this sdmething is held to be unrepresentable, Lyatard nonetheless, 

as we will see. makes the somewhat risky move of suggesting that. in fact (?). he 

knows what it is, or what it announces: obligation. As we will see when we arrive at 

Levinas, Lyotard suggests that there is a higher authority than the I, and that, in its dl, 

the subject's perceived autonomy is chailenged by a painful nagging, a suspicion that 

ail has not been heard. The philosophicai question, Why is there something rather 

than nothing?" becomes, in the face of the abovedescribed void, temfying. Lyotard, it 

seerns to me, wants us to understand that, faced with the abyss -the space following 

an occurrence - the subject "knows" that she is called to respond in such a way as to 

not nullify the call. But, there is pain cornmensurate with this "knowing," and this 

because there is immense pressure on the subject to nullify the dl ,  to reaffirm hisher 

autonomy. We will speak more of this pressure, especially as it derives fiom the 

philosophy against which Lyotard is writing. But not yet. 
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We are called. But we are restricted. We are restricted by our philosophy. We 

are restricted by our selves. By the power vested in our selves. Authorid and 

authodtative, I resist the cal1 of the something that haunts me. We are getting closer, 

but we defer. How do you feel? 

Contingency Meets Necessity 

We have seen an apparently limitless possibility in the way in which presented 

universes may unfold. But Lyotard wouM have us note that, 'While there are many 

possible linkings ..., [there is] only one -ai or cunent 'tirne"' (1 36). Coming close to 

attributing some sort of 'Will" to language, although claiming not to (136),l9 Lyotarû 

suggests that, due to the limited cunent %mes," hordes of possible linkages compete to 

'WkY the right to link onto the phrase. Lyotard: 

To Iink is necessary, but a particular linkage is not. This 
linkage can be declared pertinent, though, and the 
phrase that does the stating is a nile for linking. A is a 
constitutive part of a genre of discourse: after such and 
such a kind of phrase, here are those phrases that are 
pennitted. (80) 

Because of the fact that '70 link is necessary," there will be a Iinking. Having been 

linked onto, the "situation at the heart of the presentation" becmes manifest, and al1 

19. Lyotard suggests that, while he is aware of a certain anairopomorphisrn in his understanding of 
language, in %e matter of language. the revolution of relativity and of quantum t k ~ r y  remains to be 
made" (Lyotard l988a. 137). And al=, by presentab'on he does not understand "a desire of language to 
accomplish itself. But merely that something takes place" (75). 
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other contingencies - possibilities - are suppressed. Something, Lyotard suggests. 

gets left out. And we thus have a differend which proceeds from the fact that, 

immediately it is linked onto. a presentation's universe is sihiated (the four poles are 

situated), and this situation renders impossible linkages fiom any genre other than the 

one which "won" the cornpetition for the lin kage in the first place. A differend is 

signded, makes itself known. by means of a "feeling" experienced by the subject(s) 

situated by various phrases. There is a "feeling: '[olne cannot find the wods'" (1 3). 

The "dedaration of pertinence" attempts to stifle this feeling, by suggesting that there is 

nothing left to be said, that linkages m e r  than the one made are impertinent. But, 

Lyotard suggests, the feeling will not go away. It haunts. This feeling (one of pleasure 

and pain) is the motive force behind attempts to render differends litigations - 
arguale disputes - the outcome of which may be final, and may thereby nlieve one 

of the awkwardness inheient in the feeling eliciteâ by the differend. 

It is here that we begin to see glimpses of Lyotard's politics. Lyotard makes 

much of the fact that differends are signaled by uncomfortable feelings ("quasiphrases, 

which are silent feelings" [21]). And, as we will see in the chapters which follow, 

Lyotard suggests that great effort has been, and continues to be, made on the part of 

the modem subject, to assuage these feelings. Apropos of which, Lydard would have 

us understand that there has b e n ,  in the West, a concentratecl effort to corne up with 

- arrive at - a genre of discourse, the all-encompassing nature of which rnight render 

the abovedescribed corn petition for "linkage privileges" unnecessary. If, the story 

goes, a 'metalanguage," or "supreme genre encompassing everything that's at stake" 
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(1 38) might be found to adjudicate (Kant's "tribunal") -and here I think we must read 

"translate" - among genres competing for the right to link onto the socallecl "first" 

phrase, the feeling rnight no longer neeâ to occur. But, and this is integral to Lyotard's 

work, "[tlhere is no genre whose hegemony over the dhers would be just. The 

philosophicd genre, which looks Iike a metalanguage, is not itself. ..unless it knows that 

there is no metalanguage" (158); or, in simpler ternis, "[r]efiection requires that you 

watch out for occurrences, that you don? aiready know whars happening" (xv). 

Notwithstanding this. there have been, as we will see. many attempts throughout 

the history of the West to &ve at a suitable "meta-nanative." Not the least of these is 

the dialectical discourse of Hegel. "The speculative [Hegelian] genre," Lyotard notes. 

%ad this pretension" (138). And elsewhere. eadier: "Hegelian phenomenology closes 

the system, it is the total recovery of totel reality in absolute knowledge" (Lyotard 1991, 

68). While Lyotard suggests that the speculative genre's attempts to provide the 

supreme genre failPm there is another, more recent discourse, which has had a great 

deal of (limited) rcsuccess," although Lyotard believes that ultimately it fiounders. 

The Politics of Capital 

Much has been made. in the history of philosophy, of the Gieek pdis. Lyotard 

notes that the pdis otganized itself around r'the empty center where deliberation takes 

20. Bennington: m h e  daiectical soiution to [the question of linking] (namely îhat aie separation 
between iwo [types ofl sentences c m  be deternined as contradiction and subiated in a tnird sentence) 
has been refuse@ (1 4 1 ). 
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place - namely. the conflict of phrases and their judgemenf' (1 41). Now, I will take it 

as a tniism that most of what passes for politics and phiiosophy in the modem West is 

decidedly "GreeK' in its origins And so when Lyotard suggests that while "the Greek 

pdis did not invent politics, it placed the diaiectical and rhetorical genre or genres in 

the govemorship of phrases. thereby aîImving their differend to Row, in the form of 

litigations, right out into the (empty) milieu of political institutionsBî (1 41), we rnust 

redire that the political institutions in question are. at least in part. our own. That we 

Iive in a litigious world I take to be another tniism. 

What Lyotard is saying here is that, as a result of our Greek heritage, we in the 

West have attempted to stifie differends via diaiectics and rhetoric. both of which, 

obviously, operate according to rules. Qui& to obsecve that this has not been the only 

such rnethod of differenddissipation in the history of the West, Lyotard notes, for 

instance, that the French Revolution put an "Idea" (democracy, fratemity, equality) in 

the govemor's spot, and that the industrial revolution "gave the privilege of judging to 

the technical genrevv (1 41 ). 

However. concurrent with, and as a result of, these cumulative and successive 

'povernors," there came to be another genre of discourse, the economic genre, the 

genre of capital. "mhe simple canonicai formula of [the economic] genre," according to 

Lyotard, "is: 1 mV let you have this, if you in retum can let me have that. Among its 

other attributes, this genre always calls for new thises to enter into exchange ... and uses 

payment as a means of neutralizing their power as events" (Lyotard 1993a. 58). And 
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thus payment, or exchange, becomes another attempt to neutralize the power inherent 

in differends. 

Here is Lyotard's desaiption of the phrasing of the economic genre: phrase 1, 

in which an addressor, x cedes an ostensible good to an addressee, y; is linked ont0 

by phrase 2, in which the (new) addressor, y. d e s  to xa different ostensible good. 

Phrase 1 immediately places its addressor and addressee in a creditorldebtor situation, 

and phrase 2 immediately ratifies and cancels the debt created in phrase 1. What is 

unbearable for the subject involved in the abovedescribecl economic phrasing, is the 

instantaneous moment of debt, of obligation, which moment, 1 will suggest in the 

chapters which follow, corresponds with the moment of (first) linkage. This debt must 

be discharged immediately; so much so that Lyotard suggests that in fact there is not a 

phrase 1 without a phrase 2. "Phrases 1 and 2 are linked together with a vi ew... to 

'freeing' the two parties, to unbinding ?hemw (Lyotard 19- 173). 

In Lyotard's anaîysis, "Mn the commoditylmoney exchange, only the moment of 

exchange is re# (177). Thus "[elxchange is the exchange of tirne, the exchange in the 

least possible time Ç'real" time) for the greatest possible time ("abstraW...time)" (177), 

in which abjects - money - represent an accruai of "abstract time." "Money," Lyotard 

tells us, "...is stockedirp üme" (1 76). l ime is the ultimate commodity. Success, then, 

is gained time (1 77). the "issue is to gain time." (1 76). "mhere is no longer a time for 

exchange" (ln), there is only an exchange of time. There is only the time of 

exchange. These rapid-fire exchanges, instantaneous "synapses" over the "space" 
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between two phrases. corne close to eliminating the awareness (feeling) of a differend. 

And thus Lyotard writes, "mn a workl where success rneans gaining time, thinking has a 

single, but inedeemable fauA: it is a waste of tirne" (Lyotard 1993a. 36). There is no 

time to stop and think, because to do so, Lyatard argues, is to make oneself open to - 
iiable to - faing. 

I must reiterate my eadier injunction that there is, according to Lyatard, no 

genre of discourse whose hegemony over athers is validly asseited C'an offense is the 

hegemony of one phrase regimen over anothei' [&]). 'One's responsibility before 

thought," Lyblard writes, 

consists ... in detecting differends and in finding the 
(impossible) idiorn for phrasing them. This is what a 
f'good) philosopher does. An intellectual is srneone 
who helps forget differends, by advocating a given genre, 
whichever one it may be (including the ecstasy of 
sacMée), for the sake of political hegemony. (142, my 
emphasis) 

To summarize this dense chapter, let me remind the reader that the philosophy 

against which Lyotard sees himself philosophizing is one in which truth and knowing - 
(final) answers - are sought, while what he is advocating is, rather, an opening up - a 

discourse which continually undermines its omi finelity. Think of z as opposed to ç. 

Let me remind the reader that, while there are two "types" of differend, they both 

concem the time and place following the event of a first phrase, and both result frorn an 

attempt to namw the possibilities inherent in a first phrase: (phrase 1 >) as opposed to 
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(phrase 1 4. Our discussion of presentation, as cornplex as it was, and out look at 

contingency and capital, offeted examples of attempts to stifle diffetends. We leave 

this chapter with simply this: for Lyotard, justice lies dong the path of openness, of 

indetenninacy. 

And so the question, at once a political question, and a question of pditics, 

which would seem to be demanded of Lyotard, appears to be simply: to whom ought 

one tum to detemine a Wht course of action? Having established his contention that 

the "tribunal" of philosophy, with its ptetensions to define the Good in temis of Truth. to 

make howing the Good a prior condition for doing good, parpetraites an injustice when 

it 'makes this [or thatl regimen andor this genre prevail over others." Lyotard suggests 

that 

the tribunal necessafily wrongs the other regimens and/or 
genres .... This is why poliacians cannot have the good at 
stake, but they ought to have the lesser evil. Or if you 
prefer, the lesser evil ought to be the political good. By 
evil [Lyotard] undeistand[s], and one cm only 
understand, the incessant interdiction of possible 
phrases, a defiance of the occurrence. (1 40) 

This is an important paragraph. The lesser evil is the politicai good, and evil is the 

interdiction of possible phrases. While Lyotard is arguaMy open to criticism here, for 

apparently advacating an &'open-ness" for its awn sake, an indeterminacy for the sake 

of indeterminacy, his understanding of the absolute heterogeneity of phrase regimens 

(similar to his eariier understanding of language games) suggests, as we have seen, 

that to attempt to impose any sort of super-structure onto the universes presented by 
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diverse phrases is to stifle differends. That this is not "good" remains to be 

dernonstrated. And of course. it will remain so. However, what wilt become clear in the 

following chapters is that Lyotard's notion of differend bears a marked similarity to a 

philosophical indeteminacy in Kant's philosophy of the sublime, and a philosophico- 

theology in Levinas. While this might appear to place Lyotard dl-too-firmly in the 

philosophical tradition which he is at pains to critique. the discussion which follows will 

demonstrate that both Levinas and Lyotard's Kant are philosophem whose work pays 

more than a little attention to the differend. For the moment. howevet, it is necessary 

that we turn oui attention to a further examination of the pragmatics of the categorical 

imperative, to a discussion. that is. of legitimation in the modem West. 
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Chapter 2: On Whose Authority? 

The law should aiways be respecteci with humor .... This humor aims at the 
heterogeneity which persists beneath and despite legitimation. The People:' that 
impossible set of entities .. .cannot believe that the law is the law because it is just, when 
it knows that the law is just ... because it is the law. 

Jean-François Lyotard 21 

In her essay, "What is Authonty?" Hannah Arendt writes: g'[a]uthority has 

vanished from the madem w o r l d - . * = ~ ~ t  would agree that a constant, ever-widening 

crisis of authority has accompanied the development of the modem wald in our 

century" (Arendt 1968a 91). Arendt is right. Authority, as we have noted, has been 

undet critical scrutiny since at least the sixteenth century. Arendt's essay is devoted to 

demonstraîing that "[aJuMority as we once knew it, which grew out of the Roman 

exparience of foundation" (1 41) has disappeared. But let me make a subtle distinction 

here. We are taiking about authority when we might better be taiking about the 

legitimation of authority. Authority as a "thing" cannot disappear. What it can do is 

lose its legitimacy. To Say that, for instance, x has no authority over y. means that 

either yor an observer of the relationship between xand yhas deterrnined that r's 

daim to have authority is not lqiffmate. There is, arguably, still such a thing as 

authority; what has been in question for the last several hundred years are the various 

means of legitimating authority. 

21. Lyotard 1988a. 144. 
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Arendt suggests that what was lost was a constnict derivative of the "Roman 

political concept of authority, which inevitably was based on a beginning, a founding in 

the past" (1 27), and concludes her essay thus: 

to live in a political reaim with neither authority nor the 
concomitant awareness that the source of auaiority 
transcends power and those who are in power, rneans to 
be confronta anew, without the religious trust in a 
sacred beg inning and without the protection of traditionai 
and therefore selfadent standards of behaviour, by the 
elementary problems of living together. (1 41) 

According to Arendt then, traditionai foms of authority have been rendered 

illegitimate by modem suspicions of the foundations upon which they have been 

grounded. While I think that Arendt is conect in her anaiysis, what we will need to 

discuss is the way in which it is in fact the very notion of foundation. the need for 

foundations, which hast necessarily, undermined the socalled "traditionai fomis" of 

authority; and that, further, foundationalism must continue to do so. ad infinitum. We 

must also take careful note of the fact that Arendt is lamenting the loss of a "sacrad" 

authority. This is significant, for what I take her to mean by "sacred." and this will 

become more clear when we deal with Levinas, is simply 6'unquestioned." Already the 

reader is neivous, for we are a questioning people. Let me qualify slightly, and suggest 

that by "unquesüoned:' I do not mean un-analyzed. or un-thought, but '60bligatory." 1 

will have much to Say on mis matter of obligation, but we must proceed slowly and 

painstakingly. 
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Recail that Arendt bemoms the loss of foundations, the loss of any supportable 

notion of sacred beginnings by means of which authority cm be legitirnated. Now here 

is Lyotard on legitimation: 

A phrase is temed normative when it gives the force of 
Iaw ta its abject. a prescriptive phrase. For the 
prescription it is obl$atory for x to perform d i o n  a, the 
normative phrase would be if is a nom decreed by y that 
it is abligatgr lbr x to p b n n  acbm a In this formulation 
the normative phrase designates, here in the name of y, 
the instance that legitimates the prescription addressecl 
to x. The legislative power is held by y. (Lyotard 1993a. 
40-41 

The normative phrase designates, in the name of y, the instance that legitimates the 

prescription. Legislative power is held by y. But now, when we stop to ask who or what 

y might be, we corne upon the usual difficulties. "AuthorityF Lyotard mites, "is not 

deduced" (Lyutard 19û8a, 142). Attempts to legitimate authority lead. variously, to 

vicious circles (1 have authority over you because you 
authonze me to have it), to question begging (the 
aut hokation authorires authority) , to infin ite reg fessions 
(x is authorized by y, who is authorized by 2). and to the 
paradox of idiolects (God, Ufe. etc., designate me to 
exert authority. and I am the only mtness of this 
revelation). The aporia of a deûuction of authority, or the 
aporia of sovereignty, is the sign .... of an 
incommensurability between the normative phrase and al1 
others. (1 42) 
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So where does xget her authority? Or rather, how is the authority, claimed by s 

demonstrated to be legitimate? If, as we have seen above, the normative phrase is the 

phrase which gives a prescriptive the weight of a law, and if it cannot be seen to be 

logically deduced, how can a normative phrase be said to be authornive? Is there no 

such thing as Iegitimate authonty? 

We must remember Kant: "Act in accordance with the maxims of a member 

legislating univemal laws for a merely possible kingdom of ends ...[an d be aware of] the 

worthiness of every rationai subject to be a legislative member in the kingdom of ends" 

(Kant 1981.43). The modem West sees authority as legitimate if the author and 

subject of the law can be seen to occupy interchangeable roles. But, according to 

Lyotard, as we have seen, the 'We" thus understood is "the vehick of [a] 

transcendentai illusion" (Lyotard 1 9ûûa. 99). The '%ver' carries, or supports. the above- 

described tendency to deiive prescriptive frarn descriptive phrases. The We" used to 

legitimate authority comes to mask the fact that authority simply cannot be deduced. 

Indeed, Lyotard writes that the function of authority thus legitimated, is to "throw a 

bridge over the abyss between heterogeneous phrases" (1 43). 

Ever fragile, and always threatened. 'We" are aiways trying to make up for our 

weaknesses. Lyotard argues that there are 'Wo primary procedures of language" that 

corne to mask the logical aporias of authorkation, that bridge the "ontological gap" 

outlined above, with the subject authorized to Say 'We." 60th "make recourse to 

narration; that is. on the surface at least, they bath disperse ... the theoretical problern 
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along the diachtonic axis" (Lyotard 1 993a, 41 ). The difference between the two 

procedures is one of direction. One, Lyotard suggests, l d s  "upstream" towarû an 

origin, and the other "downstream" tward an end (redemption, saivafion, 

ernancipation). The former he refen to as "mythic narratives," and the latter, because 

of their pervasiveness and archetypai nature, the 'cmetanarratives" of modemity (41 ). 

To retum to Arendt, what I want to suggest is that her essay conflates the two. She 

wants the (mythic) sacred beginnings. But, given the JudeoChristian religiosity of her 

orientation, the sacred beginning she bernoans the loss of is a rebirth that was 

pregnant with hopes of redernption. That this is a cornmonplace in Western thinking I 

hold to be obvious. as would, I think, Lyotard. Myth cannot but be narrative, and 

narrative cannot but have a beginning and an end. Lyotard's two procedures of 

language, those which look ripstream" and those which look 4cdownstream," are the 

resuit of an heuristic distinction. 

As a means of demonstrating the ways in which these two procedures of 

language function, I want to tum to a discussion of Nazism. Nazism is a subject often 

dealt with in the works of both Lyotard and Arendt. This is due to the fact that it 

provides a tembly powerful illustration of the severe problerns inherent in our 

(perceivedhhreatening) need to shore up and defend the Crst~erson plural pronoun. 

Before speaking about Nazism, however, it will be useful to explicate Lyotarâ's analysis 

of the republican "we" which it so readily undemined. 
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In a republic, Lyotard suggests, 'We the people" is thought to be the sole 

fegitimating instance. Aithough a supreme being may be invaked, Whe peoples' are 

held to be sovereign. Lyotard: 

Substitutable for a proper narne, We. fhe...peq~e.... is 
supposedly able to link prescriptions ... onto their 
legitimation "in a suitable way" ....T he republican 
regimen's pflnciple of legitimacy is that the addressor of 
the nonn, y, and the addressee of the obligation. x, are 
the same. The legislator ougM not to be exempt from the 
obligation he or she noms ....m e author and the subjact 
of the law] are thus united in a single we, the one 
designating itself by the collective name "...citirens." The 
authorization is then fonnulated thus: we &cm as a 
nonn that it is an obligation for us to cany out act a. This 
is the principle of autonomy. (Lyutard 19- 98) 

That this pn'nciple of autonomy is paradoxicai we have noted above. As Lyotard pub it, 

speaking of the French Dedaration of 1789, the 6carticle names the sovereign, and the 

sovereign states the source that narnes him. But the sovereign had to begin his 

decfaration before being authorized to do so by the Article he is going to declare, thus 

before being the authorized sovereign" (1 46). But we are taking as our starting point 

the idea that the %es' in question serves to mask the aporias of authorization. We 

need not dwell on this "trivial" (1 46) observation. What is important to note is that in a 

republic, according to Lyotard. there is, by definition, "an uncertainty about the identity 

of the wd' (Lyotard 1993a, 49). Is it humanity? Is it the nation? Is it some combination 

of both? It is necessm'ly unclear. And this leads Lyotard to suggest that republican 

traditions are necessarily 
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exclusivist. They imply borders and conlicts. The 
legitimacy of a nation owes nothing to the idea of 
humanity and everything to the perpetuation of narratives 
of origin by means of repeated narrations. Rightists 
never cease to rnake the most of this. Leftists give 
credence to a counter-narrative, a history of the whok of 
hurnanity, the nanative of its emancipation . (Lyotard 
1 9- 147) 

We come back to ou? 'Ywo procedures of language." And we see again that 

Hannah Arendt is not to be faulted for her conflation of the two procedures into one. 

That is the modem tradition. What Lyotard, aiways using Kant against Kantianism, is 

at pains to point out is that the freedom so hungrily lusted after can never be achieved. 

Again, "[t] here is no just society" (Lyotard 1985.25). A free society is an Ideal of 

room being made for terror, our quest for ernancipation must always be Mile. "For the 

ideai of absolute freeûom, which is empty, any given reality must be suspected of being 

an obstacle to freedom" (Lyotard 1993a. 54). And, given the inability to singularize the 

republican 'We" into either nation or human-kind, when we have a particular 4We" 

engaged in conflict with sorne obstacle to freedom or other, it is never possible to 

determine 'tvhether the war conducted ...is one of conquest or one of liberation, whether 

the violence exetted under the title of freedom is repressive or pedagogical 

(progressive)" (Lyatard 1 98&, 1 47). Everything depends upon the scope of the %e." 

And we come to Gennany in the eady twentieth century. 
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Auschwitz l 

We have noted that in mythic narrative, the 'We" is affirmed by positing and 

celebrating , over and over. a common origin, a sacred beginning. In m yth, "[nlarrative 

is authority itself. It authonzes an infrangible we, outside of which there is only ther 

(Lyotard 1993a 33). The "tendency to exaggerate the vaiue of narrative as archaic 

kg  itimation ," Lyotard writes, ".... may explain wh y Nazism could be successful in 

resorting to myth when it pitted its own despotic authority against the republican 

authority that defined modern political life in the West? (46-7). In the rise of Nazism we 

have an example of a situation in which a mythic 'We" challenges and usurps a 

republican "we," aided in no srnail manner by the fact that the already fragile republican 

'%te1' was in the throes of an identity crisis following the first World War. "Nazism 

provided the people with names and nanatives that pemitted them to identify 

exclusively with Gennanic heroes and heaî the wounds inflicted by the event of defeat 

and crisis" (47)? And the Aryans, in their furor, herded millions of "others," a different 

"we," to a technolqkedextenination. The totalitarian regirne hidden behind the rubric 

of the National Socialist "Party" sought, through subtle and not so subtle persuasion, to 

reaffim a crumbling We." And gave us "Auschwitz." 

Auschwitz, of course, is the name of a town in upper Silesia, Poland. and R so 

happened that in the last few years of Adolf Hitler's Third Reich - the twdve year, 

thousand year Reich -Auschwitz was the site of one of Hitler's (and Himmler's, and 

22. And may we not consider the rise of Canada's Refarm Party as a situation in which a fragile Ve" is 
bolstered by hearkening back to a simpler, more homogenous 'tve?" 
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Goebbels's, and Goring's, and Eichmann's, and Heydrich's, and so on - the names 

are important) most notorious extermination camps. This is a not insignificant historical 

fact, but I shail na, except minimally, address it here. Rather, think of ltAuschwitz.w I 

intend the proper name. bradceted by quotation marks, to designaie infinitely more than 

a gmup of geographical and historical coordinates. 

I have notd  Lyotard's impatience with totalizing philosaph y. Lyatard is 

constantly writing against Hegel, M i n g  against the denial-laden optimisrn that 

marched blindly to uAuschwitz." "Auschwitz" marks for Lyotard the point at which 

Hegelian dialectics swailowed itself. We "are infotmed." he writes. "aiat human beings 

endowed with language were placed in a situation such that none of them is now able 

to tell about it. Most of them disappeared then, and the s u ~ v o r s  rarely speak about it" 

(Lyotard 1988a. 3). Lyotard suggests, following Adorno, that "Auschwitz" intraduced a 

"cleaving" into Western (Hegelian) thought (90). This because (to simplify), as I 

suggested earlier, Hegelian logic demands a positive result. From the positive thesis 

and the negative antithesis must corne a (positive) synthesis. Lyotard's argument is 

that "Auschwitz" can be seen neither as a negative anMhesis nor a positive 

synthesidresult, but rather must be seen as sirnply the waste matter of (Hegelian) 

thought. Unspoûen of, unwitnessed, "Auschwitz" signifies the ultimate dispersion of the 

subject authorized to Say "we": 

In the concentration camps, there would have been no 
subject in the firstperson plural. In the absence of such 
a subject, there would remain "after Auschwitz" no 
subject, no [Hegelian] Selbst, which could prevail upon 
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itself to name itself in narning '"Auschwitt." No phrase 
inflected in this person would be possible: we did this, we 
felt that, they made us suffer this humiliation, vue got 
almg this way .... There would be no collective witness. 
From many former deportees, there is only silence. (97- 
98) 

There has been, in the modern West, according to Jean-Luc Nancy. a "divorce 

between the ethicquridico-politicai and the philosophical" (Nancy, 1). By which Nancy 

intends us to redite that there exists an abyss between what we understand of 

freedom in a pragmaaC sense (in which freedom is defined in tenns of a series of rights 

and exemptions). and a philosophic understanding of freedom as "an 'Ideas of freedom, 

called for or promised by freedorns" (2). Nancy. the philosopher, locates two abstades 

to any possibility of 'philosophiring" on freedom. He first suggests that, due to the 

popularly understood notion of freedom as an element of the will, and the '"self- 

evidence" of the "'necessity of presewing the rights of this freedom" (3). to speak of 

freedom is to "'suspend philosaphy's woW (3). Which is to Say that to speak of 

freedom as a given, as a thing. the desirability of which cannot be questioned, is to 

leave the rsalrn of philosophy, as it is "properiy" practiced. And this of course leads to 

Nancy's second suggested obstacle. 
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You see. the "philosophical thought of freedorn has been thoroughly 

subordinated to the detemination of an ontology of subjectivity" (4). And this is to Say, 

it seems to me, that, rather than being divorced - rather than being separateci by an 

abyss -the philosophicai thought of freedom and the "pragmatics" of freedorn have 

subsumed one anoaier. The ontology of the subject, an ontology which must 

necessarily give primacy to the will of the subject, is exactly what is being played out in 

the abovedescribed first obstacle. Thus Nancy: 

For the ontology of subjectivïty, freedom is the act (which 
also means the being) of (re) presenting oneself as the 
potential for (re) presentation (of oneself and therefom of 
the world). It is free representation (where I accede 
soveieignty to m yself) of free representation (which 
depends only on my will). (5) 

Now, let me suggest that. mile the time has came to philosophize, we must 

leave philosophy. Let me suggest th& if we wish to treat of freedom, we must speak of 

the realm of the political. It is just here. at the confluence of the philosaphical and the 

pragmatic, that the work of the two thinkers whose thoughts so infom the present 

writing , Jean-François Lyotard and Hannah Arendt, overlap and rein force one another. 

According to Arendt, we en when we equate freedom with free will. The 

coincidence of these two concepts, the latter of which was "a faculty viRually unknown 

to classical antiquiv (Arendt 1 96813,157). Arendt ascribes to "a religious 

predicament ... formulated in philodophical language" (1 60). Citing Paul and Augustine, 

Arendt suggests that it was an experience of an inability to act in accordance with what 
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they saw to be "Gad's will" which led these early t6church faaiers" to extrapolate from 

religion to philosophy (about which more in a moment) the notion of free will. and with it 

its heavy burden of choice. And this extrapolation, according to Arendt, led to a 

corruption (we cannot but speak of falls). 

"The philosophical tradition ...," Arendt writes, "has disto cted...t he very idea of 

freedom such as it is given in human experience by transposing it frorn. ..the realm of 

politics ... to an inward dornain, the will" (1 45). Freedom. according to Arendt, manifests 

itself in action. The question which immediately cornes to mind, then, is simply %bat is 

freeûom?"; %ha is it that manifests itself?" This question, hwever, arises out of the 

aforementioned ontology of the subject, a frarnework in which the question of 16hess," 

of 'What W is given primacy. To read with Arendt, we must attempt to bracket out this 

ontologicai question. Now, action. 

Noting a "contradiction between our consciousness and our conscience," Arendt 

compares what I have earlier refend to as the pragmatk realm, the realm in which free 

will is held to be self-evident, with various fields of scientific and theoretical endeavor, 

in which 'We orient ounelves according to the principle of cawality" (1 43). lnto such a 

contradictory milieu came Kant, who attempted to clarify this apparently paradoxical 

situation by suggesting that "though me could notl know, (he coula yet think freedom; 

that is to Say, the representation of it is at least not selfcontradictory" (Kant 19ô5.28). 

Which is to Say that while, for Kant, freedom was an ldea of speculative reason, and as 
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such nonisalirable, non-representable, neveitheless it was a useful and indeed 

necesse notion. Thus, Kant: 

our reason naturally exalts itseif to modes of knawledge 
which so far transcend the bounds of experience that no 
empiiical object can ever coincide w*th them, but which 
must none the less [sic] be recognized as having their 
own reality, and which are no mere fictions of the brain. 
(31 041  1) 

While Arendt is prepared to grant that Kant's solution was "ingenious enough 

and may even suffice to establish a moral law" (Arendt 1968b. la), she nonetheless 

maintains that, because of the fact that, "[w]hether or not causaîity is operative in 

the ... universe, R certainly is a category of the rnind to bring order into al1 sensory 

data ..., and thus it makes experience possible" (144). However, she continues, 

the moment we reflect upon an act which was undertaken 
under the assumption of our being a free agent. R seems 
to come under the sway of two kinds of causality, of the 
causality of inner motivation on one hand and of the 
causal principle which rules the outer woild on the other. 
(1 44) 

The moment we reflect, according to Arendt, we lose freedom. Not, we note. our 

freedorn, but rather freedom as artifact, as constnict; we are still free to think, but in so 

doing we lose that about which we think, if, in fact. we are thinking about freedom. Foi 

in our thinking about freedom, we necessarily come up qjainst a causality by means of 

which we have haretofore organized our empirical world. And thus Arendt makes so 

23. Kant: '1 understand by idea a neœssary concept of reason to which no canesponding object can be 
given in sense-experience" (Kant 1965.31 8, my italics). 
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bold as to suggest that "thought itself, in its theoretical as well as its pre-theoretical 

fom, makes freedom disappear," and. more importantiy, that "the phenornenon of 

freedom does not appear in the realm of thought at air' (1 45). Now this is complex 

material. And these are apparently radical assertions. Arendt justifies them by looking 

back (again), by disaissing the ancient Greeks. 

Arendt would have us understand that, according to the ancient Greeks, human- 

kind's rnortality, 

[lay] in the fact that individual life, with a recognizable life- 
story fram birth to death, nses out of biological life. This 
individual life [was] distinguished fiom d other things by 
the rectilinear course of its mwement, which. so to 
speak, [cut] through the circular movement of biolqicai 
life. This [was] mortaiity: to move dong a rectilinear line 
in a universe where everything, if it move[q at dl, 
move[d] in a cydicai order. (Arendt 1968b. 19) 

We must note here Arendt's pmpensity to speak in terms of motion, of action. 

Individual life "rises out of" bidogical life; rnortality is describeci as a "movement" along 

a rectilinear line. In such an understanding of the universe, she suggests, "the task 

and potential grerdness of mortais lie in their ability to produce things - works and 

deeds and words - [through which] rnortals could find their place in a cosmos where 

everything is immortal except themselves" (1 9). 

Arendt begins with a discussion of what she calls the "most general condition of 

human existence: birth and deaih, natality and rnortality" (8); she describes pre- 
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Christian Greeks, mortal and aware of it, as moving through the universe, through 

space and tirne, acting, creating, and leaving behind. To simplify. and at the risk of 

implying a monolithic Greek view" where none exists, let me Say that Arendt suggests 

that, their individuai mortaiity notwithstanding, foi the ancient Greeks immortality was 

thought to be attained by leaving nonperishable traces of themselves behind. The 

immortai was simply that which endured. And arnong the most enduring legacies of the 

ancient Greeks was, of course, the primary vehicle of their bequests, the notion of the 

city-state, the polis. 

However, even as the pdis, bequeathed by the "Greeks" (via "the Romans') to 

modemity, was being presewed as an inheritance, the life of pditical action was losing 

its privileged position in the thinking of living "Greeks:' The active life, even the 

politically active life, a life devoted to creating and leaving behind, was soon to be 

considered unwodhy of a citizen. "It may be," Arendt writes, "Uiat the philosophers' 

[focus on] the eternal was helped by their very justified doubt of the chances of the pdis 

for irnmortaiity or even permanence" (21), but for whatever reason, those living the life 

of contemplation came to look with disdain upon those seeking worldly imrn~rtality.~~ 

While a shift occuned. according to which the life of contemplation came to be 

seen as a more valuable life than a life of action, we must remember that for the 

24 Socrates, in The ApoAogy, bates his ïellow Athenians for gMng too much attentin to things such as 
money and reputation, and not enough Bo %uth and understanding and the perliecbjon of [the] souP (Plato 
1954,61), b contemplation. Even more tellingly, Plato has Socrates suggest that '(t]he truc champion of 
justice ... must confine himself to private life and leave politics alone" (64). And here we must foreground 
the fact that Socrates did not even bother to write his thoughts down. Concern with the eternal. it would 
seem, precluded any need for immortality. 
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"Greeks," such a life was only available to one "in full independence of the necessities 

of Iife and the relationships they originated" (1 2). The life of contemplation, no less 

than the life of action, was available only to those fortunate enough to be kee of the 

exigencies of day-today life. Thus, for the average 'GreeWZ6 of antiquity, freedom to 

first required fteedom Pm. The banalities of life, the meals and the clothes, made 

contemplation of things etemal, the good life, impossible. Thus the esaverage Greek." 

would not only be unaMe to live the good life, but since, as Plato has Socrates tell us, 

"no sou1 which has not practiced philosophy, and is not absolutely pure when 1 leaves 

the body. may attain to the divine nature" (Plato 1954, 135), he or she would not 

commune with the etemal at death. 

Given freedorn îkorn, what was it that the "GreeksD9 were free to do? W hether 

they were active or contemplative, it is Arenbs suggestion that the question is simply 

irrelevant. Yau see, it was the f r d o m  from that defined the ancient "Gieeks." and this 

freedom kom was not an accident. It was created. deliberately and ~areful ly,~ whether 

celebrated in the pdis or in the academy, with the understanding that 

[w]e first become aware of freedom or its opposite in our 
intercourse with others, not in the intercourse with 
ourselv es....[ fjreedom was understood to be the free 
man's status, which enabled him ta get away from home, 
to go out into the wodd and meet other people in deed 

25. 1 am awam that sudi an expression WOU have been considered an absudity - the only citizens, 
Me only "Greeks: wre just hose who were free (iom the exigencies of day to day life. The others were 
simpiy moaiers," for whom lib was hard, and foibwed by de&. 
26. That it was created m g  slaves, and rnany hierardiies with whidi we would today have dinicuîty, 
given our somewhat naive sense of mord superiority, cannot be ignored (cf. note 28. bebw). But the 
point at the moment is sirnply to recognize that what was important was the creation of a physical and 
psychological space in wtiich the 'Greeks" were free b m ,  and could be free 20. 
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and word ... .Freedom needed, in addition to Iiberation, the 
Company of other men who were in the same state, and it 
needed a common pubk spaçe to meet them - a 
politically organized worîd, in other words, into which 
each of the free men could insert himseif by word or 
deed. (Arendt 1968b, 148) 

We corne badc to action, and we see that in Arendt's reading of the ancient 

"Greeks," fteedom conesponds to the ability to "cal1 someaiing into bang which did not 

exist before, which was not given .... and which, therefore, stricüy speaking, couM not 

be known" (151). Remembering ouf earlier observation of the importance of motion, of 

individuai life rising out of biological life, we see that. prior to the Christian 

complexification of free will, about which we will speak shortly, freedom sirnply meant 

an ability to create, whether in thought or deed, someaiing new. "Beginning." Arendt 

writes, 'before it becornes a historical event, is the supreme capacity of man [sic]; 

politicaily it is identicai with man's freedom" (Arendt 1979,479). And what was required 

for this was a place, a space in which to be free. What must be noted. to retum to the 

distinction between politics and philosophy, is that, while Arendt's anaiysis allows that 

the ancient "Greek" philosophers may indeed, under the proper circumstances, have 

been free, the philosophical discourse was one which did not address the notion of 

freedom. And this because, aithough freedom was "the quintessence of the city-state 

and of citizenship" (157). given that it was understood in terms of action. freedom was 

not considered to be a tapic worthy of contemplation. It was, frankly, unproôlematic, 

banal. As long as fmedom remained the purview of the politicians, and was held to be 

manifest among citizens rather than within citizens, philosophy, as it was developing, 

remained uninterested. And thus, freedorn did not belong in the domain of thought, but 
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in that of politics. "Freedom ," Arendt writes, "the very center of politics as the Greeks 

understood it, was an idea which almost by definition could not enter the frarnewak of 

Greek philosophy" (1 57-1 58). 

Of course, it is cornmon knowledge that for many who happened to live in 

ancient Greece. the luxury of freedom was not taken for granteci. For a large 

proportionn of the population, those who were not citizens, there existed neither 

freedom from nor freeâom tu. The wtitings devoted to a justification of slavery, for 

instance, are wellknown?' It is in the teachings of one former slave2', the ersMile 

Stoic, Epictetus, that Arendt finds what she refers to as the "beginning of philosophy" 

(Arendt 1978, Bodc 2.17). Epictetus, who, like Socrates before him, did not mite," 

came to suggest a type of freedom which might be available to those who had 'ho 

place of their am in aie woild and hence lacked a worldly condition which ... was 

unanimousiy held to be a prerequisite of freesdorn" (Arendt 1 968b, 1 47). This "place," of 

course, was an inner space, and what early philosoph y came to tdk about was "innef 

freedom." '70 make our mind ... conformable to nature, [said] Epictetus," according to 

Charles Taylor, "is to make it 'elevated, free, unrestrained, unimpeded, faithful, 

modesr' (Taylor, 152). According to Epictetus, then, human beings were possessed of 

-- 

27. '[Sllaves (who at Athens made up mne (han a third of the popdation) were not cibizens and so 
formed no part of the stateu (Plab 1945,54). 
28. An'stotle: 'It is dearthen that by nature some am he ,  0 t h ~ ~  slaves, and that for these 1 is both 
right and expWrrt aiat lhey a o û d  serve 8s slaves" (AristoUe l962,34). ProWsot John Baderîscher, 
of the University of Winnipeg, has suggestd that we rnight legiimtdy translate Waves," hem, as 
aernployees," and m e  as slaves" as Wve a job." To do so renders aie moral superiority alluded to in 
note 26 more than a l i  transparent. For then aie âfférence behiveen QrmceW and the modem West is 
simply that al1 modems are msiavef: We ail have jobs. Indeed. those who do not have jobs are 
exduded from %ociety." 
29. Arendt 1978, Book 2.73, 
30. Arendt 1978, Book 2.74. 
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a free mind, if not dways a free body. Indeed, and irnportantly, the body, according to 

Epictetus, was a mere "bag" (Arendt 1978, Bool< 2.73). in what Arendt considers to be 

the Greek foreshadowing of later Augustinian writings, themselves at Ieast partiy an 

elaboration on the thoughts of Paul of Tarsus (himself a near contemporary of 

Epictetus), Arendt suggests that Epictetus marks a g'conscious attempt to divorce the 

notion of freedom frorn politics, to arrive at a formulation through which one rnay be a 

slave in the worid and still be free" (Arendt 196ûô. 147). And thus begins the 

contamination, according to Arendt. of the notion of freedom. Following Augustine, 

following Paul. followmng Epictetus. "[flreedorn becarne one of the chief problems of 

philosophy [J when it was experienced as something occunnig in the intercourse 

between me and m ysdf, and outside of the intercourse between men [sicr' (1 58). 

Freedom, then, ought pemaps not ta be equated with so-called "free will." "If," 

Arendt m e s ,  "we understand the political in the sense of the polis, its end or rason 

d'étre would be to establish and keep in existence a space where freedom as virtuosity 

can appeat' (Arendt 1968b, 154). We corne back to place, and to appearance, the act 

of appearing. If we take senously Arendt's suggestion that etymological analysis of 

ancient Greek and Latin bears 'kitness to an experience in which being free and the 

capacity to W i n  something new coincided (1 66). we must accept that, pnor to the 

contaminatim of freedom by philosophy (and vice-versa), one was thought to be free. 

not to begin something new, but only in the (act of) beginning something new. 
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In the beginning God created the heavens and the earih (Genesis 1 : 1 ); so it is 

written. In the (act 09 beginning, "Go@ created the heavens and earth. And thus. may 

we Say, with Arendt (reading Augustine [Arendt 196ûb. 16q). that humankind i% free to 

the degree that it begins, ta the degree that we are, individually and collectively. 

beginnings in a universe which pre-existed us and which will, in al1 likelihood, continue 

after we are gone? Let us assume an answer in the affinnative, and leave for 0th- 

the task of negotiaüng bstween free Ml and causality, even as causality, as a resuit of 

its brush with modem physics and quantum mechanics, cornes to lose much of its 

strength. 

And let me suggest - to leave this digression - that Arenât's notion of 

freedom, as something which is made manifest in beginnings. is a notion not dissimilar 

to Lyotard's reading of Levinas. which suggests that the event, the is it happening? is 

the moment at which freedom - or possibility - has its greatest potential for becoming 

manifest. And this because. as Lyotard understands it, "an event [is] the face to face 

with nothingness" (Lyotard 1988b. 17). lt is just here, as we will see, in the space 

following the event, or phrase, that Lyotard suggests the hegernony granted to certain 

genres of discourse prohibits - stifles - freeôom. 
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If we accept th& Kant was seeking to demonstrate a unifieci subject, a subject 

authorized to Say We." it becomes apparent that YAuschwitr" represents the final 

collapse of the Kantian project; it represents the disintegration of the bridge over the 

ontoiog ical gap. taAuschwitz." for Lyotard, sy mbolizes the inevitabîe collapse of 

illegitimate "we's." But, and here is the crux, "the identity crisis that Nazism sought to 

cure - and which it merely succeeded in spreading to the rest of humanity - is 

potentially containecl in the republican principle of legitimacy" (Lyotard 1993a, 54). For 

whenever one puts "the peopleg' in the place of the normative instance, it becmes 

impossible to detemine wheaier the authority being invoûed is legitimated by recoune 

to a tradition of an originary nanative, or if it is republican and appeais to an ldeal of 

freedom. Again we see the difficulty demonstrateci by Arendt, the blumng together of 

the two nanative structures which Lyatarâ suggests legitimate authority in the modem 

West. And now our proMem is cornpounded. We have seen the exclusive (because 

particular) nature of mythic narratives. We have seen, indirectly, ctAuschwitz." But 

what about thode who fought against Nazism? What about those who continue to 

fight? What are they fighting for? Freedom. 

And as I have noted, freeâom must always be elusive. In the frustrating quest 

for freedom. for salvation, %y singuhity (individuai, family, party) intending to occupy 

[the place of y] will be suspected of being merely a usurper or impostof' (55). 'We the 

people" is not a legitimate sovereign. There are too many national names. Peoples, as 
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Lyotard suggests, do not form into one people, whether it is the "people of God" or the 

sovereign people of worid citizens. There are tao many conflicting 'We's." And this 

con flict of 'We9s" perpetuates and intensifies a cnsis of identities that dl too often seeks 

to resofve itself by a recourse to myth. Lyotard: 

Tatalitarianis m WOU Id consist in subjecting institutions 
legitimated by the ldea of freedom to legitimation by 
myth .... lt is nat simply Let us becurne who we are - 
Aryans, but Let the whde of humanity be Aryan. Once 
named, the singular we then has the pretension of 
imparting its narne to the end pursued by human history. 
In this sense tataiitarianism is modem. It needs nat only 
the people, but the decomposition of the peopb into 
"masses" in search of an identity by means of parties 
authorized by the republic. (56) 

To recap, then, according to Lyotard's Kant, ''an 'abyss' ... separates every 

descriptive phrase. ..from the prescriptive phrase. The latter, when taken as the 

referent of the former, rnust elude its grasps' (123). As we have seen, the descriptive 

phrase, according to Lyotard's reading of the second Critkpe, must necessarily lead to 

a normative phrase, at the heart of which is a universalirable '%te." But Lyotard would 

have us understand that it is inappropriate to assume that a normative phrase which 

links ont0 an ethical phrase is ethically oôligating. Since there is never a last phrase, 

the prescriptive phrase (ethicaî moment, ethical event) can and must be linked onto, 

but it cannot be "an ethicaî implication ... but cognlive" (1 27). And cognitive is not 

ethical; rational philosaphy is not the discoune of justice. The "passage from the 

ethical phrase to the phrase of knowledge is done only at the price of forgetting the 

former" (1 1 1 ). Lyotard again: 
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The obligated one is caught in a dilemma ..... ln the idiom 
of cognition, either the law is reasonable, and it does not 
obiigate, since it convinces; or else, it is not reasonable, 
and R does not obligate, since it constrains. [The tribunal 
of cognition] requires that the oMigatory be only that 
which the oôligated one can reasonably account for in 
argumentation. lt therefore supposes that I can accupy 
the place of the addressor of prescriptions, that I can 
cassume" them. (1 1 7) 

Western metaphysics, then. tries to bridge this abyss by positing a "perfect 

syrnmetry" (125) beîween I and you, between subject and author of the law. And this is 

precisely why Lyotard suggests that the Zrst person plural pronoun, 'We," is "in effect 

the linchpin for the discourse of authorkation" (98). Prescriptions, becorne noms, are 

legitimated as obligatory on the principb that ''the addressor of the nom. ..and the 

addressee of the obligation ... are the same" (98). 

However, as Lyotardr phrase analysis makes clear, the we in question here 

does not acaipy the sarne position in its different phrase universes: the we of the 

normative phrase is the addressor. while the we of the prescriptive 

is the addressee of the obligation. On one side, I 
decl- on the other side, You oaght to. The proper 
name masks this displacement. as does the we since it is 
able to unite 1 and you. It remains that. in obligation. I is 
the instance that prescribes. and not the one addresseci 
by the prescription. One may make the law and submit to 
it, but not "in the same place:' (98) 

And so when Lyotard suggests that the "function of authority [is] to throw a 

bridge over the abyss between heterogeneous ph rases" (Lyotard 1 988a, 1 43), what he 
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means is that the function of the "vue." which is the foundation on which legitimated 

republican authority rests, is to bridge the gap between the first (prescriptive) phrase. 

and the subsequent (descnptivehonnative) phrases. But, as I suggested at the end of 

our digression on freedom, and as I will suggest in the pages which follow, it is just this 

spot. this gap, which Lyotard/Kant/Levinas would have us leave somehow open. We 

begin to understand our eailier mention of Lyotiyd's contention that injustice is "[nlot 

the opposite of the just, but that which prohibits that the question of the just and the 

unjust bel and remain. raised" (Lyotard 1985,6647). In order that questions be raised, 

we must leave the abyss un4ridged. And thus Lyotard, on republicanism: 

mhe vast machine of politicai thought that justifies 
itself ... on the basis of a model, dl this thought is actually 
Mile ... .There is no politics if there is not at the very 
center of society, at least at a center that is not a center 
but everywhere in the society, a questioning of existing 
institutions, a project to improve them, to make them more 
just. (Lyotarcl 1 985.22-3) 

Kant followed his first and second C&iques with a third, in 1 790, The Crioque of 

Judgement. In it he wrote: 

ail the faculties of the soul, or capacities. are reducible to 
t h e ,  which do nat adml of any further derivation from a 
cornmon ground: the facu/ty of knowk@e, the fdiing of 
pleasure or dispIeasure, and the feculty of desire. For the 
faculty of cognition, understanding alone is 
legislative .... For the faculty of desire, ... only 
reason ...p rescribes laws a prion'. - Now between the 
faculties of knowledge and desire stands the feeling of 
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pleasure, just as judgernent is intemediate between 
understanding and reason. (Kant 1992.15-1 7) 

Thus judgernent mediates between reason (second CtitQue) and understanding (the 

fist CrifQue). Here we see that understanding is actually a legislator for the faculty of 

cognition, that reason is a legislator for the faculty of desire, and that the feelings of 

pleasure and pain in some way legislate, determine the outcornes of. the workings of 

the faculty of judgement. So what we have is an architectonic of the mind in which the 

three "faculties of the soul" each operate within strictîy delimited spheres. And each of 

these faculties has its boundaries laid out and monitored by a "legislator" who 

detemines which faculty is in fact being called upon in the various operations requireâ, 

as the systern exists fram day to day. Now what is the significance of this architectonic 

to the abovedescribed loss, or disbumement of autharity, to Kant's perceiveci need to 

ground metaphysics? 

'There is still," Kant writes, 'Yurther in the family of our higher cognitive faculties 

a rniddle term between understanding and reason. This is judgemeni' (15). Faced with 

what appeared to be a conflict of the faculties that he had so painfully elucidated; 

faced, that is, with a non-unified subject, Kant, ever the metaphysician, wanted to heal 

the fissures that had become apparent in his subject, lest his differentiation of the 

faculties lead unwittingly to a fvther fragmentation of the social milieu. He wanted to 

bridge the abyss he felt he had demonstrated between heterogeneow and 

incornmensurate faculties, between the two legislators of cognition and wilVdesire. that 
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is between understanding and reason. respectively. And the 'bridge" he posited was 

the feeling of pleasure and pain, the aesthetic feeling. To offer a simple sketch: 

The Subject 

Now. the Kantian abyss is internai, inter- rather than intra- subject. The bridge he 

wanted to erect was simply a unified subject. Or it was hoped to have yielded a unified 

subject. Which is to Say that, given that he felt that he had demonstrated completely 

heterogeneous domains of rationality, separated by an abyss, within the subject, Kant 

seemed to be left with a rather fractured subject. Accordingly, he wanted to bridge the 

gap. And this by means of aesthetic feeling. 

Reason 

wilVdesire 

Befoie moving to a discussion of just how successful Kant was, I need to 

introduce the notion of interest. 'The delight." Kant writes, 'Which we connect with the 

representation of the real existence of an object is called interest" (Kant 1992.42). And 
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elsewhere. "to will something, and to take a delight in its existence, i.e. to take an 

interest in it, are identical" (48). Kant's aesthetics seeks to distinguish between delight 

which is detennined by the subject's interest, or, from the M e r  direction, the objectis 

"cham" (65), and that delight 'Mich is indifferent as to the existence of an object, and 

only decides how its character stands with the feeling of pleasure and displeasure" 

(48). "Taste," he writes, "is the faarlty of estimating an object or a mode of 

representation by means of a delight or aversion @ad hom any interest. The object of 

such a delight is called beaUirfirI' (50). Yet another dense few pages from Kant. The 

subject, in a judgement of tasteheauty, must experience no prioc interest in the object 

of his/her judgement. Because, since "ail interest presumes a want, or calls one forth" 

(49), an interested judgement is nat a fiee judgement. Only the obiect of a 

disinterested delight, a delight basecl solely on the location of the representation of that 

object dong a continuum between pleasure and pain, rnerits the designam 

"beautiful." Beauty, then, is a function of (lack of) interest, and pleaswe and (over) 

pain. But there is more. 

Distinguishing between the merely agreeable and the beautiful, Kant writes that 

if a representation merely pleases an individual, we must not cal1 it beautiful: 

Many things may for him [sic] possess c h m  and 
agreeableness - no one cares about that; but when he 
puts a thing on a pedestal and cails it beautiful, he 
demands the same delight from others. He judges not 
merely for himself but for dl men ....[ H]e demands this 
agreement of them. (52) 
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So then, judgements of taste are the disinterested and universalizable fruits of the 

subject's locaüng a representation dong a continuum between pleasure and pain. 

To retum to my earlier sketch, it would appear Mat the first span of Kanrs 

bridge, that between reason and aesthetics, is not holding up. Reason is intimately 

associateci with will, or interest, and wll - as we have seen in the second Cmue, the 

Critique devoted to moraiity - is the narne given to the control of impulse by m o n .  

The reasoning subject, the moral subject, is necessarily a willing subject. But the 

subject apparently sought by the C w u e  of Judgement. the subject involveâ in 

aesthetic pleasure, is one Kant would have unen~umbered by desire. Which seems to 

suggest that the faculty of aesthetic judgement, if it is cleady lacking interest. is not 

amenable to the faculty of Reason, and cannot, therefore. connect it to Understanding. 

The abyss is proving impassable. But this not do. 

Kant goes on to Say that we might "define taste as the facuity of estimating what 

rn *es our feeling in a given representation univema/& communicable without the 

mediation of a concepf' (1 53). However, he then proceeds to suggest that the mere 

universal communicability of our feeling must of itself cany with it an interest for us" 

(1 54). and that the necessary and universal nature of our judgements of taste “cari lay 

the foundation for an interest in what has aiready pleased of itself and without regard to 

any interest whatsoever" (1 55). The feeling of the beautiful seems. in the end. to 

conceal an interest. The heterogeneity is only apparent. And so the analysis of the 

beautiful does appear to allow one to hope for a unified and unifying subject. 
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But we must not be satisfied. Nor indeed was Kant satisfied. We wilf need to 

look at what Kant calls, more than a I l e  ironically, a "mere appendage" (93) to his 

aesthetics, the third Critique's g'Analylic of the Sublime.." It is, as we will see. in this 

seminal modern writing that Lyotard finds what he cals a 'prologue for an honorable 

[sic] postmodemity" (Lyotard 1988a. xiii). But we must yet again defer. and discuss 

something other, taking wHh us the tealization that. for man y readers of Kant, his 

aesthetics did yield a unified subject. 
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Chapter 3: 11 y a Somefhing 

In Being and Time Martin Heidegger cals for a rs-awakening of the "question of 

Being" (Heidegger 1993a, 42). Demonstrating that 'We are always already involved in 

an understanding of Being" (45). it was Heidegger's contention that his readers needed 

to be made aware. consciously aware, that the question of Being, the meaning of 

Being. need at JI times be foregrounded, in order that the entity under consideration 

(Man) be said to be Desain. Heidegger suggested that on "the foundation of the Greek 

point of departure for the interptetation of Being a dogrnatic attitude has taken shape 

which not only declares the question of the rneaning of Being to be superfiuous but 

sanctions its neglect' (45). Let me Say (write) a few words about this sanctioned 

n eg lect . 

The Mechanks of Forgetting 

In 1 990% Heidegger and The jews, " (1 988'9 Heidegger et "les juifs?, a work on 

forgetting, on mernory, Lyatard Vead[s] side by side ... the Kantian text on aesthetics and 

the Freudian text on rnetaspychology" (Lyotard 1990.5). Linking Kant's notion of the 

sublime to what Freud refened to as Nacht&g/ichkeit, or repetition of the repressed. 

Heidegger and '7hejewsMspeaks of a something which pre-exists consciousness, 

something that haun ts the conscious subject, something wh ich 

every representation misses, ...t his presence," whatever 
name it is given .... which persists not so much at the limits 
but rather at the heart of representation; this unnarnable 
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in the secret of names, a forgotten that is not the result of 
the forgetting of a reaiity - nothing having been stored in 
memory - and which one can only remember as 
forg otten "before" rnmory and forgetting , and b y 
repeating it. (5) 

Lyotard's 'Side by side reading" of Freud andKant is informative for a number of 

reasons. We cannot fail to hear in these pages hints of the differend; we begin to see 

Lyotardls work as a body. Secondly, this reading is useful because it Ieads, as does 

the present wting, to the work of Emmanuel Levinas, whose work, we will see, is 

central to Lyotardts oeuvra Let me begin with Lyotard's Freud. 

The Freudian Nachtraglichkel 

'Ionce the physical hypothesis of the mind is acceptecl," Lyotard writes, "it 

suffices to imagine that an 'excitation1 - that is, a disturbance of the systern of forces 

constituted by the psychic apparatus ... affects the system when it cannot deai wRh it" 

(1 2). Somefhing happens to the system which leaves an ''unconscious affW (1 2). 

Now here Lyotard is reading Freud. 

mhe silence sunounding the 'unconscious affect' does 
not affect the pragmatic reaim (the transfer of rneaning to 
the listener); it affects the physics ofthe speaker. lt is 
not that the latter cannot make himself understaod; he 
himseîf does not hear anything. We are confronted with 
a silence that does not make itseM head as silence. (1 2- 
13, my ernphasis) 

There is, then, in the Freudian understanding of Nachtrbglicheit, a shock that Wpsets 

the apparatus with such 'force' that it is not registered" (1 5); a shock without affect, an 
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unconscious affect. The psychic apparatus, the ph ysics of the speaker (the body), 

upset but unknowing, wounded but functioning, continues on its way. The shock - the 

wound - is repressed. This originary repressed remains in potentiaî, according to 

Lyotard's Freud, until such time as an apparently benign situation elicits its dormant 

eneigy, in a surprising (shocking) display of "affect without shak" (1 6). 

We must note that there is a second component of the Freudian 

NachtrZIg/ichker% private detedion. Not only do we have the two Wows" to the psychic 

apparatus; but, since the second blow (thought to be the fint, due to the la& of affect 

following the first) yields an apparently incornmensurate response to a should-have- 

been-benign sluiitim, we have a mystery. While analysts like Lyot& and Freud 

expiain the ewperience of Nacht&lglichkeit, as I have above. by attempting to present 

the whole picture, if you will. and explicating the confusion experienced by the subject 

by dernonstrating that it is the result of an experience of a Wemporality that has nothing 

to do with what the phenomendogy of consciousness ... cm thematire" (1 5), the psychic 

apparatus of the experiencing subject necessarily has only part of the picture. And 

wants. The whole picture. Let us have no (unsolved) mysteries, no surprises, nothing 

unpredicted. 

Desiring the whole picture, the subject attempts to "explain" the apparently 

disproportionate affect (not) cornmensurate with the second (thought-to-bsfirst) event. 

Lyotard is "convinced that the common motivation for these hypotheses (always 

fantastic) is nothing else than the unpreparedness of the psychic apparatus for the 'first 
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shock"' (17), but the experiencing subject knows none of this. Our surprised subject 

wants the feeling that accompanies this unexpected affect, characterized by Freud 

"mat often as anxiety"(20). explainad away, tarned."' And this is accomplished. to the 

degree that it is, by the telling of a story. In "Rewriting Modemity" Lyotarû writes that. 

in Freud's analysis [the patient] tries to bring to 
cansciousness, to discover the "reason" or the "cause" of 
the trouble aBe suffers .... Slhe wants to rernember, to 
gather up the dismembered ternporaiity that has not been 
mastered. Childhood is the name borne by this lost time. 
So King Oedipus starts seerching for the cause of the 
evil, a sin that would be at the origin of the plague the city 
is suffering. The patient on the couch appears to be 
involved in an enüre!y similar enquiry. Like [sic] in a 
detective novel, the case is examined, witnesses called, 
information gatheied. (Lyotad 1991 b, 27. my emphasis) 

But things are not so simple. Let me retum to Heidwer and The jews': Vat 

even the protective shield of banal temporaiity can deal with Dhe som8thingd"&~- 

1 990, 1 2). In frret, "mt should be quite clear that the temporakation implied in ... history 

is itself a protective shield .... That is its 'political' function. its function of forgetting" (8). 

The "politicai function" of remembering is forgetting. And therein lies the trap. We 

retum to "Rewriting Modemity": 

And so what I would cal1 a second-oltier plot is woven, 
which deploys its own story above the plot in which ritSI 
destiny is fulfilled, and whose aim is to remedy that 
destiny .... We know how misleading in its tum [this] can 
be. The trap resides in the fact that the mquiiy into the 

- - 

31. l have elsewhere looked at the sexual abuse Vecovery movement" as an example of what l take to 
be one of the perils inherent in this search for aie cause of an anxiety that rnay simply be part of being 
human. Here I want to ccincem myself less with the variaus *solutions to the rnystery" than with the 
approach faken in its solution. 
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ongins of destiny is itself pst of that destiny, and that the 
question of the beginning of the plot is poseâ at the end 
of the plot because it mereiy c o n s t i i  its end. (Lyotard 
1991 b. 27. my ernphasis) 

Weaving a second order plot, weaving a banal temporakation, the historical 

"remembering" undertaken by oui shocked detectives facilitates a profound forgetting. 

And that, Lyotard argues, is just why this memorialùing is such a predorninant theme in 

the modem West - there is somehhing we need to forget. There is sm8thii-?g that 

makes us anxious. But before tuming to examine this anxiety, let me fnst recap, and 

funher clam this notion of fwgetful mernoriaiking, and then introduce Lyotard's 

reading of the Kantian sublime. For it is here, as we will see, that L y M  locates, not 

solutions, but ideas for the kind of woik ("an aesthetics of shock, an anesthetics" 

[Lyotard 1990,31]) necessary if we in the West wish to avoid continually falling into the 

same traps. 

I have suggested that the political funetion of remembering is forgetting. This 

needs clarification, let me retum to origins. I have already noted that. in the double 

blow of the Freudian Nachtrapichkeit. the subject is confused regerding the temporal 

sequence of events. The energy, or excitation - the first blaw - is not set to work in 

the machine of the rnind but rather ...] is deposited there .... like a cloud of energy 

particles that are not subject to serial laws [and] that are not organized into sets that 

can be thought in ternis of words or images" (1 5). Lyotard goes on to Say that when 

this energy disperses. and &rings on an affect apparently without a shock, 

consciousness becornes aware that there is something. And here, reading Freud's 
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"Project for a Scientific Psychology ." Lyotard locates the "essence of the event: that 

there is 'cornes before' whatthere is" ( 1 6 ) ~ ~  And so we return to the decision to 

analyze. We need a Mat. But the whaf that the subject wants to corne before is 

evasive, because of its claud-like nature. its unrepresentable quality. Indeed, it is not 

there, 1 is "deposited outside representation" (16). Still we need a Mat. But ail that 

Freud's couch can offer is sorne sort of (imagined or othemise) prima scene. And, 

given that 1 cornes only after analysis, it is not. aAer dl, primai. so we are left with an 

origin that is not originary, that cames after. The time is out of joint. "Ungraspable by 

consciousness, this time threatens CF (17). Thus we attempt to assuage our anxiety 

over the asyndironic connection between the two blaws by historicizing, by ordering, 

by setting events into manageable diachrony. In short, by nanating. 

Now, to digress slightly - to defer again - we need to make a subtle distinction 

here. While Lyotard is suspicious of the West's "metananative" of emancipation, it 

seems to me that a case cwld be made that he is considerably less so as regards what 

I will cal1 individual (for want of a better word) narratives. By which I mean to Say that, 

in much the same rnanner in which Lyotard, according to Bennington (p. 8 above), 

would not have oppresseci groups or individuals abandon their struggles simply 

because they can be seen as part of the system which is arguaôly the cause of their 

difficulties, but, rather, is more concemed about the propensity to locate the individuai 

struggles within a larger, meta-, struggle, the goal of which is a final solution; it seems 

to me that Lyotard would not have individuals or groups necessan-ly abandon their 

32. In the language of The Dimrend, presentation ptecedes situation- 
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story-teiling, except inasmuch as they thereby locate themselves within a larger story, 

the goal of which, again, is a global emancipation. But I am uncertain here. Lod<. 

To refer to the above nanatives as forgefful might be a slight misnomer. For 

they are not so much forgetting as blodcing the (non-) memory, as it nags and nags and 

nags. By preventing a true anamnesis. a working through to . a state of non- 

remembering is installed. And thus the decision to nanate "instantly occults what 

motivates it, and it is made for this reason" (1 6). We have had occasion to notice 

another other-ing involved in the West's narrative practices. Lyotard reiterates: 

We have said that the pwer  of the narrative rnechanisrn 
confers legitimacy: it encornpasses the mulüplicity of 
families of sentences and of possible discursive genres; 
it could Ways be actualized, and still can be; being 
diachronie and parachronic, it ensures mastery ove? time, 
and therefore over life and death. Narrative is authority 
itself. It authorizes an unbreakable we, outside of which 
there can only be they. (Lyotard 1 989,321) 

There is "usg7 and 'Yhem." And if "they" get in the way of Our promised freedom, we are 

obliged to forget (at the least, as we have seen) them. And thus, while it rnight be 

argued by. for instance, narrative psychiatry, that $tory-telling is in itself an opening to 

the other, and a profoundly healing device. Lyotard would warn us that we must be ever 

critical of the practice of narrative, especially as it must necessarily exclude. We must 

be suspicious of the privileges proffered upon the nanator, and upon the 

grouphndividual in question. Which is not to say that we must necessarily disparage 

either, but that we must be aware, be wary. 
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The Kantian Sublime 

Apropos of these concems about nenative, in "Rewriting Modemity," Lyotard 

gives notice of what I think of as his linking of Freud to Kant. Discussing Freudian 

anal ysis as someth ing 'inscribed as a constitutive dement in a process of 

emancipatim" (Lyotard 1991 b, 31 , my emphasis). the point of which is to a'deconstruct 

the metoric of the unconscious," Lyutard Mes: "[tlhis does not seem to me to be the 

right hypothesis" (32). Rather, what Lyotard suggests is needed is an aesthetics: 

the aesthetic grasp of foms is only possible if one gives 
up al1 pretensions ta master time through a conceptuai 
synthesis. For what is in play here is not the 
"recognition" of the given, as Kant says, but the ability to 
let things come as they present themsdves. Following 
that sort of attitude. every moment, every now is an 
"opening oneself to? (32) 

In this pregnant paragraph, written in 1986, we can see that Lyatard's reîationship with 

Kant is, appropriately, similar to his relationship with Freud. He at once invokes and 

revokes both of these thinken. each of whom has had such a profound impact on those 

of us who have come after. 

Kant's understanding of sensation. accoding to Lyotard. makes it necessary to 

presuppose a subject with the "capacity for being affecta by obi- by means of 

sensibility. An addressee instance is thus put into place in the univene presented by 

the quasiphrase that the sensible given is" (Lyotard 198& 61). Reading the early 
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pages of the lrst Critkque, Lyotard suggests that, according to Kant, 'The constitution of 

a given by sensibility requires not one phrase ... but two": 

an unknown addressor speaks matter. ..to an addressee 
receptive to th is idiorn [Kant's gcmtional ," gccompetenP' 
beings (Kant 1 993.3211 ....m his subject passes into the 
situation of addressing instance and addresses the 
phrase of spacetime. the fomi phrase, to the unknawn 
addressor of the fimt phrase. who thereby becornes an 
addressea. This phrase. as opposed to the matter 
phrase, is endowed with a referential function. Its 
referent is cailed the phenomenon .... The "irnmediacy" of 
the given, as we see, is not immediate. (62) 

The sensible given implies a doubling of phrases. lmmediacy is not immediate. 

However, the imagination described by Kant. the synthesizing pwer of the human 

mind, convinces the subject that the two phrases involved in the sensible given are but 

one. Now, if we accept that the subject is in motion through ti me and space, that al1 

that is experienced is in flux, and that. accordingly, our environment is also; in order '70 

'apprehend' sensible 'mattei' and even to 'produce' free imaginative foms. it is 

necessary to connect this matter, to hold its flux within a self-same instant, be it 

infinitely srnail" (Lyotard 1990.31). Lyotard thus reads Kant as having described a 

"kind of frame, a threshold, border. or fiamework placed over the manifold, which puts it 

into succession" (31). The imagination accomplishes its task by placing over 

experience a template within which to f m e  and control R, within which to apprehend it. 
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In the exparience of the sublime, however, according to (Lyotard's) Kant. a 

"disaster" befalls the imagination. Here is tyotard in "After the SuMime: The State of 

Aest het ics": 

One of the essential feahires r d e d  by Kant's ananalysis 
of the sublime depends on the disaster suffered by the 
imagination in the suMime sentiment. In Kant% 
architectonic of the faculties, the imagination is the power 
or the faculty of presentation ... As every presentation 
consists in the "forming*' of the matter into data, the 
disaster suffered by the imagination cm be understood 
as a sign that the foms are not relevant to the sublime 
sentiment. (Lyotard 1 991 b. 1 36) 

Kant IV 

The third C&@ue is divided into two parts, the Cnaique of Amthetic Judgement, 

and the CMque of T d ~ ~ ~  Jeemenf. The first part is further divided, first into 

sections. then into books, the Ana/fl& of the Beauüful, and the Anai '& of the Sublime. 

We have seen that, according to a reading of the Analytk of the &aM&/, Kant cm be 

seen as having dernonstrated a unified subject. Wlh the Analylic of the Sublime, 

however, the case is somewhat different. But Kant's writings on the sublime have been 

less than adequately deait with, according to Lyotard. Many of Kant's readen have 

failed to understand his thought in action. as it worked with and against itself, and 

yielded an abyss into which one might peer, but over which one could not, without 

illusion, traverse. 
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As a result, many writers do not know what to make of the Anal'ic of the 

Sublime. Briefly: €va Schaper, in her essay, 'Taste, Sublimity, and Genius" describes 

an argument that is "imtatingly placed, not in the Anaiytic of the Beautiful. where it 

would seem to belong, but in the Analytic of the Sublime" (Schaper, 376). suggesting a 

carelessness on the part of Kant, suggesting a difficulty in the An&'ic of me Sublime. 

More impoitantly, here is Roger ScnRon: "Kant's remarks about the sublime are 

obscure, but they reinforce the interpretation of his aesthetics as a kind of premonition' 

of theology" (Scrutons 89). Lyotard suggests that while the Analyfk of the Sublime may 

be obscure, and while sorne of the arguments contained therein may seern misplaced, 

it is nonethefess a section of the Kantian critical philosoph y which repays careful 

reading . 

Lyotard refers to the Analflic of the $ub/ime as a meteor dropped into the woW 

(Lyotard 1994,159), and suggests that it in many ways seems to work against the 

stated intentions of the Crltque. '"he feeling of the naive reader." he writes, is that 

"the Analytic of the Sublime creates a breach, not to Say a break, in the examination of 

the aesthetic faculty of judging8' (51 ) . And for this very reason , according to Lyotard, 

the Analytic of fhe Sublime deserves our rigorous scmtiny. For Kant was, for al1 his 

idiosyncrasies? not a thinker prone to carelessness. If he put something in his book, 

he meant it. What Lyotard wants to suggest is that, while Kant saw his critique of "the 

- - 

33. Jaspers on Kant: 'Not a single demonstration is canied thmugh step by step, from one decisive 
position to another. Ralher, there is an interweaving, a cirding and repetition which confuses the reader 
at first .... The remaikaHe thing is mat Kant did not systematically ask what he himelf was doing" 
(Jaspers, 278). 
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judging subject. ...[a s] the propaedeutic of al1 philosaphy' (Kant l992,36), this 

propaedeutic "is itself, pefhaps, al1 of philosophy" (Lyotard 1994,6). While a traditional 

reading of Kant (one 'Correct but overly confident in the lette7' [II) sees Kanfs unifying 

task accomplished, what aesthetic judgement reveais, if one attends to the sublime as 

well as the beautiful, according to Lyotard, is that, as Kant had men in the first 

CMique, '3ve can at most on ly l e m  how to philosophize...but we cannot leam 

p hilosophy"'(6). 

Lyotard suggests that what Kant does in his three Critiques is to "look for the a 

pnbdconditions of the possibility of judging the true. the just, or the beauaful in the 

realms of knowfedge. of moraiity, and in the territory of the aesthetic" (56). But this 

project is not without its paradoxes. For the quest for a pn'on'conditions. unconditioned 

conditions, is by definition bound to be in vain. Lyotard thus sees the critical project as 

reflection's inherently Mile attempt to touch "on the absolute of its conditions. which is 

none other than the impossibility for it ta pursue them 'further"' (56). Critical thought 

Yorbids itself the absolute, much as it still wants it" (56). This foibidden craving, this 

unrequited longing, at once pleasurable and intensely painful, and very reminiscent of 

out discussion of the differend, is at the heart of the third Crifique3 Analflic of the 

Sublime. 60th prologue and propaeâeutic, Lyotard sees Kant's thought as climaxing 

here. And it is just here, just at this apparent impasse, this logical contradiction in the 

Kantian text. that Lyotard suggests we must look, if we are to find. not a reconciliation, 

but a dernonstration of the futility of seanhing foi one. 
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For Lyotard, aesthetic judgement makes manifest "the reflexive man ner of 

thinking that is at work in the criticai text as a whole" (8). The facuity of judgement has 

the task within the subject that the Cntique of Jdgement perfms for the subject of 

philosophy. Now here is Kant, introducing the Analytic of oie Sublime 

the feeling of the sublime is a pleasure that only arises 
indirectly, being brought about by the feeling of a 
momentary check to the vital forces followed at once by a 
discharge al1 the more powerful ....[S lince the mind is not 
simply attracted by the object, but is aîso alternately 
rspdleâ thereby, the delight in the sublime does not so 
much involve positive pleasure, as admiration or respect, 
i.e. merits the name of negative pleasure. (Kant 1992, 
91 1 

And later: 

the sublime, in the strict sense of the word, cannot be 
contained in any sensuous fom, but rather concems 
ideas of reason, which, aithough no adequate 
presentation of them is possible, may be excited and 
calleâ into the mind by that very inadequacy itself which 
does not adml of sensuous presentation. (92) 

The sublime denies the imagination the power of foms. It can be thought of as the 

distance between the faculty of conceiving and the faculty of presenting an abject in 

accordance with the concept. The sublime, that is, rather than offering a bridge over 

the Kantian abyss (p. 86, above), perfonns it, dramatizes it -the sublime emeges 

from the un-bridgeable abyss. Thus, to retum to my earfier sketch: 
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Kant wntes that the "feeling of the sublime involves as its characteristic feature a 

Reasm 

I 

wilvdesire 

b 

mental movemenf (94). We must do philosophy, not l e m  it. Rather than constructing 

bridges with which to bypass conflict, what is being recommended in Kant's ''mere 

The Subject 

aestheüc feeling 
(Sublime) 

"The Abyss" 

appendage" is that the abyss be, indeed, stared into. Kant again: 

- 

understanding 

1 

cognition 

J rn 

this movement ... may be compared with a vibration, i.e. 
with a rapidly aitemating repulsion and attraction 
produced by one and the same Oôject. The point of 
excess for the imagination (towards which it is driven in 
the apprehension of the intuition) is like an abyss in 
which it feam to lose itself. (1 07) 

In "Judiciousness in dispute, or Kant aller Mao<,"Lyotarâ taiks about an agitateci 

condition that plagued the "patient [named] Kant? 

this illness comprises even that ontological health which 
$ criticism. I would thus like to begin by saluting in this 
agitation - which is the emblem of a busy life and of the 
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syncopated rhythm of h e m  -the shadow cast over 
experience by the critical condition, or what 
ant h ropologists would cal1 its judicious complexion. To 
judge is to open an abyss between parts by analyzing 
their [heterogeneity]. (Lyotard 1989.326) 

And so what of authority? What of the "we" which serves to bridge the gap? We 

see that, in Lyotardk reading, the Kant of the Analflc of Ihe Sublime wants to vibrate 

above, and stare into the abyss. Wants. that is, to suggest that the unified subject, 

born of Descartes, and so apparently sought afkr by Kant and al1 who follow him, is 

necessarily elusive; and to suggest that the quest for unity, the Romantic craving to 

make the beginning dyne with the end, to render the other the sarne, will always and 

every where end up, at best and at worst, constnicting flagile bridges with which to 

cross abysses. And in so doing, Lyotard would have us understand, we effectively 

deny them, deny the occurrence, the event. 

'The beautiful," Lyotard writes, g'contributed to the Enlightenment, which was a 

departure from childhood, as Kant says. But the sublime is a sudden blazing, and 

without future" (Lyotard 1994.55)- To sum up: 

the Analytic of the Sublime finds its %gitimacY in a 
principle that is expounded by critical thought and that 
motivates it: a principle of thinking's getting canied 
away ....[S Jublime feeling is a double defiance. 
Imagination a the Iimits of what it can present does 
violence to itself in order to present that it can no longer 
present ....m he critique rnust finally place the sublime 
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close to insanity, showing it to have no moral vdue, that 
in the end the anaiysis of this feeling must be given over 
to the aesthetic with the simple tMe of appendage, 
without significance. (55) 

W hat is sublime (as opposed to Hie sublime)? Well. how can one say? A 

premonition? It must suffice to note at this juncture that in experiencing the sublime, 

"reflection ... touches on the m u t e  of its conditions, which is none other than the 

impossibility to pursue them further: the absolute of presentations, the absolute of 

speculation, the absolute of morality" (56). The sublime is a presentation of what is 

unpresentable. Lyotard: "The sublime feeling is the name of ...p rivation," (Lyotard 

1989.21 1). The disaster that befalls the imagination renders it incapable of situating 

the sublime experience. There is a first phrase, again, but the subject is impotent. 

How can we not think, here, of the differend? Because of the magnitude of the sublime 

sensation, the imagination is "throttîed" (x). "nhniking grasped by the sublime 

feeling," Lyotard writes, '7s faced...with quantities capable only of suggesting a 

magnitude or a force that exceeds its power of presentation" (Lyotard 1994,52). The 

abovedescribed ternplate is shattered, and the imagination "ceases to constitute time 

as fiux. and this feeling [the appfehension of the given] does not corne about ...; it has 

no moment. Haw then will the mind remember it?" (Lydard 1990,32). How can we not 

think. here, n w ,  of the differend? The suôject will experience the sublime fmling 

the combination of pleasure and pain, as the 
trembling ... of a motion both attractive and repulsive at 
once, as a sort of spasrn, according to a dynamic that 
both inhibits and excites. This feeling bears witness to 
the fact that an "excess" has "toucheci" the mind, more 
than it is able to handle. (32) 
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'With the advent of the aesthetics of the sublime," Lyotard writes, "the stake of art in 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries was to be witness to the fact that there is 

indeteminacy" (Lyotard 1989.206). And thus we see that in Lyotani's reading of the 

Kantian sublime, as in his reading of the Freudian Nachtdglichkdt (also characten'ted 

by an "absence of fomgl [Lyotard 1990,15]), the subject uexperiences'' that which it 

cannot apprehend, and as a resuit, forgets it - doaîn't allow it to be re-rnembered. 

And forgetting, whettier in the Freudian or the Kantian anaiysis, cornes aî a premium, it 

leaves a trace. lhat trace is of course, a nqging, haunting feeling, an awareness @ut 

the word is problemsdic) that there is somefhhg. 

There is (II y a) something. One cannot read Lyoîard (1 cannot read Lyotard) 

without detecting a certain sadness. The originary repressed, the ungraspable 

sublime, speak to Lyotard of a loss, it seems to me. But this word loss (my word) is 

problematic, and therefore suggestive. From whose perspective is there a loss? 

Surely not fiom the perspective of the subject who only wants (another problematic 

word - needs would be better) to tame something inexplicable with an explanation. 

Even if we accept, as I think we must. that we are descnbing a process here which is 

necessarily ongoing, a neverending proceas whereby each successive attempt to r e  

member simply shrouds that which is originaily forgotten in another layer of "banal 

temporality," but cannot fail to leave a (painful, nagging) trace of the forgetting. which in 

tum wants taming; even, that is, if we accept that the struggle continues ad infinitum, 

surely the subject perceives more the little battles won than the never-ending nature of 

the war. But Lyotard insists, or Lyotard's writing insists, that we must think in tems of a 
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loss. To understand Lyotard's reasons for such an outlook is to begin to undentand 

Lyotard's ethics. 

For what might it be that is lost? As I suggested in the eady pages of this 

chapter, there has been in the modem West a sanctioned forgetting of the meaning of 

Being. That meaning, Lyatard suggests - we must not be surpriseci - is simply 'mat 

one is obligated before the Law, in debt" (Lyot- 1990.3). lt is simple and it is 

profound. We have forgotten the meaning of Being - that the modem subject. so 

proud of his autonomy. is actuaîly piofoundly heteronomous - and this forgetting has 

taken place by means of processes like the ones adumbrated above. 'We," the 

subjects, have forgotten that which we would not rmember. We have forgotten a 

profound obligation. And so I find myself bound to suggest that there is something that 

is so powerhil, so absolute, that its appearance, or even its suggestion, creates a 

disaster foi the imagination. That something is not obligation. That somethitg is, 

however, obligating, binding. And, forced to swallow an obligation it could not 

understand, the modern West choked. 
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Chapter 4: The Body of Western Thought 

This very strange privilege granted to the pole of the addressee F Semitic 
thought] is something that is forgotten, ectively forgatten, in Western thougM.. ..[l]t has 
been purely and sirnply assimilated. To assimilate ... the hold placed upon me ..., a hold 
that is an obligati on..., this is ...q uite in keeping with the West's way of spitting on the 
Jews. 

Now srnell. Breathe through your nose. Try not to choke. And think about what 

I have been writing. The masters of the universe have been chewing on a nasty bit of 

gristle, have been attempting to digest a troubling servitude. Or, rather, the previously 

palatable diet of the subject that was to become modem becarne, at first, unsavoury, 

and then repugnant. But there it was. nonetheles. And while the imperialising, 

bordefdrawing efforts of the nineteenth century rendered things slightly more 

gustatory, there came a saturation point, an explosive, killing, point. 

I mentioned, in my foreword, that Lyotard would have us place "Our stniggle 

under the sign of a fidelity to the intractable" (Lyotard 1993b, 168). While I had thought 

to suggest that the intractable, the something, the sublime, is obligation - a profound 

and terrible heteronomy - I now reaiize that I must Say, rather, that it demands 

obligation. I aiso noted in my foreword that a mature Lyotard came to redite that much 

of his formative local (Algerian) stniggles were in fact in the sewice of a more global 

system, a system which had the power to digest - to take energy from - these 

34. Lyotard 1985.38. 
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struggles, and thereby grow as a resuit of them. Thus suspicious that revolution is in 

fact but a developmental stage in the continuing life of social systems, aware that 

"[ejven radical revofution is fundamentaily just the retum ... of the first by way of the 

second, which is a retum of the second to the fi rst, the same repeating itself in the 

other" (Lyotard 1990.77). Lyotard nonetheles, as I have attempted to show, maintains 

that al1 is not lost for one who would effect change. For try as it might, ''the system has 

[not] digested the intractable" (1 69); it is indigestible. 

Ingestion: at the dam of Western civilization, hemlock. A nervous 

administration. faarful of the contamination of its body pditic, administers a toxin to the 

body of the philosopher. And expulsion: the sun still high on the mountains, the 

modem West appears to be degenerating. 'We wanted the progress of the minci," 

writes a tired Lyotard, 3ve got its shir (Lyotarû 1988a. 91). Contrary to the sanguine 

promises of liberaiisrn, contrary to Enlightenment dreams, or - rather - as a corollary 

to those dreams and promises, Lyotard nolices the effluent, the detritus, the by- 

products (though he is not the f i & ) .  

But even yean earlier, in 1 948, a twenty-th ree yearold Lyotard had lamented, 

"[vule were twenty when the camps vomited into our laps those whom there had n d  

been time or enecgy to digest" (Lyotard 1 993bv 85). lnto the laps of an earlier 

35. Think of Foucauft's examination of (r~minals," 'insane' personç. and instikitions of health." And 
Zymunt Bauman wtes a nineteenth centwy writer as noting that "the impotent, the mad. miminals and 
decadents of every forni, muçt be considered as the wastwmtbr of adaptation, the invaiids of 
civilization ..At is impossible to accept social solidarity without resewation in a society where a certain 
number of mernbers are unproductive and destructive" (Bauman 1995,167). 
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generation fell the undigested: (reminders of) the intractable. Shit and vomit, fou1 

smelling reminden of ingestion, and of embodiment. And of the foreign, the upsetting. 

I have suggested an opposition, not to Say a dialectic, ninning through the 

modern West, at bath an inter- and infra-aect levd. Thought to be - thugnt to be 

- rational and autonomous, nevertheless there is a lingering doubt, a "motherless 

misery" (Lyotard 1990,20), which haunts the modem subject, and the subject of 

philoûophy. This lingering doubt, this haunting suspicion, Lyotard/Levinas (I can hardly 

wait) wouM have us understand, is a resuft of the ineffaceable trace left in us ail, of a 

profound heteronomy, an obligation which not only binds me, but, in fact. cals me into 

being . 

Lyotard sees this opposition as being played out in the historical coexistence of 

Christians and Jews. He daims that "the Jews represent something that Europe does 

not want to or m n o t  know anything aboui' (Lyotard 1993b, 159). And this because, 

according to Lyotard, the Jewish tradtion has never told anything but "stories of 

unpayable debr' (Lyotard 1990.84). 'The book of the Jews says God is a voice, no 

one ever gains access to his visible presence." Commanded by a voice - an unseen 

voice - called to become a nation in the midst of in hospitable neigh boum, the Jewish 

people know that "[t]he law of justice and peace does not become incarnate .... You 

belong to it; it does not belong to you" (Lyotard 1 993b, 1 60). Lyotard suggests that the 
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history of the modem West is one in which we autonornous, nonde# have, using a 

vast anay of sacial, religious, political, and economic means, attempted to be rid of, or 

at the very least to tarne, this kemel of Judaism (read obligation) in our body politic. 

In Her'deqger and 'me j8wsmLyotard distinguishes between Jews and 'Tews," and 

posits the latter as a canstruct by means of which the twentieth century Occident 

attempted to absolve itself of this temble kemel of obligation. Lyotard: 

The jews; according to my hypdhesis, testify that this 
misery, this senrihide to that which remains unfinished, is 
constitutive of the human spirit. From them emanates 
only this anguish that "nothing will do" .... For it is not as 
men, women, and children that they are exterminateci but 
as the name of what is evil - "jews" - that the Occident 
has given to the unconscious anxiety. (Lyotard 199O,27) 

Lyotardls ancilysis locates in "the jewsv that which 

within the "spirit" of the Occident that is so preoccupied 
with foundational thinking, ... resists this spirit; within its 
will, the will to want, what gets in the way of this will; 
within its accomplishments, projects, and progress, what 
never ceases to reopen the wound of the 
unaccomplished. 'The jews" are the irremissable in the 
West's movement of remission. (22) 

Lyotard's subtle softening of his argument, by placing the designator in quatation 

marks, and using lower case, is doubly informative. It is, I think, appropriate to 

- -  - - - -  

36. 1 take îhis term do rebr almost exdusively to nokJews of the 'Chrisüanm persuasion. This because, 
as rny quotaüon marks suggest, even those of us in the modern West who would suggest that the label 
would not apply cannot escape the fad that we live in a civilization that is profoundly informed by 
"Chnstianity." See Lyotard's essay "The Wall, the Gulf, and the Sun: A FaMe,* in Lyotard 1993b. 1 12- 
123, for an analysis of the similarities and the differences between Muslirns and Jews. 
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distinguish between "jews," as described above, and "empiflcal" Jews. But we rnust not 

fail to note that this distinction gives our discussion a "sanitized feel. And this is not 

dissimilar. may I suggest, to the sanitization which pervaded much of Europe in the 

rnid-twentieth century, when even zeaious Nazis could find a place in their "hearts'' for 

certain "empirical," %uus-nextdo~r.~' It seems to me that Nazism, at least in paft, 

started with "jews," and moved to Jews, Gypsies, and others. That Lyotard is aware of 

this. 1 have no doubt; indeed it is the reason for his distinction. That we must be wary 

of it, I nonetheless maintain. 

But Lyotard's distinction is informative - telling - in another way. For it is. after 

dl, a technological distinction, is it not? That Lyotard, in his writing, cannot but use 

technological devices (quotation marks, lower case) to differentiate his groups. is of 

profound impoitance. For, as I m'Il argue in the follom'ng pages - as Lydard argues 

-the socalled Hofocaust was a technological event, and, not to minimire the 

horrendous suffering endured by millions during the Nazi regime, the Holocawt was 

also a profound, techndugical, ffailure. 

'The disaster." Maurice Blanchot has written, "niins everything, al1 the while 

leaving everything i n t W  (1). All then. is in ruins and yet perfectly intact. I need to 

speak of disaster, of Shoah; of the intact ruins pursuant upon a disaster, the symbol for 

which I will suggest, following Lyotard (following Adorno). is "Auschwitz." "Auschwitz" 
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is the place and time, is rather, the rnarker -the signpost - of a failed attempt on the 

part of Western civilization to be free of. ... 

I have suggested that modem technology can be seen to have developed, at 

least in part, in response to the demonstrable fallibility of the human body. Keeping in 

mind my eariier discussion of truth and tnRMulness. we may understand technology as 

a mind-set and set of 'Cdevices that optirnite the performance of the human body for the 

purpose of producing proof (Lyotard 1984,4445). 1 want now to examine the irony 

punuant upon the fact that, even as technology brought the far near, even as it opened 

our bodies, even as it looked into our deepest recesses, it could nut excise that 

int~actable part of us which, in spite of everything , continued to linger and haunt. 

Where this becornes ironic, and bitterly so, is the point, so prescient, so poignantly 

invocative of our modern technological enthusiasm with transplantation (the attmpt to 

rende? bodies interchangeable), at which, &dently unaMe to elude (to elide) the 

"motherless misery" which haunts the modem subject, the technological dynamo (with 

its promises of heaith and healing and progress) attempted to substitute the bodies of 

millions of others for its own, so that, perhaps, the haunting, nagging reminder of the 

Other might be burned out in the crematoria of Eastern Europe. Efface Jews, erase 

"J ws ." 

Reducing millions of Jews to bodies, to units to be counted, shipped, and dealt 

with, the Nazi bureaucrats developed an efficient (read ruthless) machine by means of 

which to implement their final solution. R is here that Lyotard, reading Philippe Lacoue 
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Labarthe, locates what he calls the "essence" (Lyotard 1990.84) of the West. While 

the Second World War was played out on a "tragic stage:' the activities against the 

Jews did not appear within the sodled legitimate theatre of war. Rather, while war 

had been political, '%th Auschwitz it became industrial." Lyotard: 

When the crime is administered like a "prduction." the 
exploitation of human bodies as of waste mâteriai, and 
the treatment of byproducts, the stage is set accordiftg ta 
the rules of what is beginning to become and has already 
become art in the modem West, that is, technology. And 
Nazism is the moment of the irruption of the new art, 
technology. in the world of beings "ready-to-hand (85) 

Zygmunt Bauman says it wonderfully. temMy. "Like everything else done in the 

modern - rational, planned, scientifically infonned. expert, efficiently managed, CO- 

ordinated - way," Bauman mites. "the Holocaust leA behind and put to shame dl its 

alleged premodem equivalen ts, exposing them as primitive. wasteful and ineffective" 

(Bauman 1991.89). What was concentrated in the camps was technology, technique 

ration alized. 

37. Camâian histoiian Gwynne Dyw, in his 1985 W. Wm, sugges$ that lhe American C'MI War was 
the Rrst war w h i i  was bugM an a ~ndog ica l  stage. See esp. 7684. 1 do not ü~ink that lhis in any 
way changes my suggestion that Wiai Am&witz war became indusbial. Wh& with the advent of riff ed 
muskets, not da mention aie many new weaporis introduced in the First World War, killing came to be 
done wiai more and more elaborate W s ,  it was not until mAuschwitr" that killing "&tob" were in m. 
Also. as B a u m  points out, the ïtwough, cornprehensive. exhaustive muder [of aie campBl required 
the replacement of the mob wiai a bureaucracy" (Baumen 1991,W). Techndogy as management. 
Interestingly, however, Baurnan eîsewhere quotes Jean-Marie ûenoist as noting that the French 
revoluüon 'manied mechanizaüon to poliocal death .... we have paSSBCI... to ... industrial decapitation. The 
carts carrying the candemned to the guillotine preffigured the modem slaughterhouses: Dachau, Katyn, 
Lubianka" (Bauman 1 995.1 64-1 65). 
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This, of course, is what Hannah Arendt was aware of, if not explicitly arüculating, 

when she suggested, rëgarding Adolf Eichmann at his execution, that "he was summing 

up the lesson that mis long course in human wickedness had taught us -the lesson of 

the fearsome, worband-thought defying banal '  of evil' (Arendt 1 992,252). You see, 

one of the most important and insidious myths of technology is that it is simply a tool, 

in herently vafuefree. Heidegger: 

we are delivered over to [technology] in the worst 
possible way Men  we regad it as something neural; for 
this conception of it, to which today we particularly like to 
do homage, rnakes us utteriy blind to the essence of 
technology. (Heidegger 1977.4) 

Technology holds itself to be valueneutrai, thw fostering an environment in 

which horrendous acts of violation can be orchestrated by mild-mannered, low-level 

bureaucrats. And thus pehaps Arendt ought more accurately to have refend to the 

banality of evil within a techndqrcal paradgrn. 

It is fortuitous to have once again brought Heidegger into this writing; he will 

provide a useful hinge. For, even as he warns against the perils of not giving 

technology its due, Heidegger offers a powerful example of an even more dangerous 

forgetting. Lyotaidfs Heïdeggwand The jews."a work to which I have often referred in 

the preceding pages, offers. among other things. an analysis of the socalled 

"Heidegger affair," the furor that enipted, in Europe and abroad, loosely following the 

1987 publication of Victor F arias's Heidegger et le nazisme (1 989's Heidegger and 
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~azism)? While Lyotard does not refute Farias's accusations perse, and while he in 

no way wishes to excuse Heidegger for his eariy speeches or. more importantly, his 

subsequent "leaden silence on the Shoah" (Lyotard 1990.88) - ''for a thought of this - 

magnitude circurnstances are never extenuating" (63) - Lyotard nonetheless is at 

pains to emphasize the danger involved in the binary, eitherlor philosophy which would 

have us undentand, of Heidegger, ''if a great thinker, then not a Nazi; if a Nazi, then 

not a great thinker - the implication being: elher negligible Nazism or negligible 

thought" (52). 'This alternative," Lyotaid suggests, "does not ailow for thinking" (51). 

And "there is a pressing need to think" (51). Lyotard traces his response to 

Farias through a number of thencurrent critiques, not the least of which were Jacques 

Demda's Of mirit: Heidegger and the Question, and LacoueLabarthet La M i o n  du 

Politque. Lacouetabarthe. according to Lyatarâ, suggests that Heidegger's silence on 

the Shoah was a fundion of his Platonic/Aristotelian conception of ait as the imitation 

of essences, or ''as mim6srs. which supplements nature by imitating ir (76). and that 

Heidegger's politics derived from his understanding that "the politicai, since its Greek 

beginnings, is itself art," ah art of the "'fashioning' of a people according to the idea or 

the ideal of a just being-togetheV (76)? 

38. Interestingly, Hans Jonas, in an essay published in 1966, was cntical of Heidegger, his etstwhiie 
mentor, for reasons similar b those of Fmaas, and mis long before Farias came along. See Jonas, 258. 
39. This type of fashioning is not, we must note, the same as that involved in so-called m~eativew arts. 
Ratber, it is art of the sort refened to by Arendt as someaiing in which one can be a virtuose, in which, 
that is, one might dernonstrate virtue. (1 968b, 1 52- 1 53) 
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Lyotard concun, up to a point, with this assessment, and cites Hegel, an earlier 

late-Gr-: 

"The subsequent circumstances of the Jewish 
people ... have al1 of them been simply consequences and 
elaboretions of their original fate. By th@ fate -an 
infinite power that they set wer against themselves and 
could never conquer - they have been maltreated and 
will be continuaily maltreated until they appease it by the 
spirit of beauty and so annul it by reconciliation." (Hegel, 
in Lyotard 1990,88-89)40 

These dangerous, th reatening , words, Lyotard suggests. translate into "[sjince Y he 

jews' themselves had not suppressed their fae of irreconciliation with the 'infinite 

power' to which they 'opposed' themselves. ... it became necessary to suppress them." 

T hey do not , hawever, translate into Heidegger's "existential ontobg ical 

deconstruction'*; Heidegger's *'Greeces is not that of Hegel" (a), and Lyotard wishes to 

be careful. 

Thus, while Hegel, following ''the Greeks," could suggest that the suffering of 

historical Jews could have been aileviateci had only they tumed to representation, 

thereby placing the blame for their difficulties squarely on their own shouklers, it is 

Lyotard's suggestion that Heidegger (contra Lacouelabarthe) arguably came to a 

sirnilar conclusion, via different but nonetheless "Greek thinking." While Hegel could 

suspect that, had "the jews" rspresented, "in the [Greek] spirit of beauty" (89). their 

Other, had they offered up to their Other flattering representations of itself, perhaps 

40. 'And," Lyotard asks. in another, but transferable situation, 4sn't Levinas's exigency the only 
safeguard against such an illusion?" (Lyotard l988a, 125). 
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they might have appeased it, and thereby discharged their debt; for Heidegger the 

story was subtly different. 

You see, Heidegger was concerned with the uncovering, or unveiling, of the lost 

"GreelC' understanding of Being, and 'TndeMed" to what Lyotard calls a thought so 

anchored in the Western "prejudice that the Other is Being, [that] it has nothing to Say 

about a thought in which the Other is the Law" (89). The West remains a "Greek 

installation" (84); philosop hical (read YOreeic'') thinking "excites the spirit of the rnost 

ancient Greeks no Iess than that of the metaphysicians and physicists:...the laiety [sic] 

of the modem Occident" (81 ). We canna as I have noted several times in the present 

writing, escape a i r  heritage. Heidegger had nothing to say, because he/we could not 

understand a people not bound to "Greece." 

The historiai Jews, however, as well as dl "the jews," were, and remain, bound 

to a different aesthetic. And as a result they are - still - bound for "AuschwÏtz." But 

the ovens could not bum what bodies could not digest. The ovens belched out smoke 

and ashes, reminderslremainders of the irremissaôle; rem inders. too, of something 

else. For the Holocaust was informed no less by Mount Olympus than by Mount 

Calvary; it was infmed no less by techne than by sacrifice. 'The origin of the 

[subjectobject splitl," writes Hans Jonas, 'Weaier deplored or hailed. is in Moses no 

less than Plato. And, if you must lay technology at sornebody's door, don? forget, over 

the scapegoat of metaphysics, the JudeaoChristian tradition" (Jonas. 259). The 
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holocaust was a philosophical, technological, sacrifice which. as it turneâ out - as it 

must necessarily have tumed out - failed? 

Holocaust. The word is informative. From the Greek hdas - whde. and 

kaustos - bumed. "A largescale sacrifice or destruction, especiaily of life, especially 

by fire.''* We see here, just here in this apparently innocuous epithet, the profound 

differend which is witnessed in the modem West's attempt to be rid of its "jews." It is, 

Lyotard mites. "absurd that what the Jews simply cal1 the Shoah, the disaster, should 

be called the holocaust. There is nothing sacrificial in this disaster" (Lyotard 1 993b, 

157). For sacrifice. the notion of symbolically wiping debt away, is not an option for 

Jews. It is, hcmfever, the option for those of us who, mile we tosk our stories from the 

Hebrew Bible, reed aiem only as heralding a redemption, a redeemer (a Christ), an 

emancipation. "A Christian can [must] manage to reconcile things: the debt to the 

Other has been paid symbolically, once and for dl" (1 61). 

And thus can we not see, in the attempt to erase Jews from modem Europe, not 

simpl y a substitution, but an attem pted sacrifice? We wi// cede to you these reminders 

of our debt. and you will in tum absolve us, or at 1-t st4p wllt, the naggiing. "ln 

Western history," Lyotard writes, 

41. Jacques Derrida, in a d i i n  of the biôîical $tory of Abraham's aborted sacrifice of his son, notes 
that %am*fiœ supposes the putting to death of the unique in terms of ils being unique. inepiaceabie, and 
most precious." And later, '(iJf I put to death or grant deatti to what I hate it is not a sacrifice. I must 
sacrifice what I loven (Derrida, 58.64)- Srnall wonder the Mure of the attempted sacrifice of rtie jews." 
42. New Webster's Dicb'onary, 462. 
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the Jewish condition. and 1 alone, is the impossible 
witness, always improper (there are only bad jews), to 
this unconscious affect. It aione aâmits that an event has 
"affected" (does not cease to affect) a people without that 
people being able or permitted to represent it, that is, to 
discover and restore its meaning. (Lyotard 1993b, 143) 

 bout such a people. a people bound to a book. a people not claiming a heritage from 

Athens but from Palestine, we - yes, we - cannot speak. We have seen Heideggefs 

silence; it is an archetype. How cm we represent these people of non-representation? 

They upset our aesthetic. 

Refemng, as he often does, to the wok of Wcel  D'Ans among the Cashinahua 

peoples, and attempting to generalize from them to other "primitive" cultures, Lyotard 

offers an obsenration which bears considerably on the present discussion of the 

sacrifice of We jews." "CouldnY it be said." Lyotard asks, 'Lthat what is generaîly non 

consumable as anecdote and which has no place in the universe of narrative phrases 

- in short, the leftovers - is what is sacrificed?" (Lyotard 1988a, 154). Was that 

which could not be consumed (or which could be consumed but not digested) by, nor 

represented by, the body of Western thought, offered in sacrifice to the gods of 

detemiinacy, the gods of Olympus and the saviour of Cehrary? 

The Shah was a holocaust sureiy, but only fmm the perspective of those for 

whom the ovens were merely offensive. The outrage, very real and powerful, ewhibited 

by we fortunates born on the right side of Europe's tracks cannot conceal the fact that 

what the Jews simply cal1 the Shoah was something in which we must dl, individually 
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and collectively, admit cornplicity. And. yes, even, or especially, those of us who came 

after, for whom the tendency might very well be to suggest th& this homble blemish ai 

the history of the West has k e n  treated. and is gone. Speaking of the writings of 

survivors of '6Auschwitr." Lyotard mites that the 

murder committed against the ûther, of which thought 
and writing are in quest, this annihilation, has not 
happened once, sometime ago, at 'sAu~chwitt," but, by 
other means, apparently totaily other, it is happening now 
in the "administered world," in Yate capitalism:' the 
tedinoscientific system, whatever name one gives to the 
world in which we Iive, in which we suniive. (Lyotard 
1 990.44) 

And now, somewhl bitterly. we corne to the final chapter. The time has come to 

offer a more thorough discussion of Levinas. This. as will become clear, is not a 

project without difficulties. For we must not explicate Levinas. I had hoped to end Wh 

an elucidation of the mechanics of Levinasian subjectivity I had hoped, that is - the 

modem that I am - to end by offering an alternative paradigm, a better way, a way in 

which the burden of freedom might be alleviated. Subjectivity reconsidered. But the 

subject. as we will see. cannot reconsider the subject. And so we conclude with, shall 

we Say, a dernonstration of the difficulty. 

43. While, as the bllowing diapter will attempt to make dear, such a project is not without its problems, 
were I to undertake to o*r, perhaps, a rnodel of aie medianics of Levinasian subjecb'vity, it is Freud to 
whom 1 would tum. Or, ramer, I think, ta Kristeva's and Lacan's Freud. Another writing, or, probabiy, 
another wnter. 
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Chapter 5: Beside the Point, Outside the Subject 

[Elveryone is reaîly responsible to al1 men for ail men and for everything. 1 donr know 
how to ewlair? L..butl f i  it is so, painllrlly even. 

Premonition: n. a forewaming, a presentiment. Cf. Premonitory: adj. giving warning 
beforehand. 

Toward: prsp. in the direction of, with regard to, in relation to, for the purpose of 
helping, augmenting or making possible, etc., approaching near. 
Defer: v. to postpone, to put off taking action. (Followed by '103 to dlow someone 
else's opinion, judgement, etc. to have more weight than one's own, willingly or pditely. 
Cf. Deference: n polite regard for someone else's wishes, ideas, etc. Respectful 
subrnission. 

Here is Lyotard in The Differend: 'The universe presented by a phrase is not 

presented to something or someone like a 'subject"' (Lyotard 1 988a, 71 ). As I have 

suggested, however, the modem West rests its understanding of justice on the 

shoulders of the "subject authorized to Say 'we':' Tnie descendants of Kant, we accept 

that, while each of us must be considered as an end in himherself, 

rational nature exists as an end in itself. In this way man 
[sic] necessarily thinks of his awn existence; thus far is it 
a subjective principle of human actions. But in this way 

44. Dostoevsky, 268, rny emphasis. 
45. From New Webster's DicZionafy, 791,1044,251-252. 
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also does every other rational being think of his existence 
on the same rationd ground that holds for me. (Kant 
1981, 36) 

Which is to say that in the Kantian schema, a potentiaily chaotic and anarchic 

cornpetition of free wills and "ends in themselves" is avoided by a rationally deduced 

categoiicai imperative: '30 act, etc. We are accordingly rendered a plurality of free 

wills, united by reason. 

And thus one is obligated. to the extent that one is, based on a presumed 

universal subjectivity. One is obligated if one can understand that anyone in a similar 

situation would be obligated. We can see already that the latter is a relatively flaccid 

understanding of obligation. lndeed it is understanding that renders obligation flaccid. 

As Lyot- puts 3 in "the idiom of cognition, either the law is reasonable, and it does 

not obligate, since it convinces; or else, it is not reasonable. and it does not obligate. 

since it constrains" (Lyotard 1 988a. 1 1 7). 

Glossary IV: 

Metaphysics: A branch of philosophy which purports to treat existence at its ultimate 
level, metaphysics might perhaps best be considered the science of consciousness. 
Which is to say that metaphysics. as it may be thought to have culminated in Hegel and 
Heidegger. posits a selfcanstituting subject, the consciousness of whom is held to be 
the ground on which dl representation rests. And this. of course. makes a second 
point. That which is, within mis understanding. LP as a function of its being represented 
by a conscious subject; it does not present itself to a subject. it is represented out of 
one. "mhe subject is equivalent to being conscious. or the consciousness of being. 
and, in truth. to being selfconscious. or the selfconsciousness of being. The 
conscious life of subjectivity consists in representing and identifying beings which 
therefore are, but are by being represented, not by presenting themselves" (Kosky. 
238). And thus, to the question, "why are there essents [why is there something] rather 
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than nothing?" (Heidegger 1959, 1). metaphysics responds by suggesting that this is 
the case because there is, first, a conscious subject. 

But what grounds the conscious subject? Is its consciousness of itself an 
adequate foundation? This, tm, is the metaphpical question. You see, as Heidegger 
puts it, "this question 'why?' .... encounters the seerch for its own why [....and] has its 
ground in a leap through which man [sic] thrwts away ail the pmvïous security, whether 
real or irnagined, of his life" (5-6). Metaphpics. then, as the quest for foundations. 
And as the questioning of foundations. 

In Heidegger's understanding of metaphysics. "Being ...is detmined as the 
indispensaMe and inseparaMe ground of beings" (Kosky. 236). Heidegger is critical of 
metaphysics, insofar as it entails a "forgetfulness of the difference between Being as 
such and beings -the ontdogical difference" (236). and further suggests. according to 
Kosky, that, "having forgotten the ontologicai diffeience, metaphysics thinks this 
highest univenal [Being] only by thinking it in ternis of a highest being or being par 
excellence - that is. by thinking Being as grounded in God. In this way. metaphysics 
is, integrally and inescapably. linked to the question of God" (236). Heidegger, 
however, was highly critical of this rendering of metaphysis, refemng to it as an "onto- 
theology." Unlike Hegel and most before him, Heidegger refused to allow anything like 
the biblical account of creation, Wh its implication of a "God" as first cause, as self- 
causing cause - causa sui- to silence the questioning. 

The Subject of Philo~ophy 

We have seen that Lyotard, the philosopher - he who suggests that "the time 

has corne to philosaphire" - nonetheless maintains that "philosophy is the West's 

madness." Philosoph y, read "metaph ysics," read "onto-theology," read 

"foundationalism." read sirnply The moâem West's self-understanding ," is. according to 

Lyotard, the West's madness. And thus, Levinas. 

Lyotard is never far from Levinas, whose books, he tells us, have been his 

"corn panions for ... years" (Lyotard 1 988b, 38). This, of course, is entirely appropriate. 
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from all theses conceming the self as existing. But it is no less clear that there is an I, 

who properly abstahs, and who is the I even of the reducüon. This is caîled the pure 

egd' (Lyotard 1991 a, 47). The language is dangerous and difficuk here. The first- 

person singular pronoun. 1, is at once necessary and confusing. We must reaiize, 

however, that, in the thought of Levinas, before there is 1, while there is that which 

Lyotard calls "pure ego," there is4' no subject. 

Thinking back to Our discussion of Kant (esp. 41ff.), and of the subject 

authorized to Say 'lne." some connections must be made, some oppositions. We have 

seen that the Kantian subject is, at its most profound, elementary, level, held to be 

autonomous. We have ako seen that this subject is held to be the source, the ground, 

of ail that she represents. She is thought to be able to move. at will. between the 

positions she occupies in the various phrase universes in which she finds herself 

throughout a given time pefiod. There is a presumed intechangsability ammg 

subjects, and universalizability, as we have seen. in oui discussion of the categorical 

imperative, is the benchmark against which prescriptions must be rneasured. 'The 

ethical project," within this discourse, 'is to submit freedom of will to the rule of 

rationality in the attempt to find criteria for human action that are universally intelligible 

and valid for everyone" (CiarameIli, 84). Rom the prescriptive phrase, the logical next 

step, according to, or rather, implied by. Kant, is to infer a normative phrase, and from 

thence, depending upon its truth value, act or not. And in this shift frorn a prescriptive 

47. And we see the metaphysicai trap. If thère is, Were is?- seems to be the next logid question. 
Yhere is," as we cornmonly use the expression, is the rnetaphysical staternent. We attribute is-ness to, 
we see being to be an attribute of, a l  that is worthy- 
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phrase, of which I am the addressee. to a normative phrase, of which, as we have 

seen, I am the (at least irnplied) aâdressor, I mave fm a position of obligation to one 

of autonomy. I become an intellectual. Here is Lyotard: 

[The intellectuail. the addressee of the message from the 
unnameable [sic], cames and places himself [sic] in the 
position of addresser, [sic] in order to proffei his 
commentary from the same place as the presumed first 
addresser, the unnameable itself. In this replacement, 
ethics necessarily dissolves. Prescriptions drawn from 
ontology will be inferred from statements relative to the 
unnameable and assumed to have issued from it. It 
rnatteis litlle whether they are true or fake; what matters 
is that the irnperatives of ethics will be judged good or 
bad only by their confonnity with these statements, 
according to the niles of pmpositionai logic. Now, that is 
enough in Levinas' eyes to make ethics pass under the 
jurisdiction of the tnie - a Western obsession - and 
succumb. (Lyotard 1989,287) 

We see the power of the subject of Western philosophy. We see his capability. 

his ability to shirk, sirnply by shifting. By moving away, decreasing proximity. We must 

also observe, as a precunor to our discussion of Levinas, that the Levinasian subject 

bears a certain similarity to the metaphysical subject; we must read Levinas carefully. 

Here is Levinas: 

The pure 1, the subject of the transcendental 
consciousness in which the world is constituted, is itseif 
OUsiUe the subject: selfwithout reflection - uniqueness 
identifying itself as an incessant awakening. It has been 
distinguished, ever since the Clftque of Pure Reason, 
from any datum presented to knowledge in the a priori 
forms of experience. (Levinas 1991, 156-1 57) 
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While Levinas notes that the pure I is the subject of the transcendental 

consciousneîs in which the world is constituted, we must aiso redire that the pure I is 

outside the subject. and. importantly. befom the subject. Thus the wodd is constituted 

pnorto the constitution of the subject. whereas. according to the metaphysical 

understanding. the world is constituted out ofthe subject. And thus the distinction 

between the subject of metaph pics and what Levinas cals the subject of ethics. is one 

of timing and position. 

The metaphysicd subject is first - prior - and is irnproperly refened to as 

subject: he is, rather. a master. As per our eariier discussion of the second Critk~ue 

(36ff. above), we must remember that Kant, having "failed" in his logical deduction of 

the moral law, nonetheless proceeded to "demonstrate" an ''inscrutable faculty which no 

experience can prove" (Kant 1993.49). narnely freedom. And we must reaiize that the 

intelligibility of freedorn rests on the autonomy of the will. 'The auionomyof the will," 

according to Kant. "is the sole principle of al1 moral laws" (33). Autonomy of the will 

renders freedom intelligible. We hear echoes of Nancy. and his suggestion that 

freedom has been, in the modem period, virtually equated with free will. And free will. 

of course, is the will of a subject. In an interesting tum of events Kant dernonstrates 

that the subject of the moral law - man. as Kant's translaton would put it - is the 

source of the moral law, which, aithough it cannot be deduced, cm nonetheless be 

shown to be made possible by the 'fact" of the subject's freedom. While subject to the 

moral law. it is only as a result of his prior freedom that the subject is subjected. 

According to Levinas, "it is by setting out from the implications of the Critique of 
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Pmctica/ Reason that the transcendental I will be postulated beyond its formative 

function for knowledge" (Levinas 1991, 157). Levinas breaks with Kant at the point 

where the transcendental subject becornes reified, becomes, that is, a grounding, a 

foundation. 

Outside the Subject 

And naw the Levinasian subject, whose power lies in its destitution, whose 

strength is its weakness. and who cannat use language to change its position. An 

addressorhther appears in whose address not-yet4 becorne addressed. SubjectMty 

begins, shall wesay, for Levinas, with "proximity" (Levinas 1989.89). In close 

proximity to the other, an as-yet-unsming ego nonetheless hears. The subject, as we 

n oted above mai regards to the "voice of God." hears before seeing . 

We mwt notice the priority granted to hearing over seeing before proceeding. 

For it is an inversion of the Gr& understanding of the relationship between the two. 

Wes Avram: 

western thought] equates the relationship between 
knowiang subjectivity and comprehensive reason with 
synoptic vision. Fdlowing this [modeu, persons are 
knam, to each olher by acts of interpretation. One 
approaches another with a thematizing gaze, confoming 
one's senne of the other's othemess to categon'es of 
comprehension communicable in language. (Avram, 266) 
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Knowledge, as Levinas puts it, "is rspresentation, a return to presence, and 

nothing may rernain otherto it .... Knowing is the psyche or pneumatic force of 

thought ....[a nd) representation or objectivization is the incontestable mdel" (Levinas 

1989,77). Against this understanding, Levinas writes of a sluation in which the 

ethical, the ethical moment (which is the moment of the birth of the subject), is in fact 

incompiehensible. Against understanding. that is, Levinas juxtaposes unintelligibility. 

And this, of course, presents, to those who would study Levinas, an interesting 

paradox. For, and this will becme important in the pages which follow, we corne up 

against a difficulty first articulated for me by the theologianlhistorian Mircea Eliade, who 

wrote, simply, that %Il that goes beyond (hurnanity's] natural experience. language is 

reduced to suggesling by terms taken from that expeflence" (Eliade, 10). Levinas, not 

unlike Lyotard, must attempt to use philosaphical language to counter that which 

philosophical language has consttucfed as the foundation upon which dl experience 

must be seen to rest. f o  take Eliade one step fumer, it is the position of Lyotard and 

Levinas (following Husserl) that "experience" itself is an already an interpretation, and 

given the Greek origins of our interpretive matrices, experience mu& be 

comprehensible. 

But now (anather deferral). before we discuss the birth of the Levinasian S U ~ J ~ C ~ ,  

we need to understand before. Lyotard offers a due to an angle from which to 

approach Levinasian temporality, when he suggests, in a discussion of prescriptive 

phrases, that "the sequence first order, second order must be conceived as a logical 

rather than a chronological succession" (Lyotard 1989,305). And thus before, and 
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attec cornes to take on surplus meaning. Something cries out, demands to be put into 

phrases, but cannat be. Ethics, a state of being-for-thsother, is before p hilosaphy, in 

Levinas' thought, because it is better. That's dl. And better is better. And good is 

good. Reversing the hierarchy which defines the relation of ethics and philosaphy as 

one in which the former is derivative of the latter, Levinas blurs the distinction between 

practical and theoretical. and suggests a "possibility borne by the practical, and always 

sign ificant, situatedness of self, world, and other in discrete relationships in which none 

of the three ... c m  be reduced to either of the others (Avrarn, 265). This "possibility" 

Levinas sees as the necessary prionty of ethics over traditional (Greek) philosaphy. 

Thus, "Ethics as First Philosophy" (Levinas 1989,7687). 

And now, apropos of my obsewation conceming hearing, Levinas suggests that 

it is "[slaying [that] opens me ta the other before saying what is said" (1 83). Keeping in 

mind Our earlier discussion of the attempted mastery of the known" by the Kantian 

subject, we now see that Saying is a "bearing witness" before any said (known). The 

said is secondary to the Saying - logically, not necessarily chronologically. The 

(intelligible) content, then, is secondary to the delivery. And this commentary. writing 

about writing. which becornes more and more suspect, is at least teitiary." But let's 

retum to Levinas' understanding of the coming to be of the subject. 

48. It accurs to me that the Levinasian discourse must necessarily aiways be considered as wrib'ng 
against. Wriüng against a Hegelianism which he finds unbearabie, his work nonetheles seems to 
provide a stark antithesis to the Hegelian discourse. 'Levinas," Lyotard notes, 'stniggles to escape the 
Hegelian persecution" (Lyotard 1989,279). Such, I suppose, is a risk of thought. 
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Pre-conscious, pre-1, the ego is called by the other. And what does it h e e  

Prescription. Responsibility. Obligation. Fwthe other: "[tlhe onefor-the-other is ... but 

the surplus of responsibility"(Levinas 1989,90). And in that sarne instant (?) it 

responds, utters Hem I am. The other, the g'hostage4aker:' is not known. "mhe 

subiect is affectai without the source of the affection becaming a theme of 

representation. Thus, un-intelligible. Levinas comes to cail the subject so constituted 

"the oneself," and writes that "[tj he oneself, an inequaiity with itself, a deficif in being. a 

passivity or patience and. in its passivity not offering itself to memory, not affecting 

retrcwpective contemplation, is in this sense undeclinable [sic]" (97, my emphasis). 

And so. according to Levinas, the subject is not a subject, not an 1, except 

inasmuch as s/he is responsible for the other, for the athei's Other. 

Responsibility for the other - for his distress and his 
freedom - does not derive from any commitment, project 
or antecedent disclosure. in which the subject would be 
posited for itself before beingindebt. Here passivity is 
extreme in the measure (or inordinateness) that the 
devotion for the other is not shut up in itself like a state of 
soul, but is itself from the start given over to the other. 
(1 83) " 

Which is not at al1 altniism. Rather, the Levinasian subject is persecuted. to the 

point that s/he is guilty for being, inasmuch as this might be taking something from 

another. "mhe self does not begin in the auteaffection of a sovereign ego that would 

- -  

49. Avram rnakes aie fdlowing very usefui dsb'nction: a~thef refers, he suggests, to other persons, 
while n e f  refers to Oarer-ness, and this, as opposed to Sameness. (Avram, 266) Cf. Lyotard 1988b: 
'Levinas ... would say that @he ethical comrnunity) is a comrnunity of hostages, eadi of them in a state of 
depenôency to othets, or more precisely, to the capital Other (what I cal1 the law)" (38-39). 
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be, after the event, 'compassionate' for another. Quite the contrary" (Levinas 1989, 

1 13). And what of (the Kantian) univetsakabilty? 

Fabio Ciaramelli reminds his readers that in the thought of Levinas the Wher 

addresses me and not the universal concept of the ego....The subject which is not an 

ego, but which I arn...cannot be generalized, is not a subject in generW (Ciaramelli, 88- 

89). Kant's enor, and, according to Lyotard, the error of al1 of Western philosaphy, 

stems from the attempt to universdite. to find the universal foundation upon which to 

ground a particular ethics. 

Levinas, aware of these difficulties. nonetheles sees his work as demonstrating 

a universal ethicai stance inherent in the subject. 'To support the universe is a 

cnishing charge," he writes, "but a divine discornfort. It is better than the rnem and 

faults and sanctions proportionate to the freeâom of one's choices" (Levinas 19û9, 

1 1 2). We are dl. individually, responsible. 

What, then, of noms, of reciprocity? Will the other care for me? Possibly. 

Levinas suggests, in Ethics and Infinity? 

but that is [hidher] affair ....m he intersubjective relation is 
a non-symmetricai relation. In this sense. I am 
responsible for the Other wiaiout waiting for reciprocity, 
were I to die for it. Reciprocity is [hisher] affair. It is 
precisely insofar as the relationship between the Other 
and me is not reciprocal that l am... "subject." (Levinas 
1992. 98lM 

50. However, Levinas wn'tes, 'my responsibility for al1 can and has to manifest itself also in lirniting itself. 
The ego can, in the name of this unlimited responsibility, be d l e d  upon to concem itself also with itself. 
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As Ciaramelli notes, there is no universal subject in Levinas, there is only me. Quoting 

Levinas. CiarameIli mites, '*One can no longer Say what the Ego or I is ....Fmm now on 

one has to speak in the first person.' I am compelled to speak in the first person by the 

exigencies of the subjecf' (Ciararnelli, 91). All I can do is what I must do. And al1 I can 

do is Say what I and only 1 must do. Ciaramelli continues: 

I can demand the sacrifice and moral effort cailed for ... of 
no one but myself. Levinas makes this perfectly clear 
when he wtiîes, T o  Say aiat the other has to sacrifice 
himsdf to others would be to pie& human sacrifice!" 
This radical asymmetry grounds itself in a "concrete moral 
experience" [my own] which cannot be overcome and 
which implies the impossibility of speaking about myself 
and otheis in the sarne sense. (91) 

And so we have a non-rational, non-autonomous subject. We have, according 

to Lyotard and Levinas, a differend resuiting from two things. Firstly, because there is 

much that cannd be phrased in the first phrase, there is a surplus that gets left behind. 

And secondly, because the Crst, prescriptive, phrase is, by dint of the subject's 

philosophical milieu, in a different genre than the subsequent phrase. And this, just 

this, let me suggest, is the source of the anxiety, the pain, and the suffering I have 

elucidated in the previous chapters. Unable to refuse, obligated, the "subject is 

accused in its skin, too tight for its skin" (95). accountable and persecuted in a 

''guiltless responsibility, ... open to an accusation of which no alibi, spatial or temporal, 

could clear [it]" (Levinas 1 989, 83'). No alibi. spatiai or temporal, can clear the subject. 

. - - - - - - - - - - - - 

The fact that the oaier, rny neighbour. is ëço a third pafty with respect to another, who is also a 
neighbour, is the brai of thought, consciousness, justice and philosophy" (1 18). 
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However. if we take Levinas' and Lyotard's point, the history of Western philosophy has 

been an attempt to corne up with just such dibis, whereby the subject might be 

absolved of its unintelligible "indebtedness." The history of Western philosophy, that 

is, is an ongoing attempt to render understanding king. As Levinas puts it, knowing, as 

a result. "is a regal ... activity, a sovereignty" 0. The subject in and of Western 

philosophy is a sweieign (because) knowing subject. The subject is supposed to 

know. The subject is supposed to render its prescription into noms, into logical and 

universdizable rules. 

But if we have leamed anything from the preceding pages, it is, as Lyotard 

suggests, that Mat is at "stdce in the discourse of Levinas is the power ta spedc of 

obligation without ever transfoming it into a nom" (Lyotard 1989,299). While we have 

seen that "propositional logic proceeds in order to sanitize its field (307). the discourse 

of Levinas does not "succumb" to the rules of logic, does not play by the rules of 

philosophy. Levinas posits a profound heteronomy, an obligation (prescriptive) which 

simply will not be transfomecl into a normative phrase. Furthemiore. as the previous 

pages have been suggesting, commentary on the Levinasian discourse is itself 

suspect. For what might I be attempting to do, in my discussion of Levinas? Do we 

sense an alibi? What am I doing in attempting to render Levinas understandable? Am 

I not always ninning the risk, by subjecting his thought to this commentary, of placing it 

under the rubric of true versus false? 
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Even as I write against the sovereignty of the knwing subject, I am cornplicl in 

its penistence, and this because, as 1 am not the first to observe, writing is 

representation par exce/Ience. (Thus. we see, could Kristeva suggest that a new 

morality was signaied in Holbein's painting of the dead Christ.) Which takes me back 

to the concern noted at the outset of this writing. Mastery. Master. Masters. The 

commentator faced with the woiks of Levinas is presented with a dilemma. Lyotard 

puts it thusly: "if [me] understands it, [me] must not understand it, and if [s/he] does 

not understand it, then [slhe] understands ir (3û4). If I understand Levinas. and relate 

that understanding to the reader. I have still not done anything more than offer 

representations of prescriptions. As Lyotarâ notes in discussing Kant. "the prescriptive 

statements [...encounteredj in Me Kantian commentary are dways only images of 

themselves" (Lyotard. 1989.303). Ciaramelli puts it nicely: The exceptionai place of 

the pmticular subject, that is, the one who speaks and writes, remains Me only possible 

point of departure for ethicai discourse" (Ciaramelli. 93). 1 must mite, that is, foi 

myself, to rnyself. 

But I am supposed to receive my Master's Degree upon completion and defense 

of this writing, this thesis. And l do not understand Levinas. Am I compromised? I 

cannot be the judge. I have attempted to explicate Levinas, and been found wanting. I 

will continue. I will continue writing. Risky business, this. For immediately l write, l am 

an addressor. I have shifted fram the addressee position. Thus writing, according to 

Lyotard. is "one of the necessan'ly hazardous means at one's disposal for bringing 

about an encounter. One writes because one does not know what one has to Say, to 
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try to find out what it is" (Lyotard 1993b. 11 0). Such writing (is it happening?) offen, 

finally, "[iln lieu of a thesis. a pose" (Lyotard 1990,45). Yes, no thesis. We do not 

have, in Levinas, an other way with which to approach problems. I am not offerbg 

Levinas as a discourse to oppose to Hegelianism, in the hopes that what might emerge 

is a better. synthetic, way. No. The discourse of Levinas is. to be glib. one of anarchy 

and anachronism. "Anarchy," Levinas writes, "brings to a haft the ontological play." In 

the form of an 

ego, anachronously delayed behind its present moment, 
and unable to recuperete this delay - that is the fom of 
an ego unable to conceive what is "touching" it. the 
ascendancy of the other is exercised upon the same to 
the point of intemipting it, leaving it speechless. Anarchy 
is persecution. Obsession is a persecution where the 
penecution does not make up the content of a 
consciousness gone mad; it designates the form in which 
the ego is affecte& a f m  which is a defecting from 
consciousness ....lt cannot be defined in tenns of 
intentionality. (Levinas 1989.9 1 ) 

Sublime miting. In lieu of a thesis. A pose. And how comment on such writing? 

Note only this: the ego is captured, anachronously delayed. and unaware of what is 

touching it. Something is close enough to touch it. Touch it. Touching. Feeling. The 

Levinasian touch is a persecution. It is not a romantic union. it is an assignation, a 

chosen-ness, the terror of which perhaps only a p~st-~'Auschwitr" Jew could write. 

Selection. For penecution . 
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And so kt me write no more about Levinas. Rather, let me write after him. 

Because, you see. "an order does nat ask to be commented on - that is, understood 

- but to be executed." The discourse of Levinas aims "at M i n g  the criterion of 

validity of 'orders,' that is, the criterion of their justice, from any justification by truth 

functions" (Lyotard 1 989,283,286). An order must be vaiid (if we must use the word) 

not because it correiates well with the categoricai imperative, not based on relations 

between prescriptive phrases and descriptive phrases, but because it is an order 

having its omi authority. We must not understand Levinas, we must feel Levinas. But 

it hurts. 
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The "jews" II 

F e ]  politicai investment of the body is bound up, in accordance with cornplex 
reciprocal relations, with its economic use; it is largely as a force of production that the 
body is invested with relations of power and domination ....m he body becornes a useful 
force only if it is bath a productive body and a subjected body. 

Michel ~oucault~' 

Foucault on the body. A redundancy. Foucault's bboy of work takes the human 

body to be a site of power relations. As such, the body, then, is a rich repcsitory of 

knowledge. Look to the body, Foucau Ws work tells us. But don? simpl y examine the 

body. Rather, examine the various ways in which the body has cme to be examined. 

Look, that is, at the multitudinous perspectives from which the body has been seen. 

and h m  this examination, rnake assumptions about the observer, the holder of the 

gaze. 

FoucauWs Discelinne and Punish, on the surface a discussion of the birth of 

modem prisons, argues that the development of disciplinary strategies for organizing 

and training groups of individuals (bodies), especially as witnessed in military drills and 

school exercise programs (not to mention the manner in which these two instiMions 

architecturaily disciplined their charges), 

"bains" the moving, confused, useiess multitudes of 
bodies and forces into a rnuitiplicity of individual elements - small, separate cells, organic autonomies, genetic 
identities and continuiües, com binatory segments. 
Discipline "makes" individuais: it is the specific technique 

51 . Foucault 1979,2526. 
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of power that regards individuais both as objects and as 
instruments of its exercise. (Foucault 1979,170) 

The disciplinad, individuated, body, then, as at once means and end. What 

might we make of our modem, or rather, postinodem. bodies? What, that is, c m  they 

teach us? And what might our way of examining them teach us about ourselvas? 

Zygmunt Bauman argues that the pcstmodem body is a site of ambivalence. that 

we private %wnen" of bodies suffer from a confusion commensurate wlh air cunent 

understanding of the body. Accoiding to Bauman. the postmodern b d y  is held to have 

two incornmensurate functions. Firstly, it is a receiver of sensations, and these it 

imbibes and digests, making it an instrument of pleasure. This capacity for gleaning 

pleasure from experience, Bauman suggests, is 'Yitness" (Bauman 1995, il 6). Along 

with this, hawever, cornes a responsibility, on the part of the inhabitors of bodies, to 

rationally adjudicate amongst the various stimuli vying for right of entry to the body. As 

Bauman puts it, continuing with his garden metaphor, "[tlhe body is now an 

uncontestedly private propm,  and it is up to the owner to cultivate it; sBe has no one 

to blame for the weeds overgrowing the garden or the watering sprinklers going bust. 

This casts the owner in an eerie. untenable position" (1 18). 

If we accept, as Bauman does, as most do, that latecapittilist Western 

civilization is a "consumerist society." the implications of this two-fold responsibility on 

the part of the owners of bodies become clear. According to the consumerist ethos, it 

is "imperative that the body opens up as widely as possible to the potential of rich and 
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ever richer experiences ..., and the fitness of the body is measured by its ability to 

absorb them" (1 20). Thus the proliferation of "fitness" progms, and "health" clubs. 

But, you see, there is a problem. Winess the varying degrees of toxicity of the air that 

we breathe and the water that we drink. the botlled water, and hermetically sealed 

homes, cars, and offices. Techndogicaî advances do not corne without a price. And 

thus, Bauman: 

Yet the same exchange with the outside woild 
compromises the individual's control over bodily fanes; 
the intense border traffic, the unavoidable condition of 
sensations-gathering, is at the same time a potential 
threat to fitness, which in tum is the condition of the 
body's capacity for gather sensations. That capacity may 
be diminished if immigration control is not vigilant 
enough. (120) 

And now this, frorn 'Canada's national newspaper? "The commission of inquiry 

into Canada's [AIDW tainted-blood tragedy not only can lay Marne in its final report but 

should do so, the Federal Court of Appeal ~ k d  yesterday.'" There exist among us (in 

Canada) over 40,000 people53 - bodies - infected, haunted by HIV, human 

immunodeficiency virus, which ultimately renders them permeable, blurs the line 

between them and othen, and this with ail-butcertainly fatal consequemes. Their so- 

cdled "immune systems" are compromised. Their bodies' physiologicaî "othenng" 

mec han isms slowly deteriorating , these people, because of less t han vigilant "border 

52. Toronto Globe and Mail. Saturday, January 1 8, 1 997. A l  
53. Roy, e t  al. 241. 
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contro~,'~ are liable to become lethaily infected from exposure to particles and 

substances which, for those of us with intact systems for the searching out and 

destroying of "non-l" elements, are relative1 y benign. 

These people scare us. Indeed, they scream at us, demanding attention, 

demanding ~yrnpathy.~ They threaten us. People with AIDS and HIV infection, then, 

as more " j e ~ s . " ~  In a world bent on autonomy, with a philosophical heritage which, as 

we have seen. is founded upon a notion of essential sameness, HIV demonstrates that 

there is, in fad, an mer, and that it is incredibly dangerous. In keeping with Bauman's 

observations, there is a strong tendency to locate the blame for the suffering incuned 

by people with AIDS and HIV infection within the individuals, or, at the very least, within 

the various - usually margindized - groups of individuais, rather than with any of a 

multitude of dher options. not the least of which is technology itself. (And mis does not 

address the question of whether or not blaming is a helpful course of action at this 

time.) 

54. 1 redire that the border controllers, in the case, for instance, of hemaphiliï, or thme who 
contracted the AlDS virus as a resuit of sugery, were mt mœssarily the inchiduais themsdves, M 
rather socalled organizaiSioris assigned the mpmbility of podedirig them. 
55. See Eâelman, esp. 308-309. f t ~  an inte-ng disaissiai of how aie many machinatkm of (hose 
who are trying to prevent ihe of pwpie with AIDS, using sucti rbtadc as silem = death, 
are in many ways c~mglicit in their being bqottm. 
56. 1 am sensitive to the fact that aie piigM of p q k  with AIDS rnay seem trivial to many, in light of the 
extrerne injusb'œs perpetwted against the Jews in Euope in the mi6twBntieth eenhiry. It is out of no 
disrespect lor the latter gioup, howevr, that I propose aiat, world-wW, people with AlDS repesent 
arguably the best (worst) availabîe example of "the jewsW with which to q p o r t  my suggestion that the 
so-called 'Holocausr And I mainfain mis, in spite of an awareness of aie horrible atrocities 
witnessed in the 1990's in the former Yugoslavia, as well as in Rwanda, and in spite of the fact that there 
are, to be sure, many who work diligentiy and fewently on the part of those affected by HIV. 
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In a move rerniniscent of Hegel's remonstrations toward the Jews of the 

eighteenth century (p.117, above), what we see and hear are suggestions that, had 

many of the people affected by HIV only behaved differently, respected the noms of 

society. they would not be suffering so. And interesüngly, where the s d l e d  'Victims" 

cannot but be perceived as "innocent," there is a concertecl effort, on the part of 

virtually dl of society, to locate the blame for this scandalous incursion into our ordered 

worids of these remindeis that our selfunderstandings might be wanting. müi various 

bureaucraties -technological. manageci, organizations - expected. foolishly 1 

appears, to be watching out for others. 

Even, that is, mi le  individual body owners must be their own border guards, in 

the event of something like HIV, which threatens not simply the empiricai body, but al1 

of our metaphors for body, individual. and other. what we see is an attempt to place 

blame. Now, even if we assume that. in many ways, the vast preponderance of our 

fellow body m e r s  are not at dl responsible. in any kind of a causai analysis. for the 

plight of those suffering from AlDS and HIV infection. the notion of locating blame is 

interesting. For we are not, here. as it might first appear, taiking about a simple failure 

to take responsibility for the other. Rather, we are noticing, more importantly. I think, 

an attempt to denythe other. To deny othemess. 

lnasmuch as we are successful in locating the responsibility (read cause) for the 

suffering of many PWA (people with AlDS and HIV infection) in aberrant social 

behaviour, even if we subsequently assume a responsibility to care for them, we have 
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rninimited (although not eliminated) their threat They have not been invaded, they 

have welcomed, they have betrayed themselves. But the soGalled "innocent vicüms ," 

these people scream at us that our autonomy - ouf borders - are, for dl their 

reification, nonetheles as permeable as th-, as ethereaî as metaphot. 

Gud protect us îkom these rminders ttiat Our own bodies - ouf own 

tech~)oI~ica/Iyproduced. fepIPdced. and reinfozed @e#iuse vulnerable) bodies - 
are at once betraflng ouf autcnomy and our profound heteronomy. Please, Mere are 

others, and thm is me. DonT tdl me thaf my body m@ht one day not be able to 

destroy the ofhem mat ;mre constantly dmanding my sjmpathy* Don? tell me that* Not 

that. 

Which is really to Say. is it not, th& we are quite cornfoitable, thank-you very 

much. with our bodies as they are. We are quite content with our bodies as separate 

and separating. What slowly, hazily, and fleetingly, dams on the subject is the 

realization that the phrase mybodyis, in fact, philosophy incarnate. You see, the 

signified, the corpus, is not the sarne as, is not a unity with, the signifier. And the 

signifier means what it means as a result of thousands of yean of theorizing, with 

theory after theory piled layer after layer on top of one another, and ulümately fosilized 

as 'reality." But even fossils break dom. Even concrete wears away. Postmodemty, 

then, as a transition stage, a stage at which that which was held to be reaJ is subjected 

to a fearsome exposure. And AIDS and HIV infection, as the postmodem illness. 
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AlDS and HIV infection, and especially their "innocent victims," are threatening 

our entire theoretical body, or body of theory. Uerary theorist Lee Edelman writes, 

eloquently: 

Reverse transcriptase and immune defense systems are 
metaphMc designations that determine that way we 
understand operations of the body; they are readings 
that metastasite the metabolic by infsctng it with a snain 
of metaphor that c m  appear to be so neturiil. so intrinsic 
to ouf way of thinking. that we rnistake it for the literal 
truth of the body. as if Our rhetoricai immune system were 
no longer operating properiy, or as if the virus that is this 
metaphor had mutated so succeâsfully as to evade the 
antibodies that could differentiate between the inside and 
the outside. (Edelman. 31 1) 

What is threatened here is metaphor itself. The body as metaphor; immune 

system. border's, as metaphor. And what becomes clear, in answer to the concems I 

expressed, both at the outset of this writing. and throughout (as regards the usefulness 

of such theoretical discourse), is t hat the distinction between "aieoretical" and "apolieâ" 

is an illusion. It is an illusion, by means of which those of us in need of something to 

lean on, something sdid, delude ourselves into believing that, contm Lyotard, reality is 

something given to the subject. 

And so we busy ourselves placing blame. and offering preventive meauires 

which, in themselves, are telling. You're humng me. Yw're scanng me. Yw'm 

threatening me. We scream at these others. Quarantine, latex barriers - these are 

the suggestions offered. Be immune. Behave. Separate. But, and now I slip a little, 
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and offer an articulation of the 'premonition of theology" which I have detected 

throughout this wriang. Lyotarcl would na doubt suggest that fear is an appropriate 

response. But he would have us question the way in which we link ont0 this response. 

What he would have us do - how he would have us Iink ont0 aiese responses - he 

does not Say, directly. But look, Lyatard's reading of Levinas - informeci by his 

reading of Kant, which in tum is informed by his reading of Levinas (the peregrinating, 

rnigrating, Lyotard) - revolves around a notion of prophetic cal, the response to which 

is a simple I am hem. A tentative, fearful, 1 am here. 1 am here, beside the abyss, 

looking into it. ln this phrase we have l aII. lm. And to a reader of Levinas, this 

phrase must be continued thusly: 1 am because of ydu, and foryou. And here - here 

means close. Close enough to be touched, and close enough to touch. Proximity, 

then. as the moral position. And in a worîd in which millions of ddlars are spent on 

technologicaî devices which ailaw us a her8tofwe undreamed of access to our 

neighbour's bodies (with arguably no pupose sewed, other than demonstrating Our 

technological prowessm); in a wodd in which, even as disease treatment often 

comprises a toxic invasion of the "amicted body," the "healers" separate themselves 

with barrier after banier; touch is dangerous. k i n g  close enough to touch is a social 

faux pas." 

57. 'Means p c e d ~  the goals; it is the availability of means that îriggers the ferdous search b r  erids* 
(Baurnan 1 995,165-1 66). 
58. Che Guevara. apparently, reported b his weil-off father that one of the rnost powerful treatments for 
leprosy was a firm handshake. "This may seem poi- bravado. ... but the psychokgical benefit to 
these people - usuaily treated Iike animais - of being treateû as normal human beings is incalculable" 
(in Symmes, 58). 
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Do not separate; touch and be touched. Thus, I think. speaks the discourse of 

Levinas, the discourse I have been, with Lyotard, writing toward. Fear the abyss, but 

do not fiIl it in, and do not tum away. Thus, I think, speaks the discourse of Kant, the 

discourse I have ben, with Lyatard and Levinas, atternpting to hear. Ah, listen. To 

attempt to close a "thesis" wiai a (theological) pose. Audacity. But let me leave. I 

have had enough, and I have not mastered anything. 
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